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X-RAY METHODS FOR MINERALS AND MATERIALS: THE “MICRO
X-RAY LAB” EXPERIENCE
Ignazio Allegretta (1), Adriano Boghetich (2), Saverio Fiore (3), Concetta Eliana Gattullo (1), Pietro
Mastrorilli (2), Andrea Petrella (2), Carlo Porfido (1), Antonio Rizzuti (2), Matteo Spagnuolo (1),
Gian Paolo Suranna (2), Roberto Terzano* (1)
(1) University of Bari, Italy, (2) Polytechnic University of Bari, Italy, (3) I.M.A.A. - C.N.R.

Chemical, microstructural and mineralogical studies of minerals and materials require sophisticated analytical
techniques capable of probing the samples down to the nanometer scale. In addition, since this type of sample
materials can have very different chemical and physical characteristics, highly versatile analytical procedures
are needed.
X-ray based analytical techniques are suitable to address both these needs being capable of analysing all kind
of samples (solids, liquids, suspensions, powders, thin films, etc.) at different length scales (from bulk to
nanometer scale). Furthermore, X-ray analyses can provide different types of information (chemical,
morphological, structural) which can be finally combined for a more comprehensive view of specific issues.
Limited sample preparation and non destructivity are other two key characteristics which make X-ray analyses
very effective for material science studies. However, most often this type of instrumentation is dedicated to
sectorial investigations and combining different techniques requires the involvement of a number of
laboratories and expertise.
Within this context, a team of experts in different research fields from the University "Aldo Moro" and
Polytechnic University of Bari has created the “Micro X-ray Lab”: a laboratory where different X-ray
analytical techniques and expertises are available in a single place for several applications.
In particular, the following laboratory instrumentation is available: powder X-ray diffraction (XRD), portable
X-ray fluorescence (pXRF, for field studies), wavelength dispersive X-ray fluorescence (WDXRF), energy
dispersive x-ray fluorescence (EDXRF), total reflection X-ray fluorescence (TXRF), micro X-ray fluorescence
(µXRF), high resolution computed X-ray tomography (HRCT) and field emission scanning electron
microscopy coupled with energy dispersive X-ray microanalysis (FESEM-EDX). Long experience with
synchrotron X-ray analyses and connections with the main European synchrotron facilities also allows the team
to perform advanced experiments with combined synchrotron X-ray techniques.
All the information coming from both laboratory and synchrotron analyses, together with routine
chemical-physical approaches, can be then combined to solve complex scientific problems related to Earth and
material science.
An overview of the techniques available at Micro X-ray Lab will be presented together with some applications
in Earth and material sciences.
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A FAST NEW METHOD FOR THE CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF CLAYS BY
TOTAL-REFLECTION X-RAY FLUORESCENCE SPECTROSCOPY (TXRF)
Ignazio Allegretta* (1), Biancamaria Ciasca (2), Veronica Lattanzio (2), Roberto Terzano (1)
(1) University of Bari, Italy, (2) I.S.P.A. - C.N.R.

Clay minerals are phyllosilicates originating from the weathering of primary silicates and aluminosilicates. Due
to their mineralogical and chemical characteristics they are largely employed in different fields such as
chemical, pharmaceutical and food industry, ceramics production, crude oil extraction, etc. In order to assess
the suitability of a certain clay material for a particular use, both mineralogical and chemical analyses are
usually performed. In particular, for the elemental analysis of clays, standard procedures are based on WDXRF
or ICP-OES analyses, which usually require 1-5 g of sample (UNI EN ISO 21587-3:2007, EN ISO
12677:2011). In addition, both the production of beads for WDXRF and the sample digestion for ICP-OES
analyses need long and elaborate processing of samples, often requiring costly chemicals which can be also
dangerous for the environment and the operator. Furthermore, in case of specific applications (e.g., clay
micro-synthesis, bacteria-induced clay synthesis, remediation or sorption studies, etc.) the production of
enough amount of sample is often a critical issue. In such cases, chemical analysis is usually performed with
SEM-EDS which, besides requiring the use of a complex and expensive instrumentation, cannot provide
information about the bulk sample composition.
In the last two decades, total-reflection X-ray fluorescence spectroscopy (TXRF) has proven to be a sensitive
and fast technique for the elemental analysis of several types of matrices (both organic and inorganic),
requiring only a low amount of sample (few mg) and a simple sample preparation.
In this work, a simple, fast and reliable method for the elemental analysis of clays employing TXRF is
proposed. Clays are analysed by TXRF as suspensions deposited on sample carriers (reflectors).
The method has been optimized using a two level full factorial design, using selenium as internal standard, to
obtain the best recovery rate for each focused element. In particular, the following factors have been evaluated:
sample amount, surfactant volume and reflector type. The best results were obtained by suspending 50 mg of
clay in 2.50 ml of surfactant and using quartz reflectors for TXRF analyses. The optimized method has been
subjected to in-house validation to evaluate analytical performances such as linearity, quantification limits,
trueness and precision. The validation study included the analysis of certified reference materials
(SARM-CRPG-CNRS). Satisfactory performances were obtained for most of the major elements including Mg,
Al, Si, K, Ca, Ti, Mn and Fe and some minor elements (Cl, Ni, Zn, Ga, Rb, Sr and Pb).
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FROM ARCHAEOLOGICAL DRAWING TO X-RAYS
MICROTOMOGRAPHY ANALYSIS FOR TECHNO-FUNCTIONAL
ANALYSIS: THE CASE OF STONE ARROWHEADS OF COPPA
NEVIGATA (BRONZE AGE, SOUTHERN ITALY)
Ignazio Allegretta* (1), Vittorio Mironti (2), Giulia Recchia (3), Cristina Lemorini (2), Stella
Nunziante Cesaro (4), Carlo Porfido (1), Roberto Terzano (1), Italo M. Muntoni (5), Giacomo Eramo
(6)
(1) Dipartimento di Scienze del Suolo, della Pianta e degli Alimenti - Università degli Studi di Bari “A. Moro”, Via
Orabona 4, 70125 Bari, Italy, (2) Dipartimento di Scienze dell’Antichità - Sapienza Università di Roma, Piazzale A. Moro,
5, 00100 Roma, Italy, (3) Dipartimento di Studi Umanistici. Lettere, Beni Culturali, Scienze della Formazione - Università
di Foggia, Via Arpi 176 - 71121 Foggia, Italy, (4) Scientific Methodologies Applied to Cultural Heritage (SMATCH),
ISMN-CNR, Sapienza University of Rome, P.le A. Moro 5, 00185 Roma, Italy, (5) Soprintendenza Archeologia, Belle Arti
e Paesaggio per le Province di Barletta - Andria - Trani e Foggia, Via Alberto Alvarez Valentini 8, 71121 Foggia, Italy, (6)
Dipartimento di Scienze della Terra e Geoambientali - Università degli Studi di Bari “Aldo Moro”, via E. Orabona 4,
I-70125 Bari, Italy.

The modes of the archaeological documentation of prehistoric lithic tools has been widely debated among
scholars for long time. In the recent years the introduction of new documentation techniques (e.g. 3D model
and 3D scanner), besides the classic drawing, has increased the academic debating. Among these new
documentation techniques, 3D photography is now commonly used while X-rays microtomography (µCT) has
never be applied on chert artefacts. In the present work, graphite drawing, 3D photography and µCT are used
for the techno-functional analysis.
For this reason, four chert arrowhead (CN13, CN21, CN39, CN51) from the settlement of Coppa Nevigata
(Bronze Age Southern Italy) were analysed with all these three techniques to retrace their different
techno-functional sequences.
Results show that µCT allows to detect more detachment areas and blows than graphite drawing and 3D
photography. Moreover, internal defects and inclusions can be detected only by the use of µCT. In particular,
CN39 shows an extensive internal cracking which can be imputed to a heating treatment. Furthermore, one
surface of CN39 do not show any crack, which testify the removal of this portion in order to reuse the
arrowhead after the heating event. In this way, µCT allowed to identify both a heating event and also its
timing, since it occurred between the production and the retouch before a new use. In the case of CN51, the
supposed heating identified after optical analysis seems not confirmed by µCT analysis.
After the different analytical approaches, also the sample CN13 and CN21 do not show clear evidences of
retouching and/or heating as archeologically supposed after optical analysis.
Neither the stereoscope nor the 3D photography model give back the same informations obtained by µCT and
highlight the potentials and limits of each one to detect microstructural details that can help to understand the
techno-functional dynamics.
The pros and cons of the old and the new documentation techniques were also discussed, in order to propose
specific terms for microstructure description and interpretation.
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DIRECT MICRO X-RAY COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY (µCT) STUDY OF
STRUCTURAL MODIFICATIONS OF CERAMICS INDUCED BY
FREEZE-THAW CYCLES
Ignazio Allegretta* (1), Carlo Porfido (1), Matteo Spagnuolo (1), Roberto Terzano (1)
(1) University of Bari, Italy

Ceramics are multiphase materials usually obtained by the firing of a mixture of clay, water and non-plastic
inclusions. According to the raw materials and the production cycle used, ceramics can have different physical
properties and, hence, different uses and applications. One of the field of applications in which ceramics are
most used is masonry. Like other building materials (concrete, mortars, steel, etc.), ceramics must be subjected
to several tests and must follow particular recommendations before the commercialization. One of these tests
concerns the assessment of the ability of a ceramic to withstand freeze-thaw stresses (UNI EN 12371). This
property is very important in particular for applications where temperature fluctuates around 0 °C. In these
conditions, the cycling formation and dissolution of ice may cause the formation of fissures and cracks which
can seriously damage the ceramics. In order to understand the causes that may led to structural and
microstructural modifications of the ceramics, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) or optical microscopy
(OM) observations are usually employed after freeze-thaw tests. However, for this kind of analyses, samples
should be usually cut in thin sections or embedded in a resin that can cause further microstructural changes and
do not allow to analyse the same sample after a series of freeze-thaw cycles. On the contrary, high-resolution
micro x-ray computed tomography (µCT) is a non-destructive powerful method to investigate samples before
and after treatments, without any sample preparation.
In the present work, µCT equipped with a thermal stage has been used for the characterization of ceramic
microstructures after several freeze-thaw cycles. Ceramics were prepared by mixing a kaolinitic clay with 10%
(w/w) of water, molding by uniaxial pressing and then fired at 750 and 1000 °C. In order to study the effect of
non-plastic inclusions, 5 % (v/v) of quartz or limestone were also added to the mixture. Six samples of 5x5x10
mm (per ceramic) were cut from ceramic briquettes and were subjected to freeze-thaw cycles according to the
UNI EN 12371. One of the 6 samples, was also studied via µCT using a cooling stage in order to keep the
temperature at -12°C. µCT was equipped with a W source (80 kV and 125 mA) and the following parameters
were set up for the analyses: pixel size of 2.4 μm, rotation step of 0.13 deg (0-180 deg) and an exposure of
1980 ms. A 1 mm thick Cu filter was used to improve the signal to noise ratio.
Results suggest that the presence of quartz reduces the resistance to freeze-thaw cycles, because the cracks
produced by the α-β quartz phase inversion propagates into the ceramics after the crystallization of ice. In
conclusion, the possibility to analyze the same sample after several cycles makes µCT a valuable method for
the microstructural characterization of ceramic materials subjected to physical stress tests.
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STIFF CLAY MASSES: PORE WATER SALINITY, SYSTEM ENERGY AND
GEOTECHNICAL PROPERTIES
Ilenia Argentiero* (1), Maria Dolores Fidelibus (2), Saverio Fiore (3), Roberta Pellicani (1),
Giuseppe Spilotro (1, 4)
(1) Dipartimento delle Culture Europee e del Mediterraneo - Università degli Studi della Basilicata, 75100 Matera (Italy),
(2) Dipartimento di Ingegneria Civile, Ambientale, del Territorio, Edile e di Chimica – Politecnico di Bari, 70126 Bari
(Italy), (3) National Research Council, CNR IMAA, Contrada Santaloia, Tito Scalo, Potenza (Italy), (4) National Research
Council, CNR ISSIA, Via Amendola, 70126 Bari (Italy)

The crystalline structure of the clay and its behaviour at the micro and macro scale have been and are still the
object of studies in different fields of earth science: mineralogy, geotechnics, etc. It has been known for several
decades that the volumetric equilibrium of a well-defined clay (mono mineralogical or mineralogical melange,
with or without the mixing with other fines), depends on the salinity of the interstitial fluid (in terms of
concentration of one or more kind of salts) under an external stress field.
The mechanism involves many chemical and physical topics, but may be easy to understand: the elementary
structures of a two faced crystals are electrically negative charged with the interstitial fluid as the dielectric of a
capacitor. An electrical field is then generated, whose intensity depends on the electric charge and on the
properties of the dielectric. Such electric field is conservative and is associate to a stored energy, which
balances the positive work (compression or sun driven capillarity) or negative (swelling and heave). The
system, really more complex for the presence also of non-conservative works, behaves as a loaded spring,
which stores energy of deformation to give back it as soon as the external force weakens.
In determining some geotechnical behaviours of the clayey soils, may be critical the osmotic effects introduced
by the differences naturally or anthropogenic induced between the chemical components and their
concentration in the pore water and those of the freely circulating water in the discontinuities and on the border
of the clayey masses.
Clays of marine sedimentation incorporate interstitial salt water of composition derived and similar to those of
sea water. Such type of interstitial water chemically has high concentration of dissolved ions, mainly Na, which
generates in the dielectric spaces a low electrical field, compared with that given in identical situation by low
salt concentration in interstitial water. In nature, as well described in geoscience, the turning between the two
interstitial water types is very common and driven by ion diffusion processes like, surface fresh water
interacting with salt interstitial water of old marine clays. The latter, either by the overburden of younger
sedimentary layers, but mainly by very strong capillary forces activated by surface drainage and EVT from sun
and dry wind, undergo strong volumetric reduction, which can be released with work production (well known
as the swelling of the stiff clays) if pore water interact with freely circulating waters of different salinity.
Relationship between salinity and the type of squeezed water and of geotechnical properties of blue stiff clays
of the bradanic region (Southern Italy) confirms previous statements on experimental basis .
The measurements of the released work by marine clays after ionic diffusion in fresh water has been
extensively tested in oedometer apparatus (which allows one dimensional volumetric variation). Note that these
studies cannot be performed on remoulded samples, because remoulding does not permit the control of the
energy inferred to the system.
The process changes dielectric properties and energy stored inside the diffuse double layer. This is the reason
why a soil, of ancient geological origin, can exhibit, at present, a sudden work against the gravitative force due
to overburden or a foundation by swelling or, more rarely, ensuing different border conditions, a settlement
under relatively insignificant heads. These phenomena have been evaluated, up to now, in terms of swelling
pressure, as geotechnical equipment allow. However, a better understanding can be gained using energetic
terms: this part of the clay soil system, energetically speaking, is conservative. External contribution of energy,
work of overburden or sun driven capillarity and long exposure to border low salinity waters can modify the
concentration of pore-waters, thus affecting the DDL geometry. The swelling and the shrinkage of clay soil
with their volumetric and geotechnical implications should be regarded as variations of the electrostatic and
mechanical energy of the system.
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ALKALI ACTIVATED BINDERS COMBINED WITH CONSTRUCTION
AND DEMOLITION WASTES: VALUABLE RESOURCES FOR GREEN
BUILDING MATERIALS
Agnese Attanasio* (1), Alessandro Largo (1)
(1) CETMA - Technologies Design and Materials European Research Centre

Research on Alkali Activated Binders (AAB), among them those from industrial by-products e.g. Pulverised
Fuel Ash (PFA) from coal-fired power stations and Ground Granulated Blast-Furnace Slag (GGBS) obtained
by quenching molten iron slag, gained considerable attention as an eco-sustainable alternative to Ordinary
Portland Cement (OPC) for use in mortars/concretes. Alkali activated binders are materials with the potential to
provide high-performance alternatives to conventional cements, while contributing to the sustainability and
costs reduction of the built environment. These binders, compared with conventional cements, have a lower
embodied energy and CO2 footprint and also exhibit good physical, mechanical and durability properties.
Alkali activated cements are capable of meeting or exceeding performance requirements specified in
construction applications [1].
Construction and Demolition Wastes (CDW) management have been identified by the European Commission
as a priority target. An effective way to release the environmental pressure of CDW is their recycling in the
construction sector, thus limiting their disposal and avoiding, at the same time, the consumption of
non-renewable resources for building materials development. These wastes, among the most significant waste
streams in EU, includes materials such as concrete, bricks, tiles, gypsum, wood, glass, metals or plastics. EU
members, according to the Waste Framework Directive 2008/98/EC, are obliged to take all the necessary
measures to reuse, recycle or recover a minimum of 70% (by weight) of the non-hazardous CDWs by the end
of 2020. RE4, an European project founded by the European Commission in the framework of H2020 Research
and Innovation Program, specifically focus on the integration of CDW in the production cycle of building
materials. The Project promotes new technological routes and solutions for the development of eco-compatible,
cost-effective pre-fabricated components and elements with high degree of materials recycled from CDW [2].
This work outlines research activities, carried out in the framework of RE4 project, on the development of
normal and lightweight alkali activated mortars consisting of a PFA/GGBS binder combined with fine
aggregates recycled from CDW (e.g. mineral fractions, heterogeneous rigid plastics, mixed wood and plastics a by-product from CDW recycling plants without specific applications and generally destined to landfills or
incinerators). The aim of this study was the development and assessment of the PFA/GGBS binder
compatibility with different CDW aggregates through cement-free mortars production. The materials,
alumina-silicates precursors (PFA, GGBS) as well as CDW aggregates, have been fully characterized (e.g.
morphological, chemical and physical testing). The design of the PFA/GGBS binder has been at first optimised
and, then, combined with different CDW aggregates. The performance of the resulting mortars have been
assessed both on fresh state and hardened state (e.g. slump flow, density, flexural strength, compressive
strength). The innovative formulations developed in this study, integrating recycled materials used as both
binders and aggregates, result in building solutions with improved sustainability and cost-efficiency.

[1] Alkali Activated Materials | State-of-the-Art Report, RILEM TC 224-AAM; Editors: Provis, John, van Deventer, Jannie (Eds.) 2014.
[2] RE4 “Reuse and Recycling of CDW materials and structures in energy efficient pREfabricated elements for building Refurbishment
and construction” (call H2020-EEB-04, 723583) | Project web-site: www.re4.eu.
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MINERALOGICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF BOTTOM ASH FROM
MUNICIPAL SOLID WASTE INCINERATORS
Marco Bello* (1), Paola Stabile (1), Michael Carroll (1)
(1) UNICAM

The municipal solid waste (MSW) bottom ash (BA), solid residue products of Piacenza incinerator’s
combustion, are investigated in this work. Mainly, BA have been here mineralogically characterized by X-ray
diffraction (XRD) before and after thermal treatments (conducted at different temperatures and ambient
pressure), determining which mineralogical phases present prior to the treatments were resistant after that in
order to constrain the real exercise combustor temperature and investigate the presence or not of polluting
elements in the ashes.
In fact, it is known that bottom ashes produced by urban waste incineration are not homogenous products and
can contain hazardous components (As, Cd, Cr, Hg, Ni, Pb, Zn). Moreover, the distribution of these elements
between the diverse phases present in the MSWI bottom ashes has a direct influence on their toxicity: e.g.
hexavalent chromium is more toxic than trivalent chromium (IX), while zinc as pure metallic particles or as
zinc chloride (ZnCl) is more soluble in water compared to zinc carbonate (ZnCO) (Le Forestier &
Libourel, 1998, and references therein).
The presence of particular phases and elements influence on the possible application and re-use of BA in
different structural and civil engineering fields. For instance, BA are largely studied and used as cement bond
material in pavement; because of their microstructure that includes amorphous aluminosilicates, they can also
be activated to form amorphous aluminosilicate gel and geopolymer matrices (Boca Santa et al., 2016).
But the re-use of bottom ash is still limited and more research is needed because bottom ash, compared to fly
ash, has a more heterogeneous composition including some hazardous components, that can be somehow
minimized for particular re-application.

[1] Le Forestier L., Libourel G. ( 1998). Characterization of Flue Gas Residues from Municipal Solid Waste Combustors. Environmental
Science & Technology 32(15):2250-2256
[2] Boca Santa R.A.A., Soares C., Riella H.G. (2016). Geopolymers with a high percentage of bottom ash for solidification/immobilization
of different toxic metals. Journal of Hazardous Materials, Volume 318, pages. 145-153.
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INFLUENCE OF THE DYE SURFACE CONCENTRATION ON THE
ENERGY TRANSFER EFFICIENCY IN HYBRID MATERIALS WITH
SMECTITE
Silvia Belušáková* (1), Juraj Bujdák (1, 2), Virginia Martínez-Martínez (3), Inigo Lopez Arbeloa (3)
(1) Institute of Inorganic Chemistry, Slovak Academy of Sciences, 845 36 Bratislava, Slovakia, (2) Comenius University in
Bratislava, Department of Physical and Theoretical Chemistry, Faculty of Natural Sciences, 842 15 Bratislava, Slovakia, (3)
University of the Basque Country, Department of Physical Chemistry, Molecular Spectroscopy Laboratory, UPV EHU,
POBOX 644, Bilbao 48080, Spain

Hybrid nanomaterials in the form of colloidal dispersions were prepared from a synthetic layered silicate of
saponite type (Sap) and cationic laser dyes rhodamine 6G (R6G) and oxazine 4 (Ox4). Förster resonance
energy transfer (FRET) was investigated using steady-state and time-resolved fluorescence (TRF)
spectroscopies. The energy transfer occurred from R6G cations playing the role of energy donor to the Ox4
cations, which represented the energy acceptor. FRET efficiency increased with the concentration of the
adsorbed dye molecules. Considering high sensitivity of FRET efficiency on the intermolecular distance
between the interacting molecules, the Poisson probability density function was applied to model the
characteristics of the dye molecules distribution on the Sap particles. High concentrations of dye cations on the
surface of saponite led to a relatively narrow distribution of distances, whereas lower concentrations were
characterized by a broader distribution of distances. The expected values of FRET efficiencies were calculated
as a function of the distances derived by the model. The theoretical and experimental results of FRET
efficiencies were in very good agreement. The theoretical model presents a good tool for predicting
photophysical properties of hybrid systems based on organic dyes and inorganic nanoparticles. The statistical
approach to characterize the distance distribution between dye cations adsorbed on the clay mineral surface
brought a considerably higher accuracy than a simpler model using average intermolecular distances.
This work was supported by the Slovak Research and Development Agency under contract No.
APVV-15-0347 and VEGA grant agency (1/0278/16, 2/0141/17).

[1] Belušáková S., Martínez-Martínez V., Lopez Arbeloa I., Bujdák J. (2017) Resonance energy transfer between dye molecules in colloids
of a layered silicate. The effect of dye surface concentration. Journal of Physical Chemistry C 121, 8300-8309.
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INNOVATIVE MATERIALS FOR IMPROVED PROTEIN
CRYSTALLIZATION
Benny Danilo Belviso* (1), Rocco Caliandro (1), Gianluca Di Profio (2)
(1) Crystallographic Institute, National Research Council, Italy, (2) Institute on Membrane Technology of the National
Research Council (ITM-CNR)

Crystallization is a widely exploited process in several industrial and lab scale applications where molecules at
high purity level are required. In addition, molecules in crystal form are arranged in very ordered state that
enables X-ray diffraction-based structural studies, which can reach atomic level resolution. Finding
crystallization conditions for a specimen is not trivial and it gets even more difficult in the case of protein
molecules. A turning point in this field is represented by advanced materials composed by surface layered
hydrogel membranes, which are used as supports for protein crystallization.We show that hydrogel composite
membranes reduce protein concentration required for crystallization, make wider crystallization ranges and
produce crystals having a better diffraction quality than those produced by standard vapor diffusion
methods.[1] Crystals grown in gel material show higher resistance against osmotic stress, because gel forms an
inner structure in the crystal, protecting against dissolution. We thus developed hydrogel-functionalized
membrane material able to immobilize and stabilize lysozyme crystals, resulting in an innovative material for
food-preserving active packaging.[2] Moreover, we are developing membrane-based materials able to purify
antibody by crystallization directly from culture broth, with the aim to remove the expensive downstream
purification processes that represent more than 60% of the final cost of the drug (AMECRYS
Horizon2020-FET project, grant agreement no. 712965).

[1] Di Profio G., Polino M., Nicoletta F. P., Belviso B. D., Caliandro R., Fontananova, De FilpoG., CurcioE., Drioli E.,Tailored Hydrogel
Membranes for Effi cient ProteinCrystallization, Adv. Funct. Mater.,2014, 24, pp. 1582.
[2] Mirabelli V., Salehi S. M., Angiolillo L., Belviso B. D.,Conte A., Del Nobile M. A., Di Profio G., Caliandro R. , Enzyme Crystals and
Hydrogel Composite Membranesas New Active Food Packaging Material,Global Challenges, 2018, 2, pp. 1700089.
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FROM MATERIAL SCIENCE TOWARDS ARCHAEOMETRY:
MULTIMETHODOLOGICAL ANALYTICS AND IMAGING OF
ARCHAEOLOGICAL ARTIFACTS
Christoph Berthold* (1), Klaus Bente (1), Klaus G. Nickel (1)
(1) Competence Center Archaeometry - Baden-Wuerttemberg, Universität Tübingen

In the last years the application of material science techniques and analytics to address issues related to Cultural
Heritage materials is continuously increasing.
Especially the development of non destructive, local highly resolved and multimethodological approaches is a
great step forward for characterizing and imaging archaeological artifacts.
Only with combined and multimethodological analytical techniques as e.g. optical and electron microscopy,
chemical and structural analyses as well as X-ray computer tomography, typical archaeological questions like
provenance and mining of raw materials, development of work division and craftsmen competences, local
manufacturing techniques, autochton or allochton developments as well as distribution and trading routes can
be answered comprehensively and in much more detail.
Additionally by transforming the results from the analytics to images, elucidation of intentions, function, use
and cultural aspects as well as esthetic phenomena becomes feasible.
We will present corresponding exemplary studies on Neolithic and Attic pottery, Renaissance wood figures,
Roman bimetallic medallions and Latène coral fibulae.
In particular, these results are useful to understand correlations between new and old technologies as well as
between old technologies and new materials and can aid restoration strategies, museum didactics as well as
virtual exposition techniques.
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HYBRID MATERIALS BASED ON LAYERED SILICATES AND
LUMINESCENT POLYMER WITH RHODAMINE GROUPS
Juraj Bujdák* (1, 2), Samuel Sas (3), Martin Danko (4), Kamil Lang (5), Valéria Bizovská (1)
(1) Institute of Inorganic Chemistry, Slovak Academy of Sciences, 845 36 Bratislava, Slovakia, (2) Comenius University in
Bratislava, Department of Physical and Theoretical Chemistry, Faculty of Natural Sciences, 842 15 Bratislava, Slovakia, (3)
Comenius University in Bratislava, Department of Inorganic Chemistry, Faculty of Natural Sciences, 842 15 Bratislava,
Slovakia, (4) Polymer Institute, Slovak Academy of Sciences, 845 41 Bratislava, Slovakia, (5) Institute of Inorganic
Chemistry of the Czech Academy of Sciences, v. v. i., Husinec-Řež 1001, 250 68 Řež, Czech Republic

Luminescent hybrid materials are promising for modern industrial applications including light harvesting
systems, sensors, solid lasers and as parts of optical devices. Traditional hybrids of organic dyes and layered
silicates are based on cationic dyes which are irreversibly adsorbed or intercalated in interlayer spaces of the
silicates. Another type of stable hybrids are materials derived from luminescent polymers. For this purpose
polyethylene glycol (PEG) partially derivatized with a reactive derivative of rhodamine B (RhB) was used to
form a luminescent, water-soluble polymer (RhPEG) which can be intercalated between the silicate layers. An
optimal degree of derivatization of the polymer had to be found to prevent fluorescence quenching as a
consequence of molecular aggregation. The optical properties of RhPEG were similar to that of the RhB
precursor. Hybrid colloids were prepared with Kunipia montmorillonite (Mt) and Sumecton synthetic saponite
(Sap), with a polymer/silicate mass ratio of 0.05 to 0.25. Thin solid films were prepared by vacuum filtration
technique. Luminescent hybrid films exhibited a similar structure to those obtained by intercalation of
unmodified PEG. The optical properties depended considerably on the silicate type. Hybrid films made from
Sap, which represents the silicate with low layer charge, exhibited negligible molecular aggregation of RhPEG
and had a high fluorescence quantum yield, similar to that of a RhB or RhPEG solution. On the other hand, the
spectral analysis indicated molecular aggregation of RhPEG at the surface of Mt layers, leading to a significant
decrease in fluorescence.
This work was supported by the Slovak Research and Development Agency under contract No.
APVV-15-0347 and VEGA grant agency (1/0278/16, 2/0141/17).

[1] Sas S., Danko M., Bizovská V., Lang K., Bujdák J. (2017). Highly luminescent hybrid materials based on smectites with polyethylene
glycol modified with rhodamine fluorophore. Applied Clay Science 138, 25-33.
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PHOTODYNAMIC INACTIVATION OF GRAM-NEGATIVE BACTERIA OF
ESCHERICHIA COLI BY METHYLENE BLUE IN COLLOIDAL SYSTEMS
OF TWO SMECTITES AND THEIR ORGANOCLAYS
Helena Bujdáková* (1), Alena Donauerová (1), Monika Lackovičová (2), Barbora Gaálová (1), Juraj
Bujdák (2, 3)
(1) Comenius University in Bratislava, Faculty of Natural Sciences, Department of Microbiology and Virology, Ilkovičova
6, 842 15 Bratislava, Slovakia, (2) Comenius University in Bratislava, Faculty of Natural Sciences, Department of Physical
and Theoretical Chemistry, Ilkovičova 6, 842 15 Bratislava, Slovakia, (3) Institute of Inorganic Chemistry, Slovak
Academy of Sciences, 846 35 Bratislava, Slovakia

Hybrid materials with embedded photosensitizer are promising from a medical point of view. Colloids based on
saponite (Sap) and montmorillonite (Mon), including those modified with dodecyltrimethyl ammonium cations
(C12) and photosensitizer - methylene blue (MB), have been studied. Gram-negative bacteria of Escherichia
coli were selected for biological experiments. A spectral study showed that MB solutions as well as
C12-containing Sap colloids exhibited the highest photoactivities. The adsorption of MB on the Mon particles
led to molecular aggregation and loss of photoactivity. Various parameters, such as light and dark conditions,
the power and duration of light irradiation; the effect of cell growth phases on the resistance of the
microorganism, were tested in biological experiments. Adhesion properties were also documented by scanning
electron microsopy. Both photoactivity and antimicrobial properties of colloids were improved after
pre-modification with C12. However, the antimicrobial properties of colloids were not always directly related
to their photoactivities. Significantly higher antimicrobial properties were observed for MB/Mon colloids
having the dye in the form of molecular aggregates. The MB/Mon colloids, both modified and non-modified
with C12 cations, showed higher antimicrobial effects than MB solutions alone. Surface properties of colloidal
particles and their complexes with MB probably played an essential role in the interactions with cells. The
effect of photosensitizer is based on the activation of molecular oxygen to its singlet form and other reactive
species. The lifetime of singlet oxygen is extremely short and its effectiveness is limited to small distances
from the initial activation site. Therefore, the role of clay mineral particles can be based on the delivery of MB
molecules to the cells. Used clay minerals differ in three main parameters: Particle size, iron content and charge
location. Mon composed of much larger particles than Sap may be more effective in mediating contact between
MB molecules and cells. Microbial cells are known to produce enzymes to deactivate MB by reduction to an
inactive leuco-form. The protective role of smectites in stabilizing adsorbed MB molecules has been
demonstrated in preliminary experiments. The iron-containing Mon can catalyze the reoxidation of the leuco
form. The Mon surface charge is caused by the substitutions in the octahedral sheets. The particles of Mon
exhibit a much lower surface basicity than Sap with the charge located in the tetrahedral sheets on the outer
surface of the particles. The basicity of mineral particles can play a role in interaction with bacteria. The
strength of MB/smectite electrostatic bonding may play a role in releasing MB cations upon contact with
bacterial cell wall.
This research was supported by Slovak Grant Agency under the contract no. APVV-15-0347; Ministry of
Education, Science, Research and Sport of the Slovak Republic under the contract no. VEGA 1/0628/15.
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HYDROGEL COMPOSITE MEMBRANES SUPPORTING PROTEIN
CRYSTALLOGRAPHY
Rocco Caliandro* (1), Benny Danilo Belviso (1), Gianluca Di Profio (2), Valentina Mirabelli (1),
Rosanna Caliandro (3), S. Majidi Salehi (2), Enrica Fontananova (2), Ana C. Manjua (4), Carla A. M.
Portugal (4), Isabel M. Coelhoso (4), Joao G. Crespo (4), Efrem Curcio (5)
(1) CNR - Institute of Crystallography, (2) CNR - Institute on Membrane Technology, (3) Free University of Bozen, (4)
Universidade NOVA de Lisboa, (5) University of Calabria

The structural model of biological macromolecules can be investigated at high resolution by Crystallography.
An intense X-ray beam diffracting on single crystals produce diffraction patterns, that, once processed by
complex mathematical procedures, supply a three dimensional image of the atomic structure of proteins and
nucleic acids. The bottleneck of the procedure is obtaining well-diffracting single crystals from the extremely
flexible biological molecules. We found that materials composed by hydrophobic membranes covered by a
layer of hydrogel can enhance protein crystallization, thus enabling crystallographic studies of proteins difficult
to be crystallized with standard vapor diffusion methods [1]. By membrane functionalization it is possible to
modify crystallization process in a very controlled manner. For instance, we shown that the membrane
patterning/roughness induced by 1% of iron oxide nanoparticles provides a tool to promote and control
heterogeneous nucleation without metal inclusion in the crystals. In addition, by a high-throughput
crystallographic investigation we found that nanoparticle composition induces slight conformational changes of
the crystallization protein. The hydrogel composition has a strong influence on the crystallization outcome. We
found that hydrogels based on ionic liquids have unexpected properties, as they induce protein polymorphs,
embed protein crystals preserving them to external stresses, and clear out protein solvent channels, usually
populated by solvent molecules. The authors would like to thank the European Union’s Horizon 2020, Future
and Emerging Technologies programme FET-OPEN, for partially funding this work within the AMECRYS
project (http://www.amecrys-project.eu/) under grant agreement no. 712965.

[1] Di Profio G., Polino M., Nicoletta F. P., Belviso B. D., Caliandro R., Fontananova, De Filpo G., Curcio E., Drioli E., Tailored Hydrogel
Membranes for Effi cient Protein Crystallization, Adv. Funct. Mater., 2014, 24, pp. 1582.
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NON DESTRUCTIVE SCREENING ANALYSIS FOR THE
CLASSIFICATION OF ARCHAEOLOGICAL CERAMICS BY MICRO
X-RAY FLUORESCENCE SPECTROMETRY
Estefania Calparsoro* (1), Maite Maguregui (2), Héctor Morillas (3), Javier G. Iñañez (1), Juan
Manuel Madariaga (4)
(1) ) GPAC, Built Heritage Research Group, Faculty of Arts, University of the Basque Country UPV/EHU, Centro de
Investigación Micaela Portilla, Justo Vélez de Elorriaga, 1 01006 Vitoria-Gasteiz (Spain), (2) Department of Analytical
Chemistry, Faculty of Pharmacy, University of the Basque Country UPV/EHU, P.O. Box 450, 01080, Spain, (3)
Department of Mathematics and Experimental Sciences Didactis, Faculty of Education, Philosophy and Anthropology,
University of the Basque Country UPV/EHU, Spain, (4) ) Department of Analytical Chemistry, Faculty of Pharmacy,
University of the Basque Country UPV/EHU, P.O. Box 450, 01080 Vitoria-Gasteiz, Basque Country, Spain

The geochemical composition of clayey pastes plays a crucial role in Archaeology. It serves to recognize the
chemical fingerprint of the pottery shards and to help building solid hypothesis regarding their historical
implications and ancient trade networks [1].
Technological studies of the ceramic production rely on the major elements present in the artifacts and raw
materials, whereas, studies to establish the sources, (i.e. provenance studies) tend to rely heavily on the
concentrations of the minor and trace elements. In any case, traditionally destructive techniques have been
employed to assess the chemical composition of the pastes such as Inductively Coupled Plasma-Mass
Spectrometry (ICP-MS) or Neutron Activation Analysis (NAA) [2]. Analytical instrumentation based on X-ray
fluorescence spectrometry (XRF) is very promising in the non-destructive analysis field. However, it still has to
overcome several limitations (e.g. limits of detection, reproducibility, representativeness of the analyses, etc.)
in order to successfully respond to the above-mentioned questions.
In this work, a non-invasive multi-point strategy was applied to characterize 50 shards from several
archaeological post-medieval sites from the Iberian Peninsula (Spain). Ceramics from three Basque regions
(Durango, Orduña and Elosu) and one from La Rioja (Logroño) were analyzed both by ICP-MS and by means
of an energy dispersive X-ray fluorescence spectrometer (ED-XRF) which allows to measure objects up to
33x17 cm at two lateral resolutions (1 mm and down to 25 micrometers). To develop this methodology,
samples were measured at 1 mm in order to extract representative results from the whole sample volume.
The chemical results were subjected to statistical analysis; Principal Component Analysis and Hierarchical
Clustering analysis. Then the classification obtained non-destructively was compared to the reference groups
obtained after destructive analyses (ICP-MS). Thus the reproducibility of the former classification was
assessed. The positive match obtained, demonstrated the suitability of the methodology as a screening
technique for the archeological pottery classification.

[1] S. Weigand, Harbottle, “Turquoise sources and source analysis: Mesoamerica and the southwestern USA | University College London,”
Exch. Syst. Prehistory, pp. 15–34, 1977.
[2] A. M. Pollard, C. Heron, and R. S. of C. G. Britain, Archaeological Chemistry. 2008.
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GEOCHEMICAL AND MINERALOGICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF
TOPAZ: A COMPARISON BETWEEN BRASILIAN AND PAKISTAN
STONES
Marianna Casagranda* (1), Annalisa Martucci (1), Costanza Bonadiman (1), Elisa Rodeghero (1),
Matteo Ardit (1), Carmela Vaccaro (1), Salvatore Pepi (1)
(1) Department of Physics and Earth Sciences, University of Ferrara, Italy

Brazilian and Pakistan topaz are commercially known as top quality gems. This study is aimed to characterise
chemical composition and mineralogical structures of selected samples of the two localities (Minas Gerais,
Brazil; Gilgit – Baltistan, Pakistan) to find possible crystallochemical clues to apply at stones of unknown
provenances. Topaz, Al2SiO4(F,OH)2, is one of the most important F/OH-bearing silicates (Gatta et al., 2006),
and its formation is associated to pneumatolithic/hydrothermal events occurring in silicic igneous rocks (i.e.,
mostly granites and rhyolites). Commonly, the gem-quality topaz crystallise in a granitic pegmatoid matrix
variously coloured topaz gems are widely used in jewellery, while colourless or light-blue stones have not
relevant commercial value. The most precious topaz gems come from Brazil, Russia, Japan and Pakistan, but
also from several European countries (in Saxony Region). A multi technical approach has been used and the
selected samples divided into two fractions for spectroscopic/spectrometric and diffractometric analyses to
examine modification in topaz crystal structure caused by F-OH- substitution, and to determine the
compositional features of topaz from Brazil and Pakistan.
The chemical characterization was carried out combining X-Ray Fluorescence (XRF), Raman spectroscopy,
and Scanning Electronic Microscopy (SEM-EDS). Afterwards, on the basis of the obtained results, a selection
of samples, representative of the main geochemical characteristics of both regions, have been characterized by
X-ray powder diffraction; data were collected at the high resolution beamline ID22 at the European
Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF, Grenoble, France). Cell parameters were calculated from X-ray
diffraction data by means of the Rietveld method and fluorine content (wF) was estimated by a and b unit-cell
dimension. A critical correlation of the wF versus the refined lattice parameters and the known data allowed
us to improve the regression lines for wF versus a and b cell edges (Alberico et al., 2003). Major and
trace-element (including REE) data obtained by XRF, Raman and SEM – EDS techniques, document the
occurrence of typical REE fractionation patterns in topaz in spite of the different origin and composition of the
host rock.

[1] Gatta G.D. et al. 2006. American Mineralogist, 91, 1839-1846
[2] Alberico A. et al. 2003. European Journal of Mineralogy, 15, 875 - 881.
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CLAY FOR CARBON CAPTURE AND STORAGE
Leide Cavalcanti* (1), Heloisa Bordallo (2), Geir Helgesen (1), Kenneth Knudsen (1), Jon Otto
Fossum (3)
(1) Institute for Energy Technology (IFE), (2) University of Copenhagen, (3) Norwegian University of Science and
Technology (NTNU)

This work presents a study on the intercalation of carbon dioxide (CO2) into fluorohectorite clays with
different interlayer cations. Intercalation of water in smectite clays occurs naturally and has been extensively
studied with a wide range of techniques, among them neutron [1] [2] and X-ray scattering [3] [4]. Recent
experiments and simulations have shown that also CO2 can intercalate in smectite clays, both in supercritical
[5], and in gaseous/liquid form [6]. We have previously demonstrated that CO2 intercalates into synthetic
Na-Fluorohectorite (NaFh) clay at conditions close to ambient [7], at minus 20 °C and 15 bar. These are not the
conditions found in the geological storage sites, but can be conditions relevant when clays are considered as an
alternative to for example zeolites as a material for capture of CO2. We have recently demonstrated that under
certain conditions of pressure and temperature, fluorohectorite clays are able to capture a large amount of CO2,
depending on the type of interlayer cation [8]. We have investigated fluorohectorite clays with three different
cations (Na, Ni and Li), showing that Li-fluorohectorite clay is able to retain CO2 up to a temperature of 35°C,
at ambient pressure, and that the captured CO2 can be released by heating above this temperature. These
conditions are highly relevant for mapping out, and understanding, the mechanisms involved in CO2 capture
and retention by smectite clays, either in geological formations, or in CO2 capturing elements. Here we present
results on the study of CO2 intercalation into a series of synthetic fluorohectorite clays using a Sieverts
apparatus to follow the capture of CO2 inside the clay interlayer varying the pressure from 0 to 50 bar for the
three studied cations. CONTACT: jon.fossum@ntnu.no

[1] Jimenez-Ruiz, Ferrage, Delville, and Michot. (2012). Anisotropy on the collective dynamics of water confined in swelling clay
minerals. J. Phys. Chem. A 116: 2379.
[2] Martins, Gates, Michot, Ferrage, Marry, Bordallo. (2014). Neutron scattering, a powerful tool to study clay minerals. Applied Clay
Science 96:22.
[3] Hansen, Hemmen, Fonseca, Coutant, Knudsen, Plivelic, Bonn, Fossum. (2012). Swelling transition of a clay induced by heating,
Scientific Reports 2: 618.
[4] Altoe, Michels, Santos, Droppa, Grassi, Ribeiro, Knudsen, Bordallo, Fossum, da Silva. (2016). Continuous Water Adsorption States
Promoted by Ni2+ Confined in a Synthetic Smectite. Applied Clay Science 123:83–91.
[5] Loring, Schaef, Thompson, Turcu, Miller, Chen, Hu, Hoyt, Martin, Ilton, Felmy, Rosso. (2013). Clay hydration/dehydration in dry to
water-saturated supercritical CO2: Implications for caprock integrity, Energy Procedia 37: 5443.
[6] Giesting, Guggenheim, Koster van Groos, and Busch. (2012). X-ray diffraction study of K- and Ca-exchanged montmorillonites in CO2
atmospheres, Environ. Sci. Technol. 46: 5623.
[7] Hemmen, Rolseth, Fonseca, Hansen, Fossum, Pivelic. (2012). X-ray Studies of Carbon Dioxide Intercalation in Na-Fluorohectorite
Clay at Near-Ambient Conditions, Langmuir 28: 1678-1682.
[8] Michels, Fossum, Rozynek, Hemmen, Rustenberg, Sobas, Kalantzopoulos, Knudsen, Janek, Plivelic, da Silva (2015). Intercalation and
Retention of Carbon Dioxide in a Smectite Clay promoted by Interlayer Cations, Scientific Reports, 5:8775,1-9.
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NANOREMEDIATION BY CLAY-SUPPORTED ION-BASED
NANOPARTICLES: WHERE TO GO?
Zuliang Chen* (1)
(1) Fujian Normal University

For the past 10 years, iron-based nanoparticles (Fe NPs) have been proposed as potential technologies used for
the treatment of contaminated water and soil. This technology has now reached commercial status worldwide,
but has yet to gain widespread acceptance due to its high cost. One issue with FeNPs is its propensity to
agglomerate in aqueous solution which reduces remediation efficiency. However, one approach to overcome
this issue is supported iron-based nanoparticles on a clay support as an efficient and promising remediation
material for waste- and groundwater treatment. This presentation summarises our work of clay supported-Fe
NPs, providing an overview of clay-supported Fe NPs composites, their application and nanotoxicity.
Therefore, we review [1] synthesis and characterization to understand the function of clay, Fe NPs and the
formation of clay supported-Fe NPs; [2] their effectiveness in contaminant remediation (i.e. heavy metals,
nitrate, dyes, phenolic compounds, chlorinated organic compounds, microcystin, antibiotics and the mix
contaminates) and the dominant mechanisms of adsorption, reduction and Fenton oxidation [2] nanotoxicity of
Fe NPs which can affect microbial growth during biodegradation. This talk highlights the importance of
chemistry, biology and ecosystem, and concerns with prospective use to enhance FeNPs reactivity, stability and
toxicity. Finally, we discuss future research directions pertinent to nZVI and propose some recommendations
for successful future use.

[1] Shi, L.N., Zhang, X., Chen, Z.L*. Bentonite-supported nanoscale zero-valent iron used to remove Cr (VI) from wastewater, Water
Research 45(2011)886-892
[2] Zhang, X., Lin, S., Chen, Z.L*. Megharaj, M., Naidu, R., Characterizations of kaolinite supported nanoscale zero-valent iron used to
remove Pb2+ from aqueous solution, Water Research, 45(2011)3481-3488.
[3] Cai, X., Gao,Y. Sun, Q, Chen, Z.L*., Megharaj, M.,Naidu, R., Removal of co-contaminants Cu (II) and nitrate from aqueous solution
using kaolin-Fe/Ni nanoparticles, Chemical Engineering Journal, 244 (2014) 19–26
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EFFECT OF MAGNESIUM SUBSTITUTION ON THE ANTIBACTERIAL
ACTIVITY OF SYNTHETIC TENORITE
Batiste CLAVIER (1), Téo BAPTISTE (1), Antonii ZHADAN (1), Amandine GUIET (1), Vincent
FERNANDEZ (2), Florence PORCHER (3), Christine ROQUES (4), Gwenaël CORBEL * (1)
(1) Institut des Molécules et Matériaux du Mans (IMMM), Université Bretagne-Loire, UMR-6283 CNRS, Le Mans
Université, Avenue Olivier Messiaen, 72085 Le Mans Cedex 9, France, (2) Institut des Matériaux Jean Rouxel de Nantes,
Université Bretagne-Loire, UMR-6502 CNRS, Université de Nantes, 2 Chemin de la Houssinière, 44300 Nantes, (3) CEA
Saclay, Laboratoire Léon Brillouin, 91191 Gif-sur-Yvette, France, (4) Laboratoire de Génie Chimique, UMR-5503 CNRS,
Faculté de Pharmacie, Université Paul Sabatier - Toulouse III, 35, Chemin des maraîchers, 31062 Toulouse Cedex 4,
France

More than half of the number of Healthcare-Associated-Infections (HAIs) contracted in French hospitals
(http://www.invs.sante.fr/enp) is ascribed to three pathogens: Escherichia coli (26%), Staphylococcus aureus
(15.9%) and Pseudomonas aeruginosa (8.4%). The rise in HAIs is tightly linked to the emergence, evolution
and spread of resistance to multiple antimicrobial agents in these pathogenic bacteria. This major public health
threat makes urgent the development of novel and highly effective antimicrobial agent. In this context,
nanometer-sized particles of synthetic periclase MgO [1-2], wurtzite ZnO [3] and tenorite CuO [4] have been
considered as potential candidates because of their high bactericidal activities towards the three pathogenic
bacteria. Recently, a substantial enhancement in the antibacterial activity of tenorite has been achieved by
partially substituting divalent copper by zinc [5].
With the aim to enhance the biocide activity of tenorite more than zinc substitution does, the synthesis of
nanometer-sized particles of Cu1-xMgxO was thus attempted. Indeed, MgO adopts a cubic NaCl-type structure
with Mg2+ occupying regular edge-sharing octahedra. The structure of CuO can be viewed as a highly
distorted NaCl-type structure. This distortion originates from the Jahn-Teller effect of cupric ions which
induces an elongation of the octahedral coordination along one direction. Despite this structural correlation
between periclase and tenorite, no study has been yet reported on the possibility to partially substitute Cu2+ by
Mg2+ in CuO. The current study shows that the substitution rate does not exceed x=0.2. Neutron diffraction
has been used to probe the way the distortion evolves/decreases upon substitution. The morphology, size and
specific surface area of particles have been determined by TEM, diffraction and from the BET adsorption
isotherm. The surface state of particles was analyzed by XPS. Finally, the evaluation of the antibacterial
activity of particles was performed against Escherichia coli and Staphylococcus aureus.

[1] Huang L., Li D.-Q., Lin Y.-J., Wei M., Evans D. G., Duan X. (2005) Controllable preparation of Nano-MgO and investigation of its
bactericidal properties. Journal of Inorganic Biochemistry 99 (5), 986-993.
[2] Makhluf S., Dror R., Nitzan Y., Abramovich Y., Jelinek R., Gedanken A. (2005) Microwave-Assisted Synthesis of Nanocrystalline
MgO and Its Use as a Bacteriocide. Advanced Functional Materials 15 (10), 1708-1715.
[3] Raghupathi K. R., Koodali R. T., Manna A. C. (2011) Size-Dependent Bacterial Growth Inhibition and Mechanism of Antibacterial
Activity of Zinc Oxide Nanoparticles. Langmuir 27 (7), 4020-4028.
[4] Applerot G., Lellouche J., Lipovsky A., Nitzan Y., Lubart R., Gedanken A., Banin E. (2012) Understanding the Antibacterial
Mechanism of CuO Nanoparticles : Revealing the Route of Induced Oxidative Stress. Small 8 (21), 3326-3337.
[5] Malka E., Perelshtein I., Lipovsky A., Shalom Y., Naparstek L., Perkas N., Patick T., Lubart R., Nitzan Y., Banin E., Gedanken A.
(2013) Eradication of multi-drug resistant bacteria by a novel Zn-doped CuO nanocomposite. Small 9 (23), 4069-4076.
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ENHANCED ANTIBACTERIAL ACTIVITY OF SYNTHETIC
MAGNESIUM-CONTAINING MINERALS
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Université, Avenue Olivier Messiaen, 72085 Le Mans Cedex 9, France, (2) Institut des Matériaux Jean Rouxel de Nantes,
Université Bretagne-Loire, UMR-6502 CNRS, Université de Nantes, 2 Chemin de la Houssinière, 44300 Nantes, (3)
Laboratoire de Génie Chimique, UMR-5503 CNRS, Faculté de Pharmacie, Université Paul Sabatier - Toulouse III, 35,
Chemin des maraîchers, 31062 Toulouse Cedex 4, France

Healthcare-Associated-Infections (HAIs) are a major public health issue in hospitals. In 2012, a report of the
French Institute for Public Health Surveillance (http://www.invs.sante.fr/enp) pointed out that three pathogens
are responsible for more than half of the number of HAIs contracted in hospitals : Escherichia coli (26%),
Staphylococcus aureus (15.9%) and Pseudomonas aeruginosa (8.4%). These bacteria have developed strong
resistances towards antibiotics due to their intense use and misuse in the past 70 years. The person-to-person
transmission occurs most of the time by contact with contaminated surface/object (door handles, handrails,
light switches, bed linens...). A way to limit the spread of nosocomial infections is to design coatings able to
inhibit the attachment of bacteria (bacteriostatic property) or to kill them (bactericidal property). Certain oxides
such as periclase MgO [1-2] and tenorite CuO [3] exhibit bactericidal activity towards these pathogenic
bacteria and have long-term geological availability. These oxides can therefore substitute with advantage for
metallic silver, frequently used as bactericidal agent in coatings.
A limited solid solution exists solely within the magnesium rich end of the MgO-CuO phase diagram [4]. Its
existence gives the opportunity to potentially exacerbate the activity of synthetic periclase through partial
substitution of magnesium by copper. However, magnesium oxide is sensitive to both hydration and
carbonation in ambient air conditions [5] leading with time to the growth onto the grain surface of hydroxide,
carbonate or hydroxycarbonate layers. In the present study, several compositions of this solid solution
Mg1-xCuxO were successfully prepared through different synthetic routes in order to obtain either micro- or
nano-crystalline powders. The effects of copper substitution, particle size and hydration/carbonation on the
activity of periclase towards Escherichia coli and Staphylococcus aureus have been thoroughly investigated.

[1] Huang L., Li D.-Q., Lin Y.-J., Wei M., Evans D. G., Duan X. (2005) Controllable preparation of Nano-MgO and investigation of its
bactericidal properties. Journal of Inorganic Biochemistry 99 (5), 986-993
[2] Makhluf S., Dror R., Nitzan Y., Abramovich Y., Jelinek R., Gedanken A. (2005) Microwave-Assisted Synthesis of Nanocrystalline
MgO and Its Use as a Bacteriocide. Advanced Functional Materials 15 (10), 1708-1715
[3] Applerot G., Lellouche J., Lipovsky A., Nitzan Y., Lubart R., Gedanken A., Banin E. (2012) Understanding the Antibacterial
Mechanism of CuO Nanoparticles : Revealing the Route of Induced Oxidative Stress. Small 8 (21), 3326-3337
[4] Paranthaman M., David K. A., Lindemer T. B. (1997) Phase equilibria of the MgO-Cu2O-CuO system. Materials Research Bulletin 32
(2), 165-173
[5] Torres-Rodríguez D. A., Pfeiffer H. (2011) Thermokinetic analysis of the MgO surface carbonation process in the presence of water
vapor. Thermochimica Acta 516 (1), 74-78
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CO2 ABSORPTION IN Y ZEOLITE: A STRUCTURAL AND KINETIC VIEW
BY PCA ANALYSIS OF IN SITU SINGLE CRYSTAL AND POWDER X-RAY
DIFFRACTION DATA
Eleonora Conterosito* (1), Luca Palin (2), Rocco Caliandro (3), Marco Milanesio (1)
(1) Università del Piemonte Orientale, DiSIT, Alessandria, Italy, (2) Nova Res s.r.l., Novara, Italy, (3) IC CNR, Institute of
Crystallography, via Amendola, 122/o - 70126 Bari, Italy

Zeolites have recently attracted a lot of interest other than for their catalytic activity for their ability to adsorb
gases making them interesting as possible candidate for CO2 capture and separation. Their main strengths are
the high internal surface area, high micropore volume, chemical tunability, fast adsorption/desorption kinetics,
and low heat of adsorption. In particular, Y zeolite is interesting for its low cost and resistance to heating and
cooling cycles [1].
To unravel the kinetics and structural features of CO2 thermal adsorption in Y zeolite, in situ X-ray diffraction
(XRD) experiments were carried out in a range of temperatures (200-300K). Since X-ray diffraction methods
allow in general only a limited chemical selectivity, we show in this work how we overcame this limitation by
exploiting Principal Component Analysis (PCA) techniques for data analysis implemented in the program
RootProf [2]. PCA is a pattern recognition method used to obtain an effective representation of the system
under investigation with a lower number of variables (called Principal Components - PCs) than in the original
case [3,4]. The loadings (weights of the original variables along the PCs) and the scores (projection of the
samples on the space given by the PCs) allow the identification of relationships between the variables and the
existence of groups of samples respectively. PCA was mutuated from the chemometric approach, widely used
in analytical chemistry, and here applied successfully to isolate the contribution of the lighter and polyatomic
CO2 gas at the different temperatures from the stronger framework signal. This allowed obtaining structural
and kinetic information from a subset of atoms (CO2) concentrating the attention on the changing part of the
scattering density within the overall crystal structure, improving XRD analysis selectivity [5]. Thus, it was
possible to determine the sites where CO2 molecules are absorbed, the decrease of their occupancies while
increasing the temperature and observe, for the first time, the shift of CO2 moieties between different sites
upon absorption and desorption together with the concerted shift of Na atoms.

[1] G. Agostini, C. Lamberti, L. Palin, M. Milanesio, N. Danilina, B. Xu, et al., In situ XAS and XRPD parametric rietveld refinement to
understand dealumination of Y zeolite catalyst, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 132 (2010) 667–78. doi:10.1021/ja907696h.
[2] R. Caliandro, D.B. Belviso, IUCr, RootProf: software for multivariate analysis of unidimensional profiles, J. Appl. Crystallogr. 47
(2014) 1087–1096. doi:10.1107/S1600576714005895.
[3] D.L. Massart, B.G.M. Vandeginste, L.M.C. Buydens, S. De Jong, P.J. Lewi, J. Smeyers-Verbeke, Handbook of Chemometrics and
Qualimetrics, Volume Part A (Data Handling in Science and Technology, Elsevier, 1998.
[4] D.L. Massart, B.G.M. Vandeginste, S.M.N. Deming, Y. Michotte, L. Kaufman, Chemometrics: A Textbook (Data Handling in Science
and Technology, 2), 1988th ed., Elsevier, 1988.
[5] L. Palin, R. Caliandro, D. Viterbo, M. Milanesio, Chemical selectivity in structure determination by the time dependent analysis of in
situ XRPD data: a clear view of Xe thermal behavior inside a MFI zeolite., Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys. 17 (2015) 17480–93.
doi:10.1039/c5cp02522b.
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IDENTIFICATION AND STRUCTURAL CHARACTERIZATION OF
MINERALOGICAL AND CULTURAL HERITAGE RELATED PHASES BY
SYNCHROTRON THROUGH-THE-SUBSTRATE MICRODIFFRACTION
TECHNIQUE
Anna Crespi* (1), Lluís Casas (2), Oriol Vallcorba (3), Lara Maritan (4), Roberta Di Febo (5), Jordi
Rius (1)
(1) Institut de Ciència de Materials de Barcelona, CSIC, Campus de la UAB, 08193 Bellaterra, Catalonia (Spain), (2) Unitat
de Cristal·lografia i Mineralogia, Dpt. de Geologia, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona, 08193 Bellaterra, Catalonia
(Spain), (3) ALBA Synchrotron Light Source, 08920 Cerdanyola del Vallès, Barcelona, 08920, Spain, (4) Department of
Geosciences, University of Padova, Via Gradenigo 6, 35131 Padova, Italy, (5) U. Science Tech, MECAMAT group,
Universitat de Vic, c/ de la Laura 13, 08500, Vic, Catalonia (Spain)

X-ray diffraction is a basic tool in the field of mineralogy, cultural heritage and material science that allows
both the identification of crystalline phases and their structural determination. However, the characterization by
X-ray diffraction is difficult when the phases of interest are not homogeneous, are small sized or are only
present in very small regions of the sample. This situation often occurs for example in the study of petrographic
thin sections (typically 30µm thick). To investigate this type of samples, a variant of the transmission
microdiffraction technique called ‘synchrotron through-the-substrate microdiffraction’ (tts-μXRD) has been
developed. Using this technique synchrotron diffraction data are collected from a thin section of the sample
mounted on a glass slide [1]. The small beam diameter used in the experiment allows acquiring data from
single phases (or from a reduced number of phases) directly on the thin section, thus preserving the textural
information and avoiding the sample manipulation.
In tts-μXRD, the primary beam passes first through the glass substrate before reaching the thin section where
the target material is embedded. This transmission geometry reduces the gauge volume variation during the
diffraction experiment. To study such systems synchrotron radiation is needed for their high penetration and
associated Bragg angle compression and for the small spot size (about 15 μm lateral resolution). Using a
micro-visualization system, specific areas of interest from the sample can be selected and measured. Depending
on the grain size/beam size ratio, the diffraction pattern of the microvolume will pass from a powder to a single
crystal pattern. A complete description of the technique is given in Rius et al. [2].
This technique is easily applicable and ideal in the qualitative, textural and structural analysis of mineral
associations. We show the validity of the technique using some representative examples in petrology and
cultural heritage such as the in-situ crystallographic study of the minerals associated to a blue pigment often
used in mural painting, the study of secondary phases present in archaeological ceramics or the identification
of small crystals formed in ceramic glazes.

[1] Rius, J., Labrador, A., Crespi, A., Frontera, C., Vallcorba, O. Melgarejo, J.C. (2011). Capabilities of through-the-substrate
microdiffraction: Application of Patterson-function direct methods to synchrotron data from polished thin sections. J. Synchrotron Radiat.
18, 891-898.
[2] Rius, J., Vallcorba, O., Frontera, C., Peral,I., Crespi, A. Miravitlles, C. (2015). Application of synchrotron through-the-substrate
microdiffraction to crystals in polished thin sections. IUCrJ, 2, 452-463
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IMPROVING THE CATALYTIC PERFORMANCES OF MESOPOROUS
MATERIALS USED FOR BIOMASS CONVERSION INTO BIOFUELS
AND BIO-BASED CHEMICALS
Elena David* (1), Janez Kopač (2), Franci Pušavec (2)
(1) National Institute for Cryogenic and Isotopic Technologies-ICSI Rm.Valcea,Romania, (2) Faculty of Mechanical
Engineering,University of Ljubljana,Slovenia

The first part of the paper summarizes the progress in the development of porous materials used as catalysts for
the conversion of biomass into biofuels and useful chemical products.The substitution of non-renewable fossil
resources by renewable biomass as a sustainable feedstock has investigated with the aim to manufacture of
biofuels and new bio-based materials such as bioplastics. In recent years, different solid catalyst systems for
the effective conversion of biomass feedstocks have been developed [1].The solid catalysts are classified in
four main groups considering their substrate activation properties and structures as follows:(i) micro- and
mesoporous materials; (ii) metal oxides; (iii) supported metal catalysts, and (iv) sulfonated polymers. The
presentation is focused on the substrate activation path and on the types of chemical reagents used to effect the
activation of these groups of nanomaterials ,and also the corresponding reaction mechanisms.
The second part of paper presents in particular, improving the porous structure of zeolites used as catalysts or
co-catalysts [2,3], which due to their uniform micropores, strong acidity, and stable and rigid frameworks have
exhibited excellent catalytic performances in many reactions (cracking, dehydration, dehydrogenation,
oxidation, hydrodeoxygenation) which occur during the biomass conversion process into biofulels and
bio-based chemicals. However, the relatively small sizes of the zeolite micropores strongly limit the conversion
of bulky biomolecules, such as those present in the biomass composition. To solve this inconvenience, there
have been synthesized the zeolites with mezopores larger than those of biomolecules[4,5]. Mesoporosity was
introduced into zeolite crystals through post-treatment or direct templating that involve the removal of Si and
/or Al elements from zeolite network using acid or base treatment. It has been found that these mesoporous
zeolites have exhibited improved catalytic properties over conventional zeolites. Thus, the selectivity, activity,
and life time of the zeolite catalyst have been improved for biomass conversion into biofuels and chemicals[6](
i.e.the upgrading of pyrolysis oils, the conversion of glycerol into aromatic compounds and acrolein).

[1] Wang L,Xiao F S.(2015).Nanoporous catalysts for biomass conversion.Green Chemistry,17(1),24–39
[2] Meng X J, Xiao F S.(2014).Green routes for synthesis of zeolite.Chemical Reviews,114(2),1521–1543
[3] Xu S D, Sheng H D, Ye T, Hu D, Liao S F.(2016).Hydrophobic aluminosilicate zeolites as highly efficient catalysts for the dehydration
of alcohols. Catalysis Communications,78,75–79
[4] Veses A, Puertolas B, Lopez J M, et al. (2016).Promoting deoxygenation of bio-oil by metal-loaded hierarchical ZSM-5 zeolites. ACS
Sustainable Chemistry & Engineering, 4(3),1653–1660
[5] Wang D, Ma B, Wang B, Zhao C, Wu P.(2015).One-pot synthesized hierarchical zeolite supported metal nanoparticles for highly
efficient biomass conversion. Chemical Communications, 51(82),15102–15105
[6] Zhang H, Hu Z, Huang L, Zhang H, Song K, et al. (2015).Dehydration of glycerol to acrolein over hierarchical ZSM-5 zeolites: Effects
of mesoporosity and acidity. ACS Catalysis,5(4), 2548–2558
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FUNCTIONAL KAOLINITE
Christian Detellier* (1)
(1) University of Ottawa
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Email: Christian.Detellier@uottawa.ca
The world resources of all clays are extremely large. Among the various types of clays, the world mine
production of kaolin in 2016 was 37.0 Mt, the largest mined clay. Kaolin is traditionally used in ceramics,
refractories and as paper coating and filling. But kaolin has a bright potential for use in non-traditional, high
value-added, applications. This is particularly true for its principal component: the mineral species kaolinite
which has a chemical structure allowing its functionalization, leading to a variety of potential applications.
Kaolinite is a layered 1:1 clay mineral, the layer being made of two different sheets, a tetrahedral silica sheet
and an octahedral alumina sheet. Large dipole-dipole interactions, in addition to a network of H-bonds, link the
siloxane surface of a layer to the aluminol surface of another layer, making intercalation of guest species in
kaolinite challenging. There is however a limited number of molecular units (molecules or salts) that can
directly intercalate in kaolinite to form “pre-intercalates”. Once intercalated these molecular units can be
exchanged by a large number and variety of guests, providing access to the interlayer space of kaolinite, and to
its reactive aluminol internal surfaces.
The intercalation of molecules of pharmacological interest showed the potential of kaolinite to act as a
slow-releasing agent for drugs, and the intercalation of polymers resulted in the creation of intercalated
nanocomposites. The intercalation of ionic liquids gave materials with ionic conductivity properties in the
solid-state. Intercalates are however unstable in water. One needed to make these organo-inorgano nanohybrid
materials resistant to hydrolysis and more thermally stable.
The network of aluminol groups on the internal surfaces of kaolinite offers the opportunity to design and create
controlled organo-inorgano nanohybrid materials, taking advantage of their reactivity, in particular with
hydroxyl groups of organic compounds, to form Al-O-C bonds. A functional, two-dimensional, spatially
restricted, environment can be created with controlled nanoarchitecture. The grafting of organic groups on the
aluminol internal carpets has allowed applications in catalysis, in sensing, in heavy metals adsorption, in
exfoliated nanocomposite, in luminescence, and in structural modifications to form nanoscrolls or nanorolls.
The future of the use of kaolinite could shift from its traditional uses in ceramics, tiles and paper coating to
more sophisticated, high value-added, uses. In particular, research should amplify in the years to come to
design an efficient and cost-effective method to produce kaolinite with nanotubular morphology. One can
foresee also that efficient, easy-to-use, electrochemical devices based on modified kaolinite, will be created to
quantify selectively a variety of pollutants in waste waters.

[1] The Chemical Record, in press, 2018
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NZVI@LDH NANOPARTICLES MODIFIED BORON DOPED DIAMOND
ELECTRODE: ELECTROANALYTICAL DETECTION OF
CHLORPROMAZINE DRUG
Mohamed Amine Djebbi* (1, 2, 3), Saber Boubakri (4), Mohamed Braiek (3), Nicole
Jaffrezic-Renault (3), Abdesslem Ben Haj Amara (2), Philippe Namour (1)
(1) Irstea, UR RiverLy, Centre de Lyon-Villeurbanne, 5 rue de la Doua CS 20244, 69625 Villeurbanne, France, (2)
Laboratoire de Physique des Matériaux Lamellaires et Nanomatériaux Hybrides, Université de Carthage, Faculté des
Sciences de Bizerte, 7021 Zarzouna, Tunisie, (3) Institut des Sciences Analytiques UMR CNRS 5280, Université de Lyon,
5 rue de la Doua, 69100 Villeurbanne, France, (4) Laboratoire Matériaux, Traitement et Analyse, Institut National de
Recherche et d’Analyse Physico-chimique, BiotechPole Sidi-Thabet, 2020 Ariana, Tunisie

Nanocomposites of nanoscale zero-valent iron (NZVI) and layered double hydroxide (LDH) were used as
modifier for boron-doped diamond electrode in determination of anti-psychotic drug chlorpromazine (CPZ).
NZVI nanoparticles were prepared by liquid phase reduction of ferric chloride with sodium borohydride on the
surface of NiAl LDH matrix owing to the strong exchange and confinement efficiency of LDH. The structure,
binding properties and surface morphology of the NZVI@LDH nanocomposites were monitored using powder
X-ray diffractometry, FT-IR spectroscopy and scanning and transmission microscopy techniques. The
electrochemical properties of the modified electrode were investigated by CV and EIS, performed in a
phosphate buffer containing ferro/ferricyanide as redox probe. The modified electrode exhibited excellent
electrochemical performance compared with unmodified electrode. As regard the potential application of the
nanocomposites surface to the CPZ detection, square-wave voltammetric signals showed a good linear
correlation over CPZ concentrations in a broad range from 10-6 mM to 10-1 mM. Nevertheless, these results
suggest that the proposed nanocomposites modifier surface provides exceptional synergy and remarkable
enhancement effect to the voltammetric response of CPZ and thus could be applied as highly efficient and
stable platform of sensors in environmental analysis.
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NEW FINDING OF ANDRADITE (DEMANTOID VARIETY) FROM THE
MINE OF SA SPINARBEDDA, DOMUS DE MARIA (CAGLIARI):
MINERALOGICAL CHARACTERIZATION AND SPECTROSCOPY
ANALYSIS
Rodeghero Elisa* (1), Casagranda Marianna (1), Martucci Annalisa (1), Bonadiman Costanza (1),
Angeli Celestino (2)
(1) Department of Physics and Earth Sciences, University of Ferrara, Italy, (2) Department of Chemistry, University of
Ferrara, Via L. Borsari, 46, I-44123 Ferrara, Italy

This work reports a new occurrence of demantoid, the green variety of andradite [Ca3Fe2(SiO4)3], belonging
to the garnet group, recently discovered in an abandoned mine of Sa Spinarbedda, Domus de Maria (Cagliari),
Italy.
The well-known deposits of this appreciated gem are located in Russia, northern Madagascar, southeast Iran,
Canada northern Pakistan and central Namibia (1-6). Recently, gem-quality demantoids have occasionally
reported in the Muslim Bagh area of Balochistan, a large province in south-west Pakistan (7). In Italy isolated
andradite crystals (demantoid variety) have been found in Val Malenco (Sondrio) and in Montjovet (Aosta)
(8-9).
By gemmological point of view, the brilliance is considered one of the most important qualities of this gem and
its name is referred to the similarities with the diamond gem.The general formula is X3Y2(SiO4)3 in which X
site can be occupied by divalent cations (Ca2+, Mg2+, Fe2+, Mn2+) while the Y site usually hosts six-fold
coordinated trivalent cations, as Al3+, Fe3+, Cr3+, Ti4+.
In this work gemological, geochemical and mineralogical properties of two Sa Spinarbedda potential gem
quality andratites are investigated to verify their belonging to the demantoid class. The samples examined by
standard gemological methods were transparent, with evidence of graphite inclusions as macroscopic features.
They have refraction index (RI) values > 1.81, UV fluorescence in the region of 366-254 nm, and
hydrostatic Specific Gravity (SG) in the range of 3.7-4.1. Laser Ablation-Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass
Spectrometry (LA-ICP-MS) microanalyses and X-ray powder diffraction (XRPD) techniques were carried out
to determine the chemical composition as well as the structural features of garnets. Electron probe
microanalyzer (EPMA) results showed that the analysed samples are chemically a nearly pure andradite (TiO2
0.035 %wt, Na2O 0.018 %wt, Al2O3 0.433 %wt), but with very low Cr contents (~ 8 ppm). This is consistent
with the chemical features of the demantoid gem variety.Strong similarities with the chemical composition of
Namibian and Madagascar demantoids are highlighted, especially concerning the skarn matrix (9). The match
of the results obtained through the different techniques suggested that a new occurrence of demantoids in Italy,
and Sardinia can be added to the list of demantoid deposits providing high quality gems.

[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]
[6]
[7]
[8]
[9]

Phillips W. R. and Talantsev A.S., 1996. Gems &amp; Gemology, 32(2), 100–111
Lind Th et al. 1998. Australian Gemmologist, 20(2), 75–79
Du Toit G. et al. 2006. Gems &amp; Gemology, 42(3), 131
Quinn E.P., 2005. Gems &amp; Gemology, 41(2), 176–177
Pezzotta Fet al. 2011. Gems &amp; Gemology, 47(1), 2–14
Novak &amp; Gibbs, American Mineralogist, (1971), pp. 791 – 823
Adamo I. et al. 2009. Gems &amp; Gemology, 45(4), 280–287
Adamo I et al. 2011. European Journal of Mineralogy, 23(1), 91–100
Bocchio R et al. 2010. Canadian Mineralogist, 48(5), 1205–1216
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ONE-POT SYNTHESIS OF AROMATIC SECONDARY AMINES FROM
NITROARENES UNDER MILD CONDITIONS IN THE PRESENCE OF A
RECYCLABLE POLYMER-SUPPORTED NICKEL CATALYST
Ambra Maria Fiore*, Maria Michela Dell'Anna, Matilda Mali, Giuseppe Romanazzi, Piero Mastrorilli
Politecnico di Bari, Bari, Italy

Secondary Amines and their derivates are important intermediates and building blocks in the production of
numerous fine chemical compounds [1].
Due to their importance, different methods have been developed for the synthesis of aromatic amines. Direct
reductive amination of aldehydes with nitroarenes is one of the most useful method for the preparation of
secondary or tertiary amines. Until now the commonest reducing agents are hydrides [2], such as sodium
cyanoborohydrogen and sodium cyanoborohydride, and generally the catalytic systems are based on noble
metal catalysts under critical reactions conditions.
The disadvantages related to the use of sodium cyanoborohydride is due to the formation of toxic byproducts,
such as HCN or NaCN. Precious metal-based (Pt, Pd, Ru) heterogeneous catalysts have been used as efficient
catalysts for the reduction of nitrocompounds and the N-alkylation of amines with carbonyl compounds [3].
However, the high cost of noble metals remains the fundamental problem and limited their practical use.
In this context, we report the catalytic activity of polymer supported Ni nanoparticles (Ni-pol) in the reductive
amination of aldehyde with nitroarenes under mild conditions.
This catalyst was synthetized by co-polymerization of Ni(AAEMA)2 (AAEMA- = deprotonated form of
2-acetoacetoxyethyl methacrylate) with suitable co-monomer (N,N-dimethylacrylamide) and crosslinker
(N,N-methylenebisacrylamide), followed by calcinations [4].
Ni-pol was employed as active and re-cyclable insoluble catalyst for the reductive amination of aldehydes with
different nitroarenes, in the presence of NaBH4 as the reductant.
The reaction was carried out in one-pot and under three-steps conditions, starting from nitroarenes to obtain
secondary amines. The use of a small amount of reducing agent, the short reaction times, the high selectivity
and recyclability of the insoluble catalyst are great advantages for the proposed system
Ni-pol was fully characterized by IR, elemental, SEM and TEM analyses before, during and after several
catalytic runs.

[1] S.Furukawa, R. Suzuki, T. Komatsu, Selective activation of alcohols in the presence of reactive amines over intermetallic PdZn:
efficient catalysis for alcohol-based N-alkylation of various amines, ACS Catal. 6 (2016) 5964-5953
[2] P.V. Ramachandran, P.D. Gagare, K. Sakavuyi, P. Clark, Reductive amination using ammonia borane, Tetrahedron Lett.51 (2010)
3167-3169
[3] M.M. Dell’Anna, P. Mastrorilli, A. Rizzuti, C. Leonelli, One-pot synthesis of aniline derivates from nitroarenes under mild conditions
promoted by a recyclable polymer-supported palladium catalyst, Appl. Catal. A: General 401 (2011) 134-140
[4] G. Romanazzi, A.M. Fiore, M. Mali, A. Rizzuti, C. Leonelli, A. Nacci, P. Mastrorilli, M.M. Dell’Anna, Polymer supported Nickel
nanoparticles as recyclable catalyst for the reduction of nitroarenes to anilines in aqueous medium, Mol. Catal. 446 (2018) 31-38
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ANTIMICROBIAL PROPERTIES OF METHYLENE BLUE IN COMPLEX
WITH MODIFIED SMECTITE COLLOIDS
Barbora Gaálová* (1), Anna Gretschová (1), Nikola Hikaníková (1), Miroslava Smolinská (1), Juraj
Bujdák (2), Helena Bujdáková (1)
(1) Comenius University in Bratislava, Faculty of Natural Sciences, Department of Microbiology and Virology, Ilkovičova
6, 842 15 Bratislava, Slovakia, (2) Institute of Inorganic Chemistry, Slovak Academy of Sciences, 846 35 Bratislava,
Slovakia

Photodynamic inactivation (PDI) is one of the promising alternative strategies for the eradication or inhibition
pathogenic microorganisms. The photoactive agents can act alone or immobilized on a carrier, which mediates
contact between microbial cells and photoactive molecules. In this work, we developed a system consisting of
methylene blue (MB) immobilized on saponite (Sap) particles. Using ultraviolet–visible spectroscopy, we
showed that MB in solution is present mainly in the form of monomers, but in combination with Sap, it forms
molecular aggregates. To reduce dye aggregation, Sap particles were modified with quaternary ammonium salt,
dodecyltrimethyl ammonium chloride (C12). Concentrations of the components, incubation, and irradiation
period were optimized to achieve a significant antimicrobial effect. MB-colloid complex was tested on a
standard strain Staphylococcus aureus CCM 3953 and two clinical isolates: S. aureus DHN 18516 and S.
aureus L18. These strains were selected because of their methicillin resistance confirmed by the presence of
MecA gene, as well as an ability to form strong biofilm. Two logarithmic reductions of colony-forming units
(CFU) was observed on the standard strain and the isolate of DHN 18516 using complex of Sap with 50 μM
MB and 10 μM C12. On the other hand, this complex was less efficient against the resistant clinical isolate L18
in contrast to the only MB solution tested at the concentration of 50 μM that showed a reduction more than two
logarithmic levels. However, the same effect of MB was observed in other tested strains as well. The
architecture of the adhered staphylococcal cells was evaluated using scanning electron microscopy. Results
proved a various antimicrobial effectiveness of tested complexes on staphylococci that could be associated with
properties of the cell wall in the strain –dependent manner.
This research was supported by Slovak Grant Agency under the contract no. APVV-15-0347; Ministry of
Education, Science, Research and Sport of the Slovak Republic under the contract no. VEGA 1/0628/15; and
COST organisation, European cooperation in science and technology (COST-STSM-TD1305-33381).
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BORATE FUSION FOR XRF SPECTROMETRY: A MATURE TECHNIQUE
READY FOR NEW CHALLENGES
José Eduardo F. C. Gardolinski*
Malvern Panalytical

Sample preparation for XRF spectrometry by borate fusion is part of the mainstream canon of well established
preparation methods for many decades now. It is, however, a technique still many times shrouded in
empiricism and prejudices. By using a focused and sensible approach to the technique, applying basic chemical
concepts and taking advantage of the latest developments in fusion systems technology, an ever-growing
variety of materials may be prepared as glass samples. This has broadened the well-established comfort zone
around geological oxide-based or silicates into materials formerly deemed unsuited for borate fusion.
Ferroalloys, sulfide ores/concentrates and other highly reduced inorganic compounds as well as fluorine-rich
samples are nowadays routinely prepared as glass disks, profiting from all the advantages of this technique
(elimination of particle size- and mineralogical effects, decrease of matrix effects due to absorption and
enhancement, increased homogeneity, stability, etc.). With the increasing acceptance of XRF spectrometry
within other industry segments like food/animal feed, pharmaceuticals and cosmetics, to cite but a few, the
boundaries of borate fusion are also expanding into ever more challenging materials.
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THE ROLE OF KINETICS ON THE TEXTURE OF A BASALTIC MELT
Letizia Giuliani* (1), Federica Cauti (1), Gianluca Iezzi (1), Francesco Vetere (2), Manuela Nazzari
(3), Silvio Mollo (4), Valeria Misiti (3), Guido Ventura (3), Andrea Cavallo (5), Harald Behrens (6)
(1) Department of Ingegneria & Geologia, University G. d’Annunzio of Chieti, (2) Department of Fisica & Geologia,
University of Perugia, (3) INGV - Istituto Nazionale di Geofisica e Vulcanologia of Rome, (4) Department of Earth Science,
Sapienza University of Rome, (5) Laboratorio Tecnologico Multidisciplinare di Grosseto (CERTEMA), (6) Institute for
Mineralogy, Leibniz University of Hannover

Dynamic experiments have been conducted using a glassy MORB bulk composition, labeled B100, prepared
from a basalt from Iceland. We first constrain cooling conditions by conduction using 2D numerical models,
for theoretical basaltic lavas with thickness of 0.1, 0.5, 1 and 2 m. These simulations are extremely
conservative, i.e. the most sluggish. The outermost portions (first mm and cm) cool with rates ranging between
102 ÷ 103 °C/h, while the innermost ones solidify whit rates comprised between 101 and 100, down ≤ 1 °C/h.
The B100 glassy material has been first heated up to 1300 °C (superliquidus) and then kept at this conditions
for 2 h, except one heated first at 1400 °C and then held at 1300 °C for 40 h; the last experiment was designed
to unveil the so-called “superheating-effect”. Each experiment using the B100 liquid was then cooled from
1300 °C to 800 °C (quenching temperature) at Patm and fO2 of air, using 6 different cooling rate (CR): 1, 7,
60, 180, 1800 and 9000 °C. Experiments performed at 1 and 180 °C/h were duplicated to verify their
reproducibility.
The textures of run-products were quantified by image analysis on about 50 BS-SEM microphotos, acquired at
magnifications from 150 to 3000 X. Spinel (sp), clinopyroxene (cpx), plagioclase (plg) and glass are the main
phases, quantified via area%. Faster kinetics (≥ 180 °C/h) causes the development of dendritic shapes for cpx
and sp and the suppression of plg, that is able to nucleate only ≤ 60 °C/h. The textural parameters were
measured for all crystalline phases using an equal-area ellipse per phase, such to measure: sizes (μm) and ratio
of axes, orientation of the major axis (°) and density (#crystals/area). Starting from 2D size, was estimated the
3D crystal habit, that was used together with the other textural features for determining the crystal size
distributions (CSDs). Maximum and average growth rates (Gmax and GCSD) was estimated using the
maximum crystal length (Lmax) and the CSDs-slope, respectively.
At 9000 °C/h solidification is impeded (crystals < 2 area%), approaching the critical cooling rate (Rc). As the
cooling rate increases, crystal content monotonically decreases, area% of cpx has an asymmetric Gaussian
shape with a long tail towards low cooling rates; sp is invariably ≤ 5 area%, whereas plg monotonically
decrease. The aspect ratio of plg and sp increase as a function of cooling rate, while that of cpx does not show
any trend. Moreover, faster rates causes the increasing of #crystals/area, reflected by the upward shift of the
CSDs and the increment of their slope. The maximum and average crystal growth rates (by CSD) both increase
when rates moves from 1 to 1800 °C/h; plagioclase is the phase with the largest growth rate, while spinel is the
smallest one.
These outcomes improve our knowledge between kinetics and textural features developed during variable
cooling conditions, relevant for basaltic lavas, pillows and tephras. Texture is a strong function of the
solidification kinetics, since a completely molten and homogeneous MORB is able to change its texture (phase
abundance, size, shape and GFA: glass forming ability) as a function of cooling rate. These conclusions can be
used as geospeedometers, constrain the interpretation of crystals in lavas grown under intra and extra telluric
conditions. Moreover, kinetics could have implications for technological processes. Indeed, the tuning of
cooling rates can be used to design new glass-ceramics with desirable mechanical properties imposed by
textures, starting from cheap and widespread raw-materials.
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QUANTITATIVE MINERALOGICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF THE
AILSA CRAIG GRANITES – MINERALOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE FOR THE
MAKING OF OLYMPIC CURLING STONES
Shaun Graham*
Carl Zeiss Microscopy

Once every four years, the winter Olympics is held and the best winter Olympians from around the world
compete in their chosen sports. One of these sports is Curling, which involves sliding/curling polished granite
stones across the ice to a target area made of four concentric rings. These granite stones need to have the
following characteristics; low water absorption, non-porous, high impact/shatter resistance to be suitable for
use in this sport.
The Ailsa Craig granite – Blue Hone and Common Green – is a rare type of micro-granite that forms a volcanic
plug 16 km off the West Scottish Coast, which exhibits the necessary characteristics for Curling stones. The
micro-granite, until this point is poorly studied from a mineralogical and a textural perspective which are the
fundamental components that give this granite its sought-after characteristics.
In this study, we use automated mineralogy (Mineralogic) to provide a quantitative mineralogy characterization
of the two types of curling stone (Blue Hone and Common Green) and provide further mineralogical studies on
the largely unused Red Hone Granite. This preliminary and first attempted study of these granites will look at
the mineralogical variation and provided a quantitative mineralogy assessment to understand the modal
mineralogy and textural variations which give the Blue Hone more suitable characteristics for curling when
compared to the Common Green and Red Hone examples.
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NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN AUTOMATED QUANTITATIVE
MINERALOGY AND WIDER ANALYTICAL WORKFLOWS FOR APPLIED
MINERALOGY
Shaun Graham*
Carl Zeiss Microscopy

Over the years, automated quantitative mineralogy has been used as one of the core analysis capabilities in
applied mineralogy and specifically process mineralogy. Despite their widely accepted and applied capabilities,
the basic principles of the analysis have largely stayed the same and still provide challenges with mineral
discrimination accuracy and elemental quantification.
With Mineralogic and its recent developments, a fresh perspective has been applied to address some of these
historic automated mineralogy challenges. One of the big strides forward is the adoption of a fully quantitative
EDX capability. This involves the processing of the EDX spectrum through matrix corrections and peak
deconvolutions to produce an analysis that provides the weight percent contribution of the elements present on
each analysed point. Whilst this quantification is standard practice in manual EDX analysis, this is now
integrated into automated mineralogy and overcomes the limitations associated with spectrum matching
procedures. Classification based on measured elemental contribution, now provides a capability to classify
challenging mineral pairs (i.e. hematite-magnetite) and the mapping and quantification of subtle solid solution
series is now possible.
This chemical quantification capability is combined with textural discrimination criteria which involves
textural based feature classification. This capability combines mineral chemistry and mineral texture into a
single classification and adds a new level of mineral discrimination capability.
Further developments centre around the correlation of automated mineralogy analysis on an EDX basis with
additional microanalysis techniques. Workflows and integrated correlative capabilities now exist where
automated mineralogy operates as the “screening” analysis for further analytical capabilities such as
LA-ICP-MS and RAMAN. This is extended further to more advanced analysis methods such a Helium Ion
Microscopy (HIM) that is equipped with Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (SIMS).
This talk will therefore present through multiple application examples, new technological breakthroughs in
automated mineral analysis and the developing capabilities and workflows with wider microanalysis
techniques.
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X-RAY MICROSCOPY & DEVELOPING APPLICATIONS IN APPLIED
MINERALOGY – TOWARDS 3D AUTOMATED MINERALOGY
Shaun Graham*
Carl Zeiss Microscopy

For over 25 years, automated mineralogy on 2D samples has provided the benchmark analysis in providing a
mineralogical understanding in applied mineralogy. Some of the limitations with 2D automated mineralogy
analysis are the poor sampling statistics and stereological bias. As a means to overcome these limitations and
improve the statistical validity of the analyses, multiple replicate blocks across various size fractions are
prepared and analysed.
Despite this “solution”, the sample preparation is still timely, costly and fraught with stereological and
sampling bias. This is further compounded by applications which focus on precious metals (PGM, Au etc.),
trace mineral searches or a combination of the two. As such, the application of 2D automated mineralogy for
tailings analysis of precious metal ores is challenging and not widely practiced.
The development of X-ray Microscopy (XRM) technologies and movement towards 3D automated mineralogy
software however provides a new, viable, efficient and cost effective alternative. The XRM technology allows
for high-resolution X-ray Computer Tomography (XCT) analysis of large volumes of material. As the analysis
is 3D and based on a bulk sample, it instantly overcomes the stereological bias and sampling statistics
limitations encountered with the 2D analysis. In addition, sample preparation is minimal with no requirement to
prepare samples in epoxy resin or add coatings to make them suitable for analysis in a SEM.
3D Mineralogy software is employed to provide automated mineralogy like data such as bulk mineralogy,
cumulative liberation, and particle perimeter. Such data outputs are critical in diagnosing precious metal losses
to tailings in precious metal operations.
This talk will summarise the challengers encountered with 2D analysis, technology developments enabling 3D
automated mineralogy to be developed and focus on a case study example to demonstrate the data acquired for
this application.
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GREEN SYNTHESIS OF GOLD NANOPARTICLES FOR NANOMEDICINE
APPLICATIONS
Jennifer Gubitosa (1), Vito Rizzi* (1), Paola Fini (2), Andrea Petrella (3), Laurenzana Anna (4),
Gabriella Fibbi (1), Angela Agostiano (1), Pinalysa Cosma (1)
(1) Università degli Studi “Aldo Moro” di Bari, Dip. Chimica, Via Orabona, 4- 70126 Bari, Italy, (2) Consiglio Nazionale
delle Ricerche CNR-IPCF, UOS Bari, Via Orabona, 4 - 70126 Bari, Italy., (3) Dipartimento di Ingegneria Civile,
Ambientale, Edile, del Territorio e di Chimica, Politecnico di Bari, Orabona, 4, 70125, Bari, Italy, (4) Dipartimento di
Scienze Biomediche Sperimentali e Cliniche "Mario Serio" Viale Morgagni 50 - 50134, Florence, Italy.

In this work, a green and environmental friendly approach for Gold Nanoparticles (AuNPs) synthesis is
presented. HAuCl4 and Punica Granatum Juice (PGJ), in appropriate amounts, were used to induce the
formation of AuNPs in water medium using mild conditions of work. The use of organic solvents or auxiliary
capping agents was avoided (1). Spherical AuNPs with a mean size of 100 ± 40 nm were observed by SEM and
TEM measurements and carefully characterized using several complementary techniques. Changing in volume
of solutions, pH and temperature values were adopted for affecting the formation and the features of AuNPs. A
chitosan shell around AuNPs, enriched with PGJ as active agents, was proposed to modulate its release
presenting a novel formulation with antioxidant, skin lightening and anti-aging properties, especially inhibiting
UV-induced pigmentation. Additionally, the obtained AuNPs could be potentially used as agents to enhance the
sun protection factor (SPF) of commercial sunscreens formulations as an alternative to traditionally used
nanostructured TiO2 and ZnO that suffer from side effects such as irritation, percutaneous absorption,
photomutagenicity and immunoreaction.(2,3) Since AuNPs-PGJ mediated will be possibly introduced by the
dermal contact, we selected dermal fibroblasts (Human Dermal Fibroblasts, HDF) and Human Microvascular
Endothelial Cells, HMVEC) to evaluate as a preliminary step the possible effects of these nanoparticles.

[1] Dash S.S., Bag B.G. (2014) Synthesis of gold nanoparticles using renewable Punica granatum juice and study of its catalytic activity.
Applied Nanosci, 4, 55–59
[2] Borase H.P., Patil C.D., Salunkhe R.B., Suryawanshi R.K., Salunke B.K., Patil S.V.(2014) Phytolatex synthesized gold nanoparticles
as novel agent to enhance sun protection factor of commercial sunscreens. International Journal of Cosmetic Science, 36, 571–578
[3] Tokton N., Ounaroon A., Panichayupakaranant P., Tiyaboonchai W. (2014) Development of ellagic acid rich Pomegranate peel extract
loaded nanostructured lipid carriers (NLCS). International Journal of Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical Sciences,6(4), 259-265
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MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS APPLIED TO IN SITU X-RAY POWDER
DIFFRACTION: POTENTIALITY AND REAL DATA APPLICATION
Pietro Guccione* (1), Rocco Caliandro (2)
(1) Electrical and Information Engineering, Polytechnic University of Bari, Italy, (2) Crystallographic Institute, National
Research Council, Italy

In situ powder diffraction experiments have increased the potential of the crystallographic analysis, as the
dynamic behavior of materials can be structurally investigated, during change of external conditions such as
temperature, pressure or during a solid-state reaction. The typical results of an in situ experiment is a set of
diffraction profiles, obtained from the same sample subjected to some external stimulus that induce some kind
of transformation. Such transformation may include, at microscopic level, rearrangement of atomic positions,
changing of atomic parameters (scattering factor, atomic displacement factor or occupancy), differences in the
degree of crystallinity, and even crystal lattice modifications. Recently, multivariate algorithms, have been
successfully applied to X-ray Powder Diffraction (XRPD) profiles. A collection of XRPD profiles along the
diffraction angle are seen as a multivariate set in which each profile is a different sample and the different
angles the variates. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) has been already applied to decompose profiles into a
number of components that maximize the explained variance [1]. PCA is able to capture the general trend
underneath the profiles and, consequently, the stimulus behavior along time. In this abstract, some multivariate
methods are proposed, as evolution of PCA that, by applying given constraints to the classical PCA, allows the
components to better suit the physical conditions of the experiment. Three cases of study are presented.
In a first case, a constrained PCA algorithm, the Optimum Constrained Components Rotation [2] (OCCR) is
presented. This algorithm has been developed for XRPD Modulated Enhanced Diffraction Data [3] (MED)
where a given relation is supposed to exist between the time trend of the active atoms and the time trend of the
interaction between active and silent atoms in the crystal cell. We show that not only is there an experimental
evidence that first and second PC are able to approximately capture the time trend of the atoms interaction and
of active atoms, respectively, but that it is possible to modify the PCA deflation procedure by breaking the
orthogonality condition among PCA loadings. The resulting decomposition is able to provide results that are
comparable to the more expensive Phase Sensitive Detection.
In the second case, the experimental conditions is the same but the attention is on the problem of crystal lattice
distortion along profiles [4] during the experiment and due to changes of temperature or pressure. Such cell
distortion affects peak position. We propose a multivariate optimization procedure to achieve peak profile
alignment. The problem of reducing the peak shift is stated as a problem of deformation of the 2Θ axis in each
profile. The aim is to find a proper stretch of the axis able to produce the alignment of the relevant peaks
among different profiles, while preserving their intensity values and the physical integrity of the data. To
achieve this goal, a selected set of peaks are detected in the dataset and then used to make a joint alignment by
using a global optimization that minimizes a cost function.
The third case study concerns the extraction of kinetic parameters from the profile set (not only XRPD but also
Raman spectra) of a solid-state reaction monitored during time and temperature change. The characterization of
such reactions as a response to an external stimulus (temperature change) is of great importance to understand
chemical processes and to improve the industrial applications of advanced materials. The kinetic analysis is
carried out by exploiting some reaction models where, however, the parameters are unknowns for a given
experiment. The determination of such values is subjected to the estimation of the reaction coordinate, a very
time consuming process (Rietveld procedure). For this reason, a multivariate method is presented that exploits
a modified version of PCA able to get the kinetic parameters that best suit with the experimental dataset. An
optimization procedure is set up, subjected to the minimization of a cost function that can be properly tuned
according to the different experimental conditions. Case study of kinetic parameters from NaphtaleneFluorene- Anthracene and TNCQ reactions are shown.

[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]

L. Palin, R. Caliandro, D. Viterbo and M. Milanesio, Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys., 2015, 17, 17480–17493.
R. Caliandro, P. Guccione, G. Nico, G. Tutuncu and J. C. Hanson, J. Appl. Crystallogr., 2015, 48, 1679–1691.
Chernyshov, D., Emerich, H., Milanesio, M., Urakawa, A., Palin, L. & Caliandro, R. (2011). Acta Cryst. A67, 327–335.
Guccione, P., Palin, L., Milanesio, M., Belviso B.D., Caliandro, R., (2018). Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys. 20, 2175–2187
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ADSORPTION AND DESORPTION BEHAVIOR OF PB²⁺ ON
CLAY-P(NIPAAM-SA) UNDER VARIOUS CONDITIONS
Yamato Hashimoto*, Shin'ichi Ishimaru
Division of Materials Engineering, Graduate School of Engineering, Tokyo Denki University, 5 Senju-Asahicho, Adachi-ku,
Tokyo 120-8551, Japan

Lead is used for many applications such as lead storage batteries, solders, lead glasses, etc. However, the
wastes involving lead have risks of environmental pollution by leaching toxicity. For preventing these risks,
keeping the waste dump in barriers of adsorbent is efficient. Clay minerals are natural cation exchangeable
materials which are inexpensive, high environmental acceptability, and easy to obtain in many countries.
However, raw clay is unsuitable for the purpose of barriers mentioned above because of its dispersibility for
water and poor water permeability. In this research we synthesized a nanocomposite of clay mineral and
poly-N-isopropylacrylamide (PNIPAAm) to develop a new Pb-adsorbent which is ease to handle. We also
synthesized a nanocomposite of clay and co-poly[NIPAAm-sodium acrylate] (abbreviated to
clay-P(NIPAAm-SA)) to increase cation exchange capacity. The adsorption-desorption behaviors of Pb(II) on
the synthesized nanocomposites under various conditions were investigated.
The clay-PNIPAAm and the clay-P(NIPAAm-SA) are synthesized by photopolymerization of the mixture
containing saponite which is a kind of clay minerals and monomers. The Pb adsorption was tested for the
synthesized materials under various pH conditions. As the results, efficient adsorption was observed between
pH 4-6. The adsorption amount of Pb2+ was ca. 25 mg g-1 for of 40 ppm Pb2+ solution at pH 6. We also
examined desorption behaviors by immersing the samples after absorbing Pb in aq. solutions of HNO3 and
NaCl.
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DIRECT OBSERVATION AND OPTICAL MANIPULATION OF
EXFOLIATED NIOBATE NANOSHEETS
Yuki Higashi* (1), Akira Ikeda (1), Takashi Nagashita (1), Makoto Tominaga (1), Takuya
Kumamoto (2), Wataru Ishitobi (2), Teruyuki Nakato (2), Yasutaka Suzuki (1), Jun Kawamata (1)
(1) Yamaguchi University, (2) Kyushu Institute of Technology

Optical manipulation using a tightly focused laser beam is a popular technique for non-contact and
non-invasive trapping of colloidal particles with sub-micrometer to several tens of micrometer [1]. In our
group, optical trapping and orientation manipulation of niobate nanosheets, which are two-dimensional
plate-like materials, have been addressed [2,3]. When a linearly focused laser was irradiated to an isotropic
niobate nanosheet colloid, the nanosheet was trapped at the focal point and oriented its in-plane direction
parallel to the propagation and polarization directions of the incident laser beam. However, the orientation
process has not been directly observed. In this study, we observed individual nanosheets trapped and aligned
with laser irradiation by using a colloid of large-sized niobate nanosheets.
Colloidal niobate nanosheets with an average lateral size of 5.5 micrometers were prepared at the concentration
of 0.05 g/L. The colloid sample was injected into a 100-micrometer-thick thin-layer cell. A linearly polarized
laser beam (λ = 532 nm, 20 mW) was irradiated to the sample mounted on an inverted optical microscope
through an objective lens (60X, numerical aperture = 1.20).
A linearly polarized laser beam was irradiated to a large-sized exfoliated nanosheet oriented its in-plane
direction perpendicular to the propagation direction of an irradiated laser beam. As a result, the orientation of
the nanosheet changed from perpendicular to parallel due to a scattering force of the irradiated laser beam at the
first stage of the laser beam irradiation. After the orientation change, the nanosheet was found to direct to the
polarization direction of the irradiated laser beam by an optical torque.

[1] Ashkin A., Dziedzic J.M., Bjorkholm J.E., Chu S. (1986). Observation of a single-beam gradient force optical trap for dielectric
particles, Optics Letters 11, 288-290.
[2] Tominaga M., Higashi Y., Kumamoto T., Nagashita T., Nakato T., Suzuki Y., Kawamata J. (2018). Optical trapping and orientation
manipulation of 2D inorganic materials using a linearly polarized laser beam, Clays and Clay Minerals, in press.
[3] Tominaga M., Nagashita T., Kumamoto T., Higashi Y., Iwai T., Nakato T., Suzuki Y., Kawamata J. (2018). Radiation pressure induced
hierarchical structure of liquid crystalline inorganic nanosheets, ACS Photonics, DOI: 10.1021/acsphotonics.7b01230.
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HIGH TEMPERATURE CRYSTAL STRUCTURE AND CTE OF
CORDIERITE HONEYCOMB CERAMICS
Kim Jeong Seog* (1), Son Min A (1), Chae Ki-Woong (1), Kim Shin Han (2)
(1) Hoseo University, (2) Ceracomb Co.Ltd

Cordierite (Mg2Al3Si5O18) ceramics have applications in the structural ceramic parts such as refractories,
resistors, and flameproof tables wares that are subject to thermal shock and require low thermal expansion
coefficient (CTE). Cordierite honeycomb ceramics have been applied for DPF (diesel particulate filters) and
the DOC (diesel oxidation catalyst) substrates. Ceramic substrates for these applications require very low CTE
property. The CTE of the ceramic honeycomb depends on several structural parameters such as crystal phases,
composition, texture, micro-voids. C-axis of cordierite material show negative CTE while a-and b-axes show
positive CTE with increasing temperature. In this study we analyzed high temperature crystal structures of the
DPF substrates having different CTE values by using high temperature XRD data (RT~650 degree Celcius).
Evolution of lattice parameters, bond length, bond angle, and electron density distribution with temperature has
been analyzed and compared with the measured CTE values. We will present the mechanism giving rise to the
low CTE of cordierite ceramics, especially the negative CTE along the C-axis.

[1] G. Bruno and S. C. Vogel, J. Appl. Cryst. (2017). 50, 749-762
[2] M.L. Stewart, G.D. Maupin, T.R. Gallant, A. Zelenyuk, D.H. Kim, in Fuel Efficient Diesel Particulate Filter (DPF) Modeling and
Development, PNNL-19476,Battelle, USA 2010
[3] Y. Kobayashi, M. Katayama, M. Kato, S. Kuramochi, J. Am. Ceram. Soc. 2013, 96, 1863-1868.
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GEOARCHAEOMETRIC IMPLICATION ON SOIL LAYERS OF ROAD
SITES FROM MONGCHON EARTHEN WALL IN SEOUL OF ANCIENT
KOREA
Minji Jin*, Gyu Hye Lee, Chan Hee Lee
Dept. of Cultural Heritage Conservation Sciences, Kongju National University, Republic of Korea

The Mongchon Earthen Wall in Seoul is a representative archaeological site of Baekje Kingdom in ancient
Korea, which shows the change pattern of about 500 years until the fall of Baekje in Hansung period by
Goguryeo in AD 475. The Han river basin, where this site is located, had been influenced by the various
changes of the area leading to Goguryeo and Silla after Baekje in ancient Korea. In this site, important ancient
antiquities were excavated in large quantities, and the excavation of the north gate site led to the investigation
of the ancient roads. The Road | site and road || site were identified, and it is assumed that the making time were
Baekje and Goguryeo Kingdom.
This study examines material characteristics and making techniques of the ancient roads from the north gate
site. To investigate the physical characteristics of the study subjects, the chromaticity and the magnetic
susceptibility were measured. In addition, the stereoscopic and polarization microscope were used to observe
the microstructural characteristics, and the mineralogical characteristics were determined by X-ray diffraction
analysis. Geochemical analysis was conducted to identify chemical properties and homogeneity. Through the
grain size analysis, the soil texture of the material was presented and the making technique was examined.
As a result of the quantitative chromaticity measurement, the Baekje soil layers of Road | were different from
each other. Lower brightness (L*), redness (+a*), and yellowness (+b*) were observed in the lower part of the
Baekje soils, and the upper part showed higher brightness. The Goguryeo layer of the road | and || showed
similar color characteristics. On the other hand, magnetic susceptibility measurement, a narrow range of less
than 1.00 (×10-3 SI Unit) was confirmed in all soil layers. It is considered that the micro-magnetic
characteristics are homogeneous. Also, it seems to have undergone relatively similar petrogenesis and
weathering process.
By observing the matrix and constituent minerals, it was observed that quartz, feldspar and mica were mainly
observed in the soils. Through X-ray diffraction analysis, clay minerals such as quartz, mica and illite are
mostly found in soil samples. The basic mineral composition shows little difference and differed in diffraction
intensity. Therefore, judging from the results of microscopic observations, it considered that all the soil used in
the roads is originated from this area.
The particle size analysis showed that the content of gravel was regularly different on a few certain layers.
Also, all soil samples were found in the area between silt loam and silty clay. Road | had wider distribution of
the soil texture than ||. As a result of the subdivision by the Udden-Wentworth grain size scale, a particle size
distribution with selective aspect was confirmed. Road || appears to have been constructed in the same way,
showing similar sediment content. On the other hand, the grain size distributions in the road | were different in
each soil layers.
Considering the geochemistry, it showed that the soils of the roads and the site had similar characteristics. It
suggests that the identical soils which had a similar petrogenesis were used as the raw materials. In addition,
A-CN-K and A-CNK-FM triangles showed the narrow distributions in the direction of illite and smectite,
respectively. This indicates that the subjects have undergone the same chemical weathering process. Also, it is
interpreted that these roads were constructed by using the surrounding soil as the raw material. The Baekje soil
layer of road | showed considerably higher or lower LOI contents than others. On the other hand, the Goguryeo
soil layers of road | and || were found in a similar range of LOI contents.
As a result, road | clearly shows difference in the making technique. Different organic matter content and grain
size characteristics were identified for each layer. It is considered that the road had been reconstructed after and
high content of gravel and sand formed the basis and the ground were rammed earth with plant-like organic
matter. On the other hand, road || is generally similar to the Goguryeo soil layer of road |. Therefore, it is
interpreted that the soils from this site was used as a raw material for the ancient road without a specific
selection process.
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SECOND OCCURRENCE OF CARLETONITE, MURUN MASSIF (RUSSIA):
SCXRD, POWDER XRD, EPMA, FTIR AND TG-DSC STUDY
Ekaterina Kaneva* (1), Tatiana Radomskaya (1), Ludmila Suvorova (1), Irina Sterkhova (2),
Alexander Kozlov (3), Mikhail Mitichkin (1)
(1) A.P.Vinogradov Institute of Geochemistry SB RAS, Irkutsk, Russia, (2) A.E.Favorsky Institute of Chemistry SB RAS,
Irkutsk, Russia, (3) Melentiev Energy System Institute SB RAS, Irkutsk, Russia

Carletonite, KNa2Ca4Si8O18(CO3)4(OH,F)•H2O, a rare mineral, belonging to apophyllite group of
phyllosilicates, was discovered in 1971 by Chao and named after Carleton University [1]. Before now the only
known world occurrence of carletonite was the Poudrette Quarry, Mount Saint-Hilaire, Canada. The SCXRD
investigation on this mineral dates back to 1972 [2]; it has a complex layer structure. Carletonite structure
contains infinite branched sechser double silicate layers [3], composed of interconnected four and
eight-member rings of Si-tetrahedra and connected through walls of K-, Na- and Ca-polyhedra and
CO3-triangles.
In this work the first description of the crystal chemical features of carletonite from the Murun massif (the
second finding in the world), obtained by means of SCXRD, powder XRD, EPMA and, in addition, TG-DSC
and FTIR methods, is reported.
The investigated sample was found in the unique charoititic rocks of the Murun potassium alkaline complex,
located in the northwestern part of the Aldan Shield, Siberia, Russia. It associates with charoite,
apophyllite-(KF), pectolite, fluorapatite, aegirine, agrellite, microcline, quartz, chalcocite, digenite, galena,
covellite and copper, whereas carletonite from nepheline syeniyes of Mount Saint-Hilaire coexists with
pectolite, arfvedsonite, quartz, microcline, albite, apophyllite-(KF), fluorite, ancelite-(Ce), and leifite [1].
The XRD pattern is similar to that obtained by [1]. SCXRD analyses confirm that carletonite is tetragonal, it
crystallizes in sp. gr. P4/mbm and has following unit cell parameters: a = 13.216(2) Å, c = 16.722(2) Å, V =
2920.8(9) Å3 (Crl-1 sample, at room temperature), a = 13.1808(5) Å, c = 16.6980(8) Å, V = 2901.0(3) Å3
(Crl-2 sample, at 100 K). The analyzed crystals were refined up to R = 5.0% (Rw = 5.6%) and R = 1.7 (Rw =
1.9%), for Crl-1 and Crl-2, respectively. The EPMA (an average of 15 analyses) gave the following component
contents (wt. %): SiO2 43.9(6), CaO 20.0(3), Na2O 11.0(3), K2O 4.4(2), F 0.9(5), TiO2 0.1(1), Al2O3 0.03(3),
the sum is 80.33. The mass spectra (TG-DSC) exhibited the presence of H2O and CO2: the endothermic effects
at 45 – 127 ºC and 127 – 315 ºC are accompanied by a weight loss of 0.15% and 1.02% related to the release of
water; the endothermic effect at 630 – 1134 ºC accompanied by a weight loss of 14.9% results from the release
of CO2.
FTIR spectrum was acquired from 4000 to 400 cm-1 range. The bands observed at 1396, 1451, 1479 and 1526
cm-1 are assigned to CO3 stretching vibration, whereas the bands founded at 660, 691, 728, 783, 874 cm-1 are
attributed to bending vibration of CO3. Water stretching band is observed at 3434 cm-1 and a line at 1624 cm-1
is assigned to the bending vibration of H2O. Finally, a peak at 3554 cm-1 is attributed to the stretching
vibration of the hydroxyl units.
An empirical formula of the studied carletonite, calculated on the basis of (Al+Si)=8, is
K1.04Na3.95Ca3.97Ti0.02Si7.99Al0.01O18(CO3)3.98(F0.5OH0.5)*1.05H2O. The H2O and CO3 contents
were defined by structural refinement of the occupancy of the Ow11, Ow12, C1 and C2 sites.
The study was supported by the Russian Foundation for Basic Research (project No. 17-45-388067 p_a).

[1] Chao. G.Y. American Mineralogist. (1971), 56, 1855 – 1865.
[2] Chao G.Y. American Mineralogist. (1972), 57, 765 – 778.
[3] Liebau F. Structural Chemistry of Silicates: Structure, Bonding and Classification. (2012) Springer-Verlag, New York.
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VARIATION OF MINERALOGY AND GEOCHEMISTRY IN SOIL LAYERS
FROM WOLSEONG PALACE SITE IN GYEONGJU OF ANCIENT KOREA
San Ha Kang*, Jun Hyoung Park, Chan Hee Lee
Dept. of Cultural Heritage Conservation Sciences, Kongju National University, Republic of Korea

The Wolseong Palace Site is a palace in Silla Kingdom (BC 57 to AD 935) located in Gyeongju of ancient
Korea. It was designated as Gyeongju Historic Area in 2000, and registered as a World Heritage Site.
Currently, Wolseong palace site is under investigation for four districts A to D, and subject of the study is the
9th area located in the district C. The purpose of the study is to utilize the results of analysis on soil formations
in Wolseong palace site as a basic data of materials and layer composition for stable soil settlement.
The horizontal characteristics of the soils were confirmed by using 15 soil samples composed of topsoil and
subsoil from the building site. Vertical characterization was performed on 11 layers classified by naked eye in
the test pits in the soil formations. As microscopic observations, the topsoil and subsoil are very similar, and
the matrix is generally yellowish brown. Quartz, feldspar and biotite are observed in polarized microscope. The
test pit soil formations also showed a yellowish brown matrix. As the sample collected at the lowermost part,
almost non rock fragments were observed, and the particles were not easily recognized by the naked eye.
As a result of X-ray diffraction analysis, quartz, plagioclase and alkali feldspar were detected in the soil of the
building site, and mica and smectite were found in the subsoil of the Silla era. Therefore, the overall mineral
composition of the soil in the building is similar but some differences are found. The test pit soil formations are
characterized by the presence of mica along with quartz, plagioclase and alkali feldspar in all samples. Smectite
is identified only in the 5th layer. As a result of X-ray diffraction analysis, it was judged that the soil
composition of the building site and the test pit soil formations had basically similar mineral composition.
Chromaticity analysis was performed using color-difference meter together with Munsell color classification.
The pre-drying test pit soils are generally darker in color and darker in the lower part. These characteristics
were the same after drying. As a result, the topsoil and the subsoil in the soil of the building showed similar
distribution. On the other hand, the test pit soil formations have lower magnetic susceptibility in the deep
layers. This is because the longer the time to the lower part, the more weathering of paramagnetic mineral.
The geochemical characteristics of soil samples collected from building site and test pit formations were
characterized by the behavior of major, minor, rare earth, compatible and incompatible. As a result, all the
samples in this area may be weathered from rocks of the same origin. Therefore, the soil constituting Gyeongju
Wolseong palace site is considered to be weathered from the granitic material of the same origin, and it can be
seen that some characteristics are different due to the climate, environment and weathering intensity depending
on the season.
Particularly, in the study, we investigated the grain size characteristics of test pit soils and examined the
saturation of each layer. Most of the soils contain no gravel or have a low content of less than 2.0%. On the
other hand, it shows high gravel content of 7.9% on the 6th-2 layer. However, the content of the clay is not
significantly different from that of the other layers. The results according to USDA triangular chart
classification of each test pit soils showed that all of the test pit soils were clay loam rich in clay. Therefore, it
is considered that the soil of the study area is poor in drainage. It is considered that such a soil is not suitable
for use as a material for covering up the remains, because the particles can be easily separated and an
impervious layer can be formed.
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IMPORTANCE OF ANALYSIS TECNIQUES AND INSTRUMENTATION IN
DIAMOND LABORATORIES
Feyza Ketenci Kayrak* (1), M. Sezai Kırıkoğlu (2)
(1) Istanbul Gemological Institute, (2) Istanbul Technical University

Diamond has been valued for its appearance and mechanical properties for at least two thousand years; as a
gem stone diamond is unsurpassed. In the jewelry industry trained gemologists are involving in only gem cut
diamonds. Thus, there is always an urgent need to be able to quickly identify any particular diamond and to be
able to distinguish it from others while diamond technology evolution continues. On gem cut diamonds,
determinations were based on systematic observations using standard gemological tools such as a loupe,
diamond microscope, and ultraviolet (UV) lamps. While these tools remain valuable, recent advances in
diamond technology makes these tools alone not enough. Since the first reproducible process for Diamond
synthesis was reported in the 1950s technology has continuously improved. Nowadays diamonds can be
synthesized not only with properties suitable for industrial use, but also with gem quality.
Furthermore,treatments have been developed that allow quality enhancement of both natural and synthetic
stones. As a result analytical techniques are sought after which provide information about the stone’s genesis
and history.. So that, besides the conventional techniques, advanced analysis and screening techniques such as
cathodoluminescence (CL) and Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy and M-Screencould be applied
in a diamond laboratory.
The focus of this study is to analyze and present the differences between gem quality synthetic and natural
diamonds. The quick application of advanced tecniques in a gemological laboratory to identify the origin of
gem-cut diamonds is discussed.
In this study, 245 brilliant cut diamonds selected randomly and systematic observations were made using
standard gemological tools.
FT-IR and M-Screen are applied to all samples to identify diamond type. Moreover, there is no single indicator
that always will give the absolute answer if a diamond is natural or synthetic or has undergone certain quality
enhancement treatments but knowledge of the diamond type allows extensive conclusions. The CL applied 15
samples to see their growth zones.
FTIR, CL seems to be the most universal and easiest approach for the analysis of gem-cut diamonds.
Spectroscopy with a very compact and robust instruments
can be a quick and valuable tool in the diamond laboratories which is working as diamond office for customs.

[1] Bulanova G.P., Varshavsky A.V., Kotegov V.A. (2005) A venture into the interior of natural diamond; genetic information and
implications for the gem industry. Journal of Gemmology, Vol. 29, No. 7–8, pp. 377–386
[2] Sheppard R., Moses, T., Wang, W., (2015), Analysis of melee diamonds using ftir spectroscopy. Gems & Gemology, Spring
Vol.51, No.1
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THE SYNTHESIS OF SPHERICAL CANCRINITE FROM CA-TYPE
BENTONITE UNDER LOW TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE
Daeyoung KIM* (1, 2)
(1) Department of Nanomaterials Science and Engineering, University of Science and Technology, Daejeon 34113, South
Korea, (2) Advanced Geo materials R&Department, Pohang Branch, Korea Institute of Geoscience and Mineral Resources,
Pohang 37559, South Korea

A nearly pure, pale brown, spherical, cancrinite type zeolite was successfully synthesized from natural Ca-type
bentonite as starting material with acidic activation treatment via hydrothermal method at 368 K for 24 h. The
effect of different NaOH concentrations(pH at around 12) was investigated without addition of silica and
aluminum sources. The effect of different NaOH concentrations (pH at around 12) was investigated without
addition of silica and aluminum sources. The final products were characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD),
scanning electron microscopy (SEM), elemental and thermal analyses, infrared (IR) spectroscopy, and
Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) surface area measurements. While the Si/Al ratio of ideal cancrinite is 1.0, the
Si/Al ratio of the product framework is approximately 1.76, apart from trace components. Unique single nitrate
band was observed in both IR and thermogravimetric measurements, indicating that pure cancrinite was
synthesized. This study showed that pure nitrate cancrinite was obtained with NaOH concentrations from 8 to
12 M, independent of NaOH contents on crystallization. Through this study, we proposed a simple synthesis
method for pure nitrate cancrinite from bentonite for the purpose of recycling natural clay minerals.
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USE OF CALCIUM CARBONATE AS LOSS CIRCULATION MATERIAL IN
HIGH PRESSURE HIGH TEMPERATURE DRILLING FLUIDS
Mustafa Versan Kok*
Middle East Technical University, Ankara, Turkey

Potential loss circulation problems in high pressure - high temperature (HPHT) wells cause wellbore
instability, poor hole-cleaning and high torque & friction. Excessive torque and poor hole cleaning cause
over-pull, pipe stuck and in some cases severe problems resulting to abandon the well. To minimize these
problems; drilling fluids with proper loss circulation materials should be used [1-3].
In this research, HPHT drilling fluid system, which is frequently used and compatible with HPHT
reservoirs, is selected for the experiments. To plug the potential loss zones and decrease the
differential-sticking problem; acid soluble calcium carbonate is used as a loss circulation material with different
sizes and compositions, considering the formation characteristics as minimizing the formation damage to find
the best fluid formulations.
Permeability Plugging Apparatus (PPA), which uses ceramic discs as the filtration medium, is operated at 1000
psi and 300 oF to simulate the formation characteristics and static filtration. 20-50-120-150 micron sized
ceramic discs are selected to represent the various formations. Three different sized calcium carbonates are
added to HPHT drilling fluid in three different amounts (10-30-50 ppb) to find the best plugging fluid
composition. All samples are aged in a roller oven for 16 hours at 300 oF to simulate the downhole conditions.
Results reveal that, 30 ppb CaCO3 A, 50 ppb CaCO3 A, 50 ppb CaCO3 C and 50 ppb CaCO3 B are the
most efficient compositions for 20-50-120-150 micron sized ceramic discs respectively. Physical (rheology,
API/HPHT fluid loss, mud weight) and chemical (salinity, hardness, pH) properties of these drilling fluids are
also tested. No negative influence is found and ready to be presented for the usage of the drilling industry. The
novel contribution is the idea of finding the best plugging HPHT fluid composition to improve the loss
circulation strategy in HPHT reservoirs.

[1] Argillier, J-F., Audibert, A., Janssen, M., Demoulin, A. (1996). Development of a New Non-Polluting Ester Based Lubricant for Water
Based Muds: Laboratory and Field Tests Results. SPE, 36862, SPE European Petroleum Conference held in Milan, Italy.
[2] Foxenberg, W.E., Ali, S.A., Long, T.P., Vian, J. (2008). Field Experience Shows That New Lubricant Reduces Friction and Improves
Formation Compatibility and Environmental Impact. SPE, 112483, SPE International Symposium and Exhibition on Formation Damage
held in Louisiana, USA.
[3] Qureshi A., Ali M., Preining P. (2008). Pushing the Limits: Improving Drilling Performance of High Temperature Gas Wells in Thar
Desert in Sindh, Pakistan:”SPE, 115319, SPE Asia Pacific Oil & Gas Conference and Exhibition held in Perth, Australia.
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PHOTORESPONSIVE BEHAVIOR OF α-ZIRCONIUM PHOSPHATE
FUNCTIONALIZED WITH AZOBENZENES
Anna Koteja* (1), Jakub Matusik (1)
(1) AGH University of Science and Technology, al. Mickiewicza 30 30-059 Kraków, Poland

The α-zirconium phosphate (ZrP) is a layered phase build of linked phosphate tetrahedrons and zirconium
octahedrons. The OH groups exposed in the interlayer space can bind the introduced organic molecules and as
a result stable organo–mineral hybrids are produced [1]. Introducing a photoactive azobenzene compound into
the ZrP may lead to obtaining a remotely controlled photoresponsive nanomaterial. So far, several layered
minerals, including smectites, micas and others, were employed as the hosts for azobenzenes. In some of these
complexes the UV induced isomerization of azobenzene resulted in regular changes of the interlayer distance,
indicating that UV controlled materials were obtained [2]. The research goal was to synthesize a
photoresponsive material through combining a synthetic ZrP with azobenzene (Az) and p-aminoazobenzene
(pAz). The UV induced isomerization of the intercalated molecules was investigated and its effect on the
interlayer distance was monitored in various conditions.
The α-zirconium phosphate (ZrP) was synthesized in a reflux system according to earlier research [3].
Azobenzene was introduced in a two step procedure. First, the ZrP was pre-intercalated with
benzylalkylammonium surfactants – BCn (n=12, 14, 16, is the number of carbon atoms in the alkyl chain).
After that the ZBCn intercalates were reacted with Az in a closed vessel at 100ºC (products were abbreviated as
ZBCnA). The pAz compound was directly intercalated into the ZrP from an ethanol solution (ZpA). The
materials characterization and investigation of their photomechanical behavior involved XRD, FTIR, and
UV-Vis methods.
The d001 basal spacing value of the ZrP increased after BCn intercalation from 7.7 Å to 29.4, 32.7, and 38.0 Å,
in accordance with the alkyl chain length, which suggests a perpendicular arrangement of the surfactants.
Characteristic C-H vibration bands appeared in the FTIR spectra in the 2980–2850 cm-1 and 1500-1450 cm-1
regions. Subsequent intercalation of Az resulted in orange coloration of the ZBCn samples, but the d001 value
shifts were negligible. Probably the Az molecules accommodated among the alkyl chains of BCn molecules
where they were held by the hydrophobic interactions. The FTIR spectra revealed new bands attributed to the
Az molecule vibrations at 3080-3000 cm-1, 1583 cm-1, 1299 cm-1 and 800-670 cm-1. The ZpA intercalate
showed the d001 value equal to 30 Å. This suggests formation of a pAz bilayer perpendicular to the ZrP layer.
The pAz characteristic vibrational bands appeared in the FTIR spectra. The structural ZrP bands were slightly
altered due to the presence of guest molecules, however there is no evidence that pAz was firmly grafted to the
ZrP surface.
The UV irradiation of ZBCnA samples resulted in all cases in an increase of d001 value by ~1.0 Å. The
UV-Vis spectroscopy confirmed the isomerization of Az already after 10 minutes of UV treatment, also in the
FTIR spectra a very weak peak appeared at 760 cm-1, which is attributed to the cis-Az isomer. The intensity of
Az bands decreased along with the UV treatment due to the Az evaporation during its trans-cis conversion. The
ZpA intercalate under UV treatment showed a negligible increase of d001 value by 0.2 Å. Neither the FTIR nor
the UV-Vis spectroscopy showed the presence of cis isomer in the sample after the UV irradiation.
The photomechanical effect was observed in the hybrids with Az molecule thanks to its slow cis to trans
re-isomerization (~24 h). However, the d001 shifts were rather small because of the hindrance of the long alkyl
chains. This was avoided in the ZpA material where pAz was directly intercalated, but the phenomena of pAz
isomerization could not be observed probably due to the rapid cis to trans back reaction.
This project was funded by the National Science Centre, Poland under research project no.
2014/13/B/ST10/01326.

[1] Tang M., Yang T., and Zhang Y. (2015). A brief review on α-zirconium phosphate intercalation compounds and nano-composites.
Science China Technological Sciences 59(3), 436-441.
[2] Fujita, T., Iyi N., Klapyta Z., Fuji K., Kaneko Y., Kitamura K. (2003). Photomechanical response of azobenzene/organophilic mica
complexes. Materials Research Bulletin 38(15), 2009-2017.
[3] Sun, L., Boo W.J., Sue H.J., Clearfield A. (2007). Preparation of α-zirconium phosphate nanoplatelets with wide variations in aspect
ratios. New Journal of Chemistry 31(1), 39-43.
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MICRO-FTIR AND RAMAN ANALYSIS OF LIGHT ELEMENTS IN
LAYERED AND POROUS MINERALS
Maria Lacalamita* (1), Giancarlo Della Ventura (2, 3), Emanuela Schingaro (4), Ernesto Mesto (4)
(1) Dipartimento di Scienze della Terra - Università degli Studi di Pisa, via S. Maria 53, I-56100 Pisa, Italy, (2)
Dipartimento di Scienze - Università di Roma Tre, largo S. Leonardo Murialdo 1, I-00146 Roma, Italy., (3)
INFN-Laboratori Nazionali di Frascati, Via E. Fermi 40, 00044 Frascati (Roma), Italy., (4) Dipartimento di Scienze della
Terra e Geoambientali - Università degli Studi di Bari “Aldo Moro”, via E. Orabona 4, I-70125 Bari, Italy.

Fourier Transform Infrared and Raman spectroscopies are powerful techniques for detecting light-elements
molecular arrangements, such as OH/H2O, C-H or NH4+ groups. This work provides a series of case study on
phases with complex crystal structure such as layered (phlogopite and tobelite) and microporous (armstrongite,
miserite and charoite) minerals of interest in Earth and Material Sciences.
Raman data collected across nano-protrusions located on phlogopite flakes showed an intense and convolute
absorption band in the range 3000-2800 cm−1, associated with weaker bands at 1655, 1438 and 1297 cm−1,
indicating the presence of fluid inclusions. It was found out that fluid inclusions consisted of aliphatic
hydrocarbons, alkanes and cycloalkanes, with minor amounts of oxygenated compounds, such as carboxylic
acids. This feature was the first evidence that phlogopite, a common rock-forming mineral, may be a possible
reservoir for hydrocarbons (Moro et al. 2017).
Micro-FTIR analysis of tobelite which is a potential long-term reservoir of nitrogen in the deep Earth and a
marker of ancient biological activity (Busigny and Bebout 2013), showed, in the OH−-stretching region, two
prominent bands, centered at ~3629 and ~3646 cm-1, and two shoulders at ~3664 and ~3615 cm–1 that were
assigned to OH− groups affected by different local configurations. In addition, a series of overlapping bands
from about 3500 to 2700 cm–1 and a main absorption at ~1430 cm–1 were due to NH4+-vibrations. The
ammonium concentration was semi-quantitatively estimated from the absor¬bance of the OH−-stretching and
NH4+-bending vibrations (Mesto et al. 2012).
Finally, micro-FTIR of armstrogite, miserite and charoite provided evidence of OH/H2O in the cavities of
these zeolite-like microporous silicates (Kaneva et al. 2014; Mesto et al. 2014; Lacalamita 2018). In particular,
the absorption at about 1600 cm-1 testified for the presence of one or more H2O molecules in the structure of
the minerals. In the case of armstrongite, the thermal behaviour was also investigated by high temperature
FTIR on single crystal and powder samples. The study showed that armstrongite dehydrates at T > 370°C
and fastly rehydrates upon cooling; a complete recovery of the OH-stretching and bending signals are observed
at T ~ 280-300°C.

[1] V. Busigny, and G.E. Bebout (2013) Nitrogen in the silicate Earth: Speciation and isotopic behavior during mineral-fluid interactions.
Elements, 9, 353–358.
[2] E. Kaneva, M. Lacalamita, E. Mesto, E. Schingaro, F. Scordari, and N. Vladykin (2014) Structure and modeling of disorder in miserite
from the Murun (Russia) and Dara-i-Pioz (Tajikistan) massifs. Physics and chemistry of minerals, 41, 49-63.
[3] M. Lacalamita (2018) Micro-FTIR and EPMA characterisation of charoite from Murun massif (Russia). Journal of Spectroscopy, in
press.
[4] E. Mesto, F. Scordari, M. Lacalamita, and E. Schingaro (2012) Tobelite and NH4+-rich muscovite single crystals from Ordovician
Armorican sandstones (Brittany, France): Structure and crystal chemistry. American Mineralogist, 97, 1460–1468.
[5] E. Mesto, E. Kaneva, E. Schingaro, N. Vladykin, M. Lacalamita, and F. Scordari (2014) Armstrongite from Khan Bogdo (Mongolia):
Crystal structure determination and implications for zeolite-like cation exchange properties. American Mineralogist, 99, 2424-2432.
[6] D. Moro, G. Valdrè, E. Mesto, F. Scordari, M. Lacalamita, G.C. Della Ventura, F. Bellatreccia, S. Scirè, and E. Schingaro (2017)
Hydrocarbon fluid inclusions in 1M- and 2M1-phlogopites from Kasenyi kamafugitic rocks (SW Uganda): cross-correlated AFM, confocal
and Raman surface and near surface investigation. Scientific report, 7, article 40663.
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INTERACTION OF SMECTITES WITH AMMONIUM DURING EARLY
STAGES OF DIAGENESIS
Daniel Lamarca-Irisarri (1), Alberto Sánchez-Encinar (1), Maria Bentabol (2), Alexander E.S. Van
Driessche (3), F. Javier Huertas* (1)
(1) Instituto Andaluz de Ciencias de la Tierra, (CSIC-Universidad de Granada), Armilla, Granada, Spain, (2)
DEPARTMENT OF INORGANIC CHEMISTRY, MINERALOGY AND CRYSTALLOGRAPHY, UNIVERSITY OF
MALAGA, MALAGA (SPAIN), (3) ISTerre, Univ. Grenoble-Alpes, CNRS, Grenoble, France

Mineral forming sediments and organic matter undergo alterations during diagenesis due to fluid circulation
and changes in pressure and temperature. This leads to the transformation of smectite to illite and the
degradation of organic matter producing NH4 and low molecular weight carboxylic acids. In such diagenetic
environments rich in organic matter NH4 can get fixated in the altered clays, and ammonium micas can be
formed. This suggests that a complex interplay between mineral alteration and organic matter maturation exists.
Although the role of carboxylic acids during phyllosilicate alteration has received a fair deal of attention, the
influence of NH4 has been largely overlooked.
Smectite samples, natural (Na, Ca) and K-saturated, were aged in ammonium solutions under low temperature
(&lt;200 ºC) hydrothermal conditions. Three different experimental setups were used to mimic the several
processes that affect their chemistry and mineralogy: 1) ion exchange reactions were obtained from room
temperature isotherms; 2) smectite dissolution and smectite-to-illite transformation below 100 ºC were studied
using flow-through cells with input Na-NH4 solutions, and 3) smectite-to-illite transformation above 100 ºC
was performed in Teflon batch reactors. Solid reaction products were characterized after alteration by XRD,
FTIR, and HRTEM-AEM. Output reaction solutions from the flow-through cells were analyzed for pH, Si, Al,
Mg and NH4 content. Silica concentration at steady state was used to derive smectite dissolution rates at the
corresponding experimental conditions.
The experimental results show that smectite undergoes three different reactions: ion exchange, dissolution and
transformation to I/S mixed-layers and illite. Ammonium is partially incorporated in the smectite structure as
revealed by the presence of NH4 vibration bands in FTIR spectra (1440-1400 cm-1 range). XRD patterns show
a small peak at 10 Å that was interpreted as non-expandable, or illitic, layers, which were also identified by
HRTEM. Furthermore, altered K-smectite exhibits uncomplete swelling after ethylene glycol solvation,
corresponding to development of I/S-like domains. However, if smectites are treated with Ca-solutions, the
swelling capacity is restored indicating that the ammonium in those I/S-like domains is reversibly retained.
Three types of lattice fringes were observed in HRTEM: (i) 10 Å associated with non-expandable, or illitic,
layers, (ii) 12 Å linked to a monolayer of water hydrating the smectite interlayer and (iii) 14 Å interpreted as
HIS layers or bilayer of water. Illitic layers were found in illite-like crystals of 10 to 20 layers, or as collapsed
layers within smectite particles. At increasing temperatures illitic crystals became more abundant. Smectite
particles showed a complex texture with coexistence of several interlayer spacings, curved layers and areas
were layers transformed laterally into each other. These were interpreted as smectite-to-illite reaction fronts,
and may affect a single layer or packages. Chemical analyses of illite-like crystals performed with AEM
showed an increase of tetrahedral Al and structural charge, as expected for illite and smectite-to-illite
transformation.
The dissolution rate of all used smectites increased with temperature of the input solution. Dissolution rates of
K-smectite also show a dependence on ammonium concentration at low temperature. Ammonium enhances
smectite dissolution rate at 25 and 50 ºC, but this dependence apparently disappeared at 70 ºC. However, this
effect was not observed in natural smectite, whose dissolution rates were not affected by the concentration of
ammonium in the alteration solution. AEM analysis of smectite crystals indicate a preferential leaching of
interlayer and octahedral cations, consistent with non-stoichiometric smectite dissolution observed in cells.
The series of experiments has allowed us to investigate the reactivity of smectite under incipient diagenetic
conditions. Our preliminary results show that NH4 can act as a hydrolysing agent enhancing the alteration rate
of phyllosilicate and get fixated in the altered clays that may evolve to illite-like. Ammonium is reversibly
retained in the interlayer space of smectite and I/S. Further structural changes are necessary for permanent
ammonium retention and development of illite-like layers. Dissolution and smectite-to-illite transformation
behave as competing reactions that act in opposite directions.
Acknowledgements.- This research was financed by the MINECO Projects CGL2011-22567 and
CGL2014-55108P, with contribution of FEDER founds.
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MATERIAL CHARACTERISTICS AND MAKING TECHNIQUES OF
BRICKS FROM LIBRARY SITE IN HONG NANG SIDA TEMPLE, LAO
PDR
Gyu Hye Lee*, Han Seul Kim, Chan Hee Lee
Dept. of Cultural Heritage Conservation Sciences, Kongju National University, Republic of Korea

The Hong Nang Sida Temple in Lao PDR is a popular tourist destination designated as the UNESCO World
Cultural Heritage in 2001, ‘Vat Phou Temple and ancient dwelling site in Champasak cultural landscape’. This
heritage contains Phou Kao Mt., Vat Phou Temple Complex, Thao Tao Temple, Tomo Temple, Ancient City
and other sites on the Champasak Plain as well as Hong Nang Sida. Also, the heritage shows the culture of
Khmer Empire, which dominated during the 10th to 14th centuries. Hong Nang Sida means ‘the room of
Princess Sida’, consists of main temple, library site, main path and ancient road. The research target, library site
is composed of bricks and sandstones, it is remained only the bottom of the wall. So we can see only the rough
plane structure.
Preceding the restoration of Hong Nang Sida, this study investigates the material scientific characteristics of
bricks and considers its making method including source materials through comparing soils around library site.
For this study, petrographic and physical features were analyzed, and microstructural features were observed
with stereoscopic and polarization microscope, SEM-EDS, etc. Moreover, X-ray diffraction analysis and
thermal analysis was conducted for mineralogical characteristics and chemical analysis to review geochemical
homogeneity among each samples. The results were compared with characteristics of bricks made in modern
time.
As a result of magnetic susceptibility measurement about remaining walls and bricks around site, there are 2
groups showing low (0.21 to 4.13×10-3 SI unit) or high-magnetic susceptibility (6.52 to 13.40×10-3 SI unit).
High magnetic susceptibility group has high redness (+a*) and yellowness (+b*), relatively. A result of
observing the microstructure of bricks, the matrix of bricks showing high magnetic susceptibility were tangled
closely. Also, porosity and absorption ratio of high magnetic susceptibility bricks were higher than low
magnetic susceptibility bricks. This results relates on many plant bodies observing in low magnetic
susceptibility bricks.
To analyze the material homogeneity of the bricks and soils, we consider the geochemical behavior
characteristics of rare earth and compatible and incompatible elements. As a result of analysis, all bricks and
soils are highly likely to be genetically similar. However, a result of investigating weathering tendency of
source material through A-CN-K and A-CNK-FM triangles, brick groups and soil group has different tendency
and low-magnetic susceptibility bricks has tendency to smectite. Also, as a result of considering acid and basic
oxide, siallitization, modern bricks show higher basic oxide contents and siallitization degree.
However, XRD analysis revealed that quartz was the most dominant mineral in all bricks and soils, and
K-feldspar, micas and microcline were found in some bricks. As result of DTA/TG, absorption peak at 573 °C
showed on all bricks. It means phase transition from α-quartz to β-quartz. Furthermore, exothermic peak at 900
°C meaning phase transition of kaolinite showed on some brick. To estimate firing temperature of all bricks
through physical characteristics, weigh loss from TG, LOI and mineral contents, most low-magnetic
susceptibility and modern bricks fired from 700 to 800 °C, high-magnetic susceptibility fired from 750 to 800
°C. But some low-magnetic susceptibility brick showing the most LOI (5.66 wt.%) ratio experienced similar
firing temperature to high-magnetic susceptibility. However, research soils which analyzed to use producing
research bricks has very high viscosity. Therefore, plant bodies observing in bricks co-exist artificial and
natural things.
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IN SITU SYNTHESIS OF COAL LAYERED DOUBLE HYDROXIDE
NANOSTRUCTURE ON THE BOEHMITE (γ-ALOOH) SURFACE AND ITS
ADSORPTION BEHAVIOR FOR ARSENATE IN AQUEOUS MEDIA
Seon Yong Lee, Kyung-Won Jung, Young Jae Lee*
Department of Earth and Environmental Sciences, Korea University, Seoul 02841, Korea

Water contamination by heavy metals has become one of the most serious environmental problems throughout
the world. In particular, arsenic (As) possess considerable toxicity to both aquatic ecosystem and human
health[1,2]; therefore, it needs to be treated effectively prior to reaching the environment. Herein,
cobalt/aluminum LDH (CoAl-LDH) nanostructure was synthesized by in situ coating of Co on the surface of
boehmite for the removal of arsenate from aqueous media. In addition, effects of key parameters such as Co2+
loading rate, solution pH, coexisting anions, adsorbent dosage, ionic strength, and temperature on the
adsorption behavior of CoAl-LDH were investigated comprehensively. To further elucidate the adsorption
mechanism, mathematical models (kinetics, intraparticle diffusion, equilibrium isotherms, and
thermodynamics) were applied. Morphology and structure analyses indicated that nano-sized plate-like
CoAl-LDH crystals were successfully formed on the boehmite surface, which enabled higher arsenate
adsorption capacity from aqueous media than that of raw boehmite. Experimental results showed that the
adsorption affinity towards arsenate increased with increasing Co2+ loading rate, adsorbent dosage, and
temperature, while it decreased with increasing solution pH and ionic strength. Coexisting anions (NO3−, Cl−,
HCO3−, SO42−, and HPO42−) could significantly affects adsorbent-adsorbate interactions. It was found that
the order of negative effect of coexisting anions on the adsorption capacity of CoAl-LDH was HPO42− >
SO42− > HCO3− > Cl− > NO3−. Adsorption kinetics and isotherms studies delineated that the pseudosecond-order and Sips isotherm models accurately describe the adsorption behavior of CoAl-LDH.
Thermodynamic analysis suggested that the adsorption process was thermodynamically spontaneous and
endothermic in nature.

[1] Singh, R., Singh, S., Parihar, P., Singh, V. P., & Prasad, S. M. (2015). Arsenic contamination, consequences and remediation
techniques: a review. Ecotoxicology and environmental safety, 112, 247-270.
[2] Sharma, V. K., & Sohn, M. (2009). Aquatic arsenic: toxicity, speciation, transformations, and remediation. Environment
international, 35(4), 743-759.
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AN INTERACTION OF NANOSCALE INTERMEDIARY AU-S SPECIES
WITH METAL OXIDE SURFACES
Maxim Likhatski, Anton Karacharov, Alexander Romanchenko, Yuri Mikhlin*
Institute of Chemistry and Chemical Technology of the Siberian Branch of the Russian Academy of sciences

Gold-based nanocomposites attract much attention because of their application in (photo)catalysis, sensors,
biomedicine, photovoltaics, etc. Previously [1-3], we explored the reduction of aqueous tetrachloroauric acid
with sulfide ions yielding gold, gold sulfide nanoparticles or their mixture, which are of vivid interest for
preparation of Au2S nanoparticles, Au-Au2S hybrid structures or their composites with metal oxides and other
materials, and for understanding the behavior of gold in the nature. We found a sequence of long-lived nanoand submicrometer intermediary “dense liquid” products with some unusual properties, preceding the
nucleation of gold sulfide in aqueous reaction solutions with the molar ratio Na2S/HAuCl4 more than 2 at
room temperature. In situ AFM images of the reaction system demonstrated a kind of “wetting” of highly
oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) by the fluid intermediates. The products dried on HOPG form a
network-like film of 2–5 nm Au nanoparticles with sulfur capping due to decomposition of gold sulfide in air
or vacuum.
In the present work, we studied nanocomposites prepared by conditioning a series of metal oxide powders (αand γ-Al2O3, ZrO2, SiO2, TiO2, α-Fe2O3 and CuO) in the Na2S and HAuCl4 aqueous solutions with the
molar ratio of 3:1, containing the relatively stable intermediary Au-S products. TEM examination suggested
that highly disordered gold sulfide decomposed on surfaces of metal oxides yielding gold nanoparticles, the
size of which was dependent on the nature of support. In particular, the particles were markedly larger on
copper oxide (about 10 nm) than on other metal oxides (2-5 nm). XPS data implied that Au deposited on the
surfaces of oxides was in metallic form, with Au 4f lines became narrower upon pre-aging of the reaction
media. The S 2p spectra were fitted using monosulfide (161.2 eV), disulfide (162.2 eV) and polysilfide (163.5
eV) lines along with small contributions of S-O species at 168-169 eV. At the same time, Au L3-edge EXAFS
analysis of gold deposited on hematite revealed Au-S bonding in the first coordination shell of Au with the
number of S neighbors close to 2. Hence, one can conclude that initially formed Au-S species decompose to
give rise to metallic gold and di- and polysulfide capping species in ultra-high vacuum and/or under electron
beam and X-ray irradiation. In the case of freshly prepared (e.g., 2 h) reaction solutions, the quantity of gold
captured by metal oxides increased with isoelectric point values of a support, and also with the content of
Na2S. The uptake of Au from solutions aged for 24 hours before the contact with metal oxides increased but
the relationship between the gold quantity and the isoelectric point of the supports disappeared. The XPS and
metal L- and O K-edge TEY XANES found minor changes of metal oxide substrates after the conditioning,
except for copper (II) oxide, the surface layer of which was notably sulfidized with Cu2S as dominating
species.

[1] Mikhlin Y., Likhatski M., Karacharov A., Zaikovski V., Krylov A. (2009) Formation of gold and gold sulfide nanoparticles and
mesoscale intermediate structures in the reactions of aqueous HAuCl4 with sulfide and citrate ions. Physical Chemistry Chemical Physics
11, 5445-5454.
[2] Mikhlin Y., Karacharov A., Likhatski M., Podlipskaya T., Zizak I. (2011) Direct observation of liquid pre-crystallization intermediates
during the reduction of aqueous tetracholoroaurate by sulfide ions. Physical Chemistry Chemical Physics16, 4538-4543.
[3] Likhatski M., Karacharov A., Kondrasenko A., Mikhlin Y. (2015) On a role of liquid intermediates in nucleation of gold sulfide
nanoparticles in aqueous media. Faraday Discussions179, 235-245.
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HYDROGEL COMPOSITE MEMBRANES: DEVELOPMENTS AND
APPLICATIONS IN MEMBRANE DISTILLATION AND MEMBRANE
CRYSTALLIZATION
Shabnam Majidi Salehi (1), Fiore Pasquale Nicoletta (2), Enrica Fontananova (1), Efrem Curcio (3),
Giovanni De Filpo (4), Gianluca Di Profio* (1)
(1) National Research Council of Italy (CNR), Institute on Membrane Technology (ITM), Rende (CS), Italy, (2) University
of Calabria, Department of Pharmacy, Health, and Nutritional Sciences, Rende (CS), Italy, (3) University of Calabria,
Department of Chemical and Environmental Engineering, Rende (CS), Italy, (4) University of Calabria, Department of
Chemistry and Chemical Sciences, Rende (CS), Italy

Combination of polymeric hydrogel and porous membranes, which leads to composites displaying the synergic
properties of both membrane and gel layer, has been increasingly prevalent in the field of membrane
separations [1]. Among different preparation methods, photo-initiated grafting of hydrogel onto a porous
support has a much interest due to mild reaction conditions and selectivity to absorb UV light without affecting
the bulk polymer [2].
In this work, preparation of hydrogel composites based on polymeric membranes, via photo-initiated graft
polymerization, has been investigated, with the aim to develop novel membranes comprising an optimized
porous support and a thin hydrogel layer with tailored chemical composition, controlled mesh size, and
engineered surface morphology [3]. Several combination of monomers and cross-linkers, displaying variable
chemical functionalities, were investigated for hydrogel preparation; furthermore, hydrophobic or hydrophilic
membranes, like polypropylene and polyethersulfone, were used as support. The effect of monomer
concentration, monomer mixture composition, addition of additives as ionic liquids and UV irradiation time on
composites preparation has been studied.
The performance of prepared hydrogel membranes were evaluated in membrane distillation (MD) [4] and
membrane crystallization (MCr) [5] applications for water desalination and for both proteins crystallization and
in the biomimetic synthesis of advanced materials.
In addition to the general performances of hydrogel membranes in both MD and MCr applications, these
composites show the potentiality to tailor the chemical functionalization of the gel layer and its surface
nanostructure and morphology, thus providing new routes to adapt its application to special cases.
The authors would like to thank the European Union’s Horizon 2020, Future and Emerging Technologies
programme FET-OPEN, for partially funding this work within the AMECRYS project
(http://www.amecrys-project.eu/) under grant agreement no. 712965.

[1] Q. Yang, N. Adrus, F. Tomicki, M. Ulbricht, Composites of functional polymeric hydrogels and porous membranes, J. Mater. Chem.
2011, 21, 2783.
[2] R. Bernstein, E. Anton, M. Ulbricht, Tuning the nanofiltration performance of thin film strong polyelectrolyte hydrogel composite
membranes by photo-grafting conditions, J. Membr. Sci.. 2013, 427, 129.
[3] G. Di Profio, M. Polino, F. P. Nicoletta, B. D. Belviso, R. Caliandro, E. Fontananova, G. De Filpo, E. Curcio, E. Drioli, Tailored
hydrogel membranes for efficient protein crystallization, Adv. Funct. Mater. 2014, 24 (11), 1582.
[4] S. Majidi Salehi, G. Di Profio, E. Fontananova, F. P. Nicoletta, E. Curcio, G. De Filpo, Membrane Distillation by Novel Hydrogel
Composite Membranes, J. Membr. Sci. 2016, 504, 220.
[5] G. Di Profio, S. Majidi Salehi, R. Caliandro, P. Guccione, G. Nico, E. Curcio, E. Fontananova, Bioinspired synthesis of CaCO3
superstructures through a novel hydrogel composite membranes mineralization platform: a comprehensive view, Adv. Mater. 2016, 28,
610.
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NEW RESEARCH IN THE KURDISTAN REGION: PRELIMINARY
ARCHAEOMETRICAL ANALYSIS ON THE POTTERY PRODUCTION
Serenella Mancini* (1), Fabio Bellatreccia (2)
(1) Department of Classics, Sapienza University of Rome, (2) Department of Science, Roma Tre University

The Italian Archaeological Mission in Iraqi Kurdistan (MAIKI) of Sapienza University of Rome, has focused
its activities on the study of the historical, linguistic and cultural development of the Kurdish region. The
research was carried out in a very fruitful cooperation with the local institutions of research and preservation of
the region’s historical heritage, such as the Department of Antiquities of Sulaimaniyah.
The paper presents the preliminary archaeometrical study of the materials collected during the surveys carried
out by the MAIKI Project between the valleys of the rivers Basra and Dyala, along the road connecting the
cities of Darbandikhan and Chamchamal, in the Kurdistan region (Sulaimaniya). Since the scarcity of updated
and specific research studies on pottery related to the post-Assyrian period of the Kurdistan region, one of the
most important aims of this work is to characterize the ceramic productions of this period and understand their
relationship with the surrounding areas.
The corpus is heterogeneous and consists, for the most part, of ceramics, related to a wide range of productions
and a wide time span extending from the Uruk-Jemdet-Nasr period (3100–2900 BC) up to the Ottoman period
(from 13th to 19th cent.).
For these reasons, it has been adopted a specific methodology to carry out an in-depth and complete
classification of each fragment or assemblage, regardless of the production period. All the data are recorded in
a relational database that allows to link the archaeological materials with sites and GIS records.
A key role is played by archaeometrical analyses carried out in collaboration with Department of Science
(Roma Tre University, Italy). The analyses (XRPD, OM and SEM-EDS), will add new data to the
technological and production aspects of the identified wares and could help the archaeological research in order
to obtain compositional and technological information on pottery production and other manufacturing
activities. In particular, the study will be focalised on the characterisation and composition of the most
important petro-fabrics identified on pottery assemblages, understand the manufacturing process and obtain
compositional information of coatings both slip and glaze.
Matching analyses results and information regarding the surveyed sites leads to outline a general frame of local
pottery production, that reached good technological level; moreover, some imported products have been
recognized.
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CLAY MINERAL INFLUENCE UPON THE STABILITY OF A LANDSLIDE
AFFECTED AREA IN CLUJ-NAPOCA (TRANSYLVANIA, ROMANIA)
Andreea Marat* (1, 2), Cristian Samșudean (2), Silviu Vaida (3), Robert Gheorghiu (1), Tudor
Tămaș (1)
(1) Babeş-Bolyai University, Department of Geology, M. Kogălniceanu Street 1, 400084 Cluj-Napoca, România, (2) CAPE
Geotehnica, Calea Mănăştur Street103, Cluj-Napoca, România, (3) GEOSOND, Glad 98, 300215 Timișoara, România

Cluj-Napoca is located in the north-western part of Transylvania and is one of the fastest-growing cities in
Romania. The city’s relief is marked by alluvial plains and hilly terrains. Due to the accelerated urban
development most of the good foundation soils (i.e. alluvial sands and gravels) are no longer available. As a
result, construction works began extending in areas with difficult foundation soils and stability problems.
Our study presents the relation between clay minerals and the geotechnical properties of clayey soils sampled
from a landslide susceptible region in Cluj-Napoca. The investigated deposits belong to the Moigrad Formation
and are Rupelian in age (Rusu, 1970). Based on our field investigations these deposits were affected by an old
landslide. Geomorphological characteristics such as scarps (head scarp and minor scarp), lobes, gullies and a
flow deposit were identified. Tension cracks develop on top of both scarps and lobes. An incongruity between
the dipping direction of the strata measured in situ (NE dipping) and of the strata from borehole investigations
(apparent S dipping) points out to the existence of a complex rotational landslide. Furthermore, failure
structures (friction breccias, slickensides) were identified in boreholes at depths of up to 20 m, indicating the
occurrence of pre-sheared clays.
From a geotechnical point of view, these soils can be classified as clays, silty clays, clayey silts, silts and
clayey sands. On Cassagrande’s plasticity chart samples plot inside the limits of medium (23<PI<32;
39<LL<50) and high (27<PI<62; 51<LL<90) plasticity. The free swelling index varies from small (FSI=10%)
to very high (FSI=550%) and the activity ranges from small (A<0.75) to high (A>1.25). Effective friction
angles range from 6.7 to 33.7º and clay cohesion strength ranges from 7 to 73 kPa. Their physical and
mechanical behaviour is directly influenced by the amount of clay-size particles (< 2 µm) present. Soil
plasticity, activity and free swelling capacity are directly proportional to the clay-size particle amount, while
effective friction angles are indirectly proportional.
In order to determine the minerals that make-up the < 2 µm fraction X-Ray powder diffraction analyses were
carried out on oriented samples (glass slide method). Clay minerals were identified based on diffraction
patterns of the oriented samples after air-drying, ethylene-glycol (EG) solvation and thermal treatment (400ºC
and 550ºC). Randomly interstratified illite-smectite (I/S), illite, kaolinite, chlorite and quartz constitute the < 2
µm fraction. Differential Δ2θ values were calculated for the I/S 001/002 and 002/003 reflections. The values
(5.58º) obtained indicate the mixted-layered I/S is rich in smectite.
The rich smectite I/S component identified within the < 2 µm fraction may explain the activity, expansive
behaviour and susceptibility to plastic deformatios of the soils, as well as the decrease in effective friction
angles with the amount of clay-size particles present. Such properties together with the presence of tension
cracks, pre-sheared clays and high slope angles compromise slope stability and could provoke landslide
reactivation.
Keywords: clayey soils, geotechnical properties, clay mineral composition.

[1] Rusu, A. (1970). Corelarea faciesurilor Oligocenului din regiunea Treznea - Bizuşa (NV Bazinului Transilvaniei). Studii şi Cercetări
Geologice, Geofizice, Geografice, Seria Geologie 15(2), 513-525.
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INFLUENCE OF RAW MATERIALS ON THE MINERALOGY AND
MICROSTRUCTURE OF FIRED SANITARY-WARE VITREOUS BODY BY
SYNCHROTRON X-RAY COMPUTED MICROTOMOGRAPHY
Nicoletta Marinoni* (1, 2), Valeria Diella (3), Alessandro Pavese (4), Lucia Mancini (5), Fernando
Francescon (6)
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China whiteware products represent a large part of ceramic materials and cover a wide range of applications
like tile, dinnerware and sanitary-ware. They are mainly formed by a vitreous body which comes from heating
above 1100 C a mixture of clays, fluxing agents (typically feldspar) and fillers (typically quartz), after previous
processing like, for example, aging, drying and body preparation (Carty and Senapati, 1998). Phase
composition of vitreous body has been widely studied in past and is characterized by a glassy matrix with some
crystalline phases like mullite, which forms upon heating, and residual filler (Martin-Marquez et al., 2009).
Additionally, a well developed porosity can be present, with consequent implication on some technological
properties of the materials like mechanical strength (Braganca and Bergman, 2003).
Four different industrial sanitary-ware compositions were prepared by fixing the “hard” compound (21 %
feldspar, 19 % quartz and 6 % China whiteware waste) and by varying the “plastic” compound with four
different industrial clay components (one per sample). After casting procedure, half of each sample was saved
to investigate the packing of the green body whilst the other half was fired in a muffle furnace at the peak
temperature of 1200 C to investigate the porosity of the fired product, for a total of eight samples.
All these eight samples, after previous XRPD characterization, have been investigated by Synchrotron
Computed Microtomography at the SYRMEP beamline in phase contrast modality.
Data reconstruction have been performed and the microstructure have been evaluated by processing slices with
a Matlab written code. In particular, it was possible to focus on voids but also on zircon crystals that come from
the 6 % of China whiteware waste, due to their “transmitted” signals which differ from the one of the other
phases (i.e. quartz, mullite and glass).
For each sample, it was possible to characterize the volume of voids and zircon in terms of total volume and
size distribution in the 10-1000 µm range; moreover, Higgins sphericity index and Flynn diagrams have been
determined. The results have been also compared with mercury porosimeter measurements.

[1] Carty W.M., Senapati U. (1998). Porcelain – Raw Materials, Processing, Phase Evolution, and Mechanical Behaviour. Journal of
Americal Ceramic Society, 81, 3-20.
[2] Martin-Marquez J., De la Torre A.G., Aranda M.A.G., Rincon J.M. & Romero M. (2009). Evolution with Temperature of Crystalline
and Amorphous Phases in Porcelain Stoneware. Journal of American Ceramic Society, 92, 229-234.
[3] Braganca S.R., Bergmann C.P. (2003). A view of whitewares mechanical strength and microstructure. Ceramics International, 29,
801-806.
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MINERALOGICAL AND MICROSTRUCTURAL ANALYSIS OF
EGYPTIAN FLINT TO UNDERSTAND SEASONALITY IN THE NILE
VALLEY AND WESTERN DESERT (EGYPT)
Lara Maritan* (1), Lisa Santello (1), Claudio Mazzoli (1), Fabrizio Nestola (1), Jordi Rius (2), Anna
Crespi (2), Oriol Vallcorba (3), Lluís Casas (4), Donatella Usai (5)
(1) Department of Geosciences, University of Padova, Via Gradenigo 6, 35131 Padova, Italy, (2) Institut de Ciència de
Materials de Barcelona, CSIC, Campus de la UAB, 08193 Bellaterra, Catalonia (Spain), (3) ALBA Synchrotron Light
Facility, Cerdanyola del Vallès, Barcelona, Spain, (4) Departament de Geologia, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona,
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Seasonal mobility of ancient populations during Early Holocene in the area of the second cataract of the River
Nile (Northern Sudan) and the Western Desert region (Southern Egypt), is attested by various archaeological
materials, such as pottery, but this is highly debated when the lithic assemblages are considered. In this context,
the Egyptian flint, a specific type of flint macroscopically characterised by a dark and pale grey colour,
represents a lithic material found in both regions. This rock type outcrops mainly in the Western Desert within
the Eocene limestones and it is not present in the geological formations around the second cataract area.
However, along the Nile valley, it is possible to find chert-cobbles in the fluvial sedimentary deposits, deriving
from other chert-rich deposits of Jurassic age, outcropping in the area of Jebel Abyad (West of Dongola, Sudan,
at the latitude of the third cataract). It is not clear if a common chert-source for both lithic assemblages found at
the second cataract and in the Western desert sites was used, implying the trades of these objects, or if the flint
was worked and used locally. Therefore, in order to determine whether the dark grey/grey Egyptian flint from
the second cataract and Western Desert derive from the same source, a multianalytical study was performed on
a set of 22 flint tools from 11 sites of the Western Desert region (Egypt) and near the second cataract (Sudan),
sampled from two lithic collections (Wendorf and Colorado) stored at the British Museum (London, UK). A
multianalytical approach was used, consisting in the microstructural analysis by scanning electron microscope
(SEM), mineralogical analysis by micro-XRD and synchrotron through-the-substrate microdiffraction
(tts-μXRD), and microchemical analysis by micro-PIXE. The microstructure of the flints, observed at the SEM,
resulted to be mostly not homogeneous, and mainly composed by microcrystalline quartz associated to
microfossil shell remains/ghosts, crystals of dolomite and calcite, apatite fragments and minor oxides, sulphides
and sulphates, in few cases with crystal dissolution traces and secondary porosity. Mineralogically, in addition
to the quartz (and calcite and dolomite), all the samples contain also moganite, crystallised both inside
microfossils and in the surrounding matrix, as attested by micro-Raman and tts-μXRD. The moganite is
accompanied by higher Zn content in the microfossil cells than the surrounding microcrystalline quartz, as
observed form micro-PIXE analysis: this element seems to favour the moganite crystallization.
Under an anthropological view point, these results attest that ancient populations seasonally moved from the
Western Desert to second cataract during Early Holocene.
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LIFE CYCLE ASSESSMENT OF A PASSIVE REMEDIATION SYSTEM FOR
ACID MINE DRAINAGE (AMD): TOWARDS A MORE SUSTAINABLE
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Río San Pedro s/n, 11510 Puerto Real, Cádiz, Spain, (2) Department of Earth Sciences, University of Huelva, Campus El
Carmen s/n, 21071 Huelva, Spain, (3) University of Applied Sciences Magdeburg-Stendal, Breitscheidstraße 2, 39114
Magdeburg, Germany

Historical mining activity in the Iberian Pyrite Belt (IPB), one of the most important metallogenic provinces of
the world, has left a huge number of abandoned sites that cause severe metal pollution by acid mine drainage
(AMD) of the receiving water bodies [1]. Costs for liability associated with the AMD remediation in the region
could be unaffordable. However, a novel and cost-effective passive remediation technology known as
Dispersed Alkaline Substrate (DAS) has been designed for the treatment of metal-rich and acid waters in this
region [2,3].
Although the selection of remediation systems is usually dictated by technical and economic factors, the
sustainability of such systems is becoming increasingly critical in decision-making and efforts to promote
greener remediation measures are being made. Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) is a proven methodology that can
help in choosing the best available technology by reducing the environmental burdens while ensuring the
efficiency of the treatment [4]. The main goal of this study is to perform a LCA to the DAS technology and to
compare its environmental impacts with those generated by conventional active treatments along its entire life
cycle.
The results show a lower environmental impact of DAS in comparison with active treatments and that Climate
Change, Fossil Depletion, Freshwater Eutrophication and Water Depletion impacts are closely related to the
upstream production chain of the materials employed in the DAS technology. Thus, the replacement of certain
DAS material sources and circular usage would lead to a significant decrease in impact values (35-95%). This
study also evidences that the DAS technology has a lower carbon footprint than other wastewater treatment
systems analyzed using the LCA methodology (i.e. urban wastewater, potable water, desalinization plants,
etc.)5. The results of this work may contribute to a more environmental-friendly mining by providing an insight
into the environmental burdens related to the available AMD treatment options during mining operation and
post-closure phases.

[1] Cánovas C.R., Olías M., Nieto J.M., Sarmiento A.M., Cerón J.C. (2007). Hydrogeochemical characteristics of the Tinto and Odiel
Rivers (SW Spain). Factors controlling metal contents. Science of the Total Environment 373, 363–382.
[2] Caraballo M.A., Rötting T.S., Macías F., Nieto J.M., Ayora C. (2009). Field multi-step limestone and MgO passive system to treat acid
mine drainage with high metal concentrations. Applied Geochemistry 24, 2301–2311.
[3] Ayora C., Caraballo M.A., Macias F., Rötting T.S., Carrera J., Nieto J.M. (2013). Acid mine drainage in the Iberian Pyrite Belt: 2.
Lessons learned from recent passive remediation experiences. Environmental Science and Pollution Research 20, 7837–7853.
[4] Higgings M. & Olson T. (2009). Life cycle case study comparison of permeable reactive barrier versus pump-and-treat remediation.
Environmental Science & Technology 43, 9432–9438.
[5] Biswas W.K. & Yek P. (2016). Improving the carbon footprint of water treatment with renewable energy: a Western Australian case
study. Renewables: Wind, Water and Solar 3, 14.
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AN OPTICAL SENSOR FOR MONITORING SUSPENDED SEDIMENTS
T. Matos (1), M.S. Martins (2, 3), R.F. Henriques (4), L.M. Goncalves* (2)
(1) Electronics Department, University of Minho, Portugal, (2) CMEMS, University of Minho, Portugal, (3) LARSyS,
University of Algarve, Campus de Gambelas, Portugal, (4) Earth Sciences Department, University of Minho, Portugal

A submersible turbidity optical sensor has been developed for measuring sediment concentrations in the ocean,
rivers or laboratory. The sensor uses infrared (IR) and ultraviolet (UV) light emitting diodes (LED),
respectively for inorganic and organic matter detection. Three IR photodetectors with three different positions
related to the light source, 45º, 90º and 180º, results in three different types of light detection: backscattering,
nephelometry and transmitted light, respectively. The UV LED uses only a transmitted light (180º)
photodetector. This multi-detection design allows monitoring in any type of environment, offering a wide
dynamic range and accuracy from low to high turbidity values [1], and capability to evaluate the organic matter
content [2]. A radial configuration, in a 3D printed waterproof encapsulation, includes electronic circuits to
calculate sediment concentration (g/L) and transmit readings to a data logger instrument. An in-lab calibration
of the sensor was made to establish a relation between the turbidity in concentration of suspended sediments
(g/L) to the photodetectors electrical output. Two different sizes of seashore sand were used (180µm and
350µm) to evaluate the sensor particle size susceptibility. The sensor was installed in situ for 22 days in
continuous monitoring to evaluate its performance. The monitoring results are analysed, showing the turbidity
tidal cycles differentiation, influence of the external light and biofouling interference. The in-situ monitoring
tests showed the potential of the sensor to monitor concentration of suspended particles, being able to detect
change in turbidity with the tidal cycles. The use of an ultraviolet emitter-receptor pair for organic and
inorganic matter differentiation has also been revealed to be a successful process for the effect, provided that an
effective calibration is performed. Biofouling affects the long-time sensor performance and protection is being
study to implement long time monitoring solutions.
Acknowledgments: This work was co-financed by Programa Operacional Regional do Norte (NORTE2020),
through Fundo Europeu de Desenvolvimento Regional (FEDER), Project NORTE-01-0145-FEDER-000032 –
NextSea and FCT with the reference project UID/EEA/04436/2013, by FEDER funds through the COMPETE
2020 – Programa Operacional Competitividade e Internacionalização (POCI) with the reference project
POCI-01- 0145-FEDER- 006941. M.S. Martins thanks FCT for the grant SFRH/BPD/107826/2015.

[1] W. a Snyder et al., “Optical scattering and backscattering by organic and inorganic particulates in U.S. coastal waters.,” Appl. Opt., vol.
47, no. 5, pp. 666–77, 2008.
[2] Nagur Cherukuru et al, “Estimating dissolved organic carbon concentration in turbid coastal waters using optical remote sensing
observations”, International Journal of Applied Earth Observation and Geoinformation, Volume 52, October 2016, Pages 149-154
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THE STRUCTURAL STABILITY OF MG-AL LDH IMPREGNATED WITH
IRON OXIDE PARTICLES USED FOR AS(V) REMOVAL
Paulina Maziarz*, Jakub Matusik
AGH University of Science and Technology, al. Mickiewicza 30 30-059 Kraków, Poland

In recent years synthesis and application of Fe oxide particles (FeOx) has become a subject of comprehensive
studies. Mostly due to their convenient magnetic separation from liquid phase and potential in wastewater
treatment. However, since FeOx tend to agglomerate, what deteriorates their adsorption properties, recent
studies were focused on the impregnation of commonly used adsorbents with FeOx. The layered double
hydroxide (LDH) compounds are a group of phases, that exhibit unique anion affinities. The excess of positive
charge is counter balanced by hydrated anions present in interlayer space. The knowledge concerning coating
of LDH structures with FeOx is fragmentary and incomplete in terms of their structural stability. In the present
study the LDH surface was modified by impregnation with FeOx. The effect of FeOx loading on As(V)
adsorption and consequently stability of the resulting composites was studied.
The starting Mg2+:Al3+ (2:1) type of LDH was synthesized by co-precipitation method [1]. In the synthesis
procedure the MgCl2·6H2O and AlCl3·6H2O were used. The impregnation with FeOx was carried out
according to earlier described procedure [2]. In the experiment the LDH with 10% (LFe10) and 25% (LFe25)
mass ratio of FeOx were synthesized. Additionally, the samples were calcined at 400°C for 3 h (LDHK,
LFe10K, LFe25K), to determine changes of their structure. The stock solutions of As(V) were prepared using
Na2HAsO4·7H2O. The desorption and stability experiments were carried out for solid samples after As(V)
adsorption at 5 mmol/l concentration. The solid:liquid ratio was 20 g/L. As a desorbing agent the potassium
dihydrogenphosphate (KH2PO4) was used. The stability of adsorbents, defined as percentage release of Mg,
Al, Fe and As at pH range of 2-10 was investigated. The concentration of released elements in supernatant
solution after desorption and stability experiment was determined using ICP-OES.
The XRD pattern of LFe10 and LFe25 revealed peaks corresponding to the LDH structure and FeOx. The
presence of carbonate and sulphate anions in the interlayer space of the composites was confirmed by band at
1360 cm-1 and 1110 cm-1 at FTIR spectra, respectively. The textural analysis revealed that the impregnation
with FeOx resulted in the increase of specific surface area. The obtained composites were classified as
mesoporous adsorbents. The thermal analysis revealed, that impregnation with FeOx, influenced the thermal
stability of adsorbents. The DTA curve of the LFe10 and the LFe25, revealed three endothermic peaks. The
peaks at ~90°C and ~230°C can be attributed to loss of adsorbed and interlayer water molecules. These effects
are much less resolved in the case of pure LDH. The effect of dehydroxylation and collapse of metal hydroxide
layer, was evidenced by endothermic peak at ~400°C, which also overlapped the effect of interlayer CO32−
ions loss. The desorption studies revealed that the impregnation did not change the percentage of desorbed
As(V) in comparison to staring LDH. In the case of LFe10 and LFe25 the desorption was equal to 82% and
66%, what suggests that the main adsorption mechanism is ion exchange. In the case of LFe10K and LFe25K
the desorption was lower and equal to 23% and 35%, respectively. It indicated that in the case of calcined
composites the adsorption mechanism involved also chemisorption. The stability experiment indicated that
after impregnation with FeOx, all studied composites showed insignificant (below 0.01 mg/L) percentage of Fe
release. Moreover, the Al release was negligible for all the adsorbents in the studied pH range. In the case of
Mg the increased release was observed for all calcined composites at pH=2, what is connected with partial
dissolution of LDH at low pH. It was also observed that the As release was lower for calcined composites
which was in agreement with desorption studies. The detailed explanation of this behavior and adsorption
mechanisms involved in As removal by the studied composites requires further studies.
Acknowledgments: This project was supported by the National Science Centre Poland, under a research project
awarded by Decision No. 2016/21/N/ST10/00390.

[1] Dula, R., Wcisło, K., Stoch, J., Grzybowska, B., Serwicka, E.M., Kooli, F., Bahranowski, K. and Gaweł, A. (2002). Layered double
hydroxide-derived vanadium catalysts for oxidative dehydrogenation of propane. Influence of interlayer-doping versus layer-doping.
Applied Catalysis A: General 230, 281–291.
[2] Maziarz, P. and Matusik, J. (2017). Halloysite composites with Fe3O4 particles: the effect of impregnation on the removal of aqueous
Cd(II) and Pb(II). Mineralogia 48(1-4), 106-126.
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THE MARBLES OF LASA: PETROGRAPHIC, ISOTOPIC AND EPR
CHARACTERISATION OF THE EASTERN ALPS WHITE MARBLE USED
IN ANTIQUITY
Claudio Mazzoli (1), Lara Maritan* (1), Federico Zorzi (1), Giancarlo Cavazzini (2), Raffaele Sassi
(1), Alfonso Zoleo (3)
(1) Department of Geosciences, University of Padova, Via Gradenigo 6, 35131 Padova, Italy, (2) Institute of Geosciences
and Georesources, CNR, Via Gradenigo 6, I-35131 Padova, Italy, (3) Department of Chemical Sciences, University of
Padova, Via Marzolo 1, I-35131 Padova, Italy

The marble of Lasa (eastern Alps, northern Italy) is a white marble used since the Roman times, especially to
realise milestones. After being abandoned for a long period, the marble quarries have been mined again in the
modern age and used especially outside Italy to realise important monuments.
In the present study we present the results of a multidisciplinary approach to the analysis of a large set of
specimens sampled form various quarries of the marble of Lasa. Petrographic analysis was addressed to the
definition of the microstructure, crystal boundaries, maximum grain size (MGS), and occurrence of accessory
mineral phases. Mineralogical analysis by X-ray powder diffraction (XRPD), were coupled with bulk chemical
analysis by X-ray fluorescence (XRF) as well as microchemical analysis by electron microbe (EMPA) on
accessory minerals occurring in the marbles. Moreover, isotope analysis of C, O and Sr, and EPR spectroscopy
were also carried out to fully characterise the Lasa marbles. Results were compared with the literature data on
white marbles of the eastern Mediterranean region used in antiquity, including those of the Italian peninsula
(Carrara and Campiglia), and the numerous marbles from Greek and Turkish quarries. Petrographic features,
mineralogical and isotopic composition, and spectroscopy markers were statistically treated using a
multivariate approach (cluster analysis and principal component analysis) to define possible overlapping and
identify combination of variables which maximise the differences with other white marbles used in antiquity.
This will allow recognising the marble of Lasa when used in classical and modern lithic works (especially in
central Europe), for which the provenance of the stone material is unknown.
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STUDY OF THE REACTIVITY OF 52S4F, SYNTHESISED BY FUSION
ROUTE, BY SOLID STATE NMR
Fatima-Zohra Mezahi* (1, 2), Malika Attalah (1), Anita Lucas-Girot (3), Hassane Oudadesse (3),
Abdelhamid Harabi (2)
(1) PHYSICS DEPARTMENT, M'SILA UNIVERSITY, M'SILA- ALGERIA, (2) Ceramics Lab. Physics Department.
Constantine Mentouri University. Constantine. Algeria, (3) Université de Rennes, CNRS ISCR- UMR6226,F-35000.
Rennes. France

This work is devoted to the study of the reactivity of a quaternary glass: 52% SiO2, 30% CaO, 14% Na2O and
4% P2O5 (wt %) (named 52S4F) , synthesized by the fusion route. The physicochemical properties of 52S4F
glasses were determined before and after immersion in simulated body fluid (SBF). The results obtained by
various analysis methods, such as ICP, IR, SEM-EDS and solid state NMR, have shown that different structural
modifications at the glass surface as a function of soaking time were occurred. The silica gel (SiO2) and the
calcium phosphate layer (HA) were formed at the glass surfaces after the soaking in SBF. The crystallite size of
HA layer is in the order of nano (as shown by SEM). NMR analysis highlights the different structural’s
alterations during soaking in SBF. It shows that, after 1 day soaking time, the silica gel is formed and it has
grown until 15 days. In addition, it demonstrates that after 5 days the precipitation process becomes more
dominant than the dissolution process of the glass, which confirms the results of the other used methods.
Finally, according to the obtained results, the quaternary glass 52S4F is a bioactive glass.

[1] Elgayar I., Aliev A.E., Boccaccini A.R., Hill R.G. (2005), Structural analysis of bioactive glasses, J.Non-Crys. Solids, Vol. 351, pp.
173-183.
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MICROSTRUCTURE INVESTIGATION OF SUBMARINE SEDIMENTS
FOR THE ENVIRONMENTAL CHARACTERISATION OF A
CONTAMINATED SITE
Daniela Miccoli* (1, 2), Federica Cotecchia (2), Chiara Ludovico (1, 2), Michael Plötze (1),
Alexander Puzrin (1), Francesca Sollecito (2), Francesco Todaro (2), Claudia Vitone (2)
(1) ETH Zurich, (2) Polytechnic University of Bari, Italy

The city of Taranto in the south of Italy is one of the areas declared as “at high risk of environmental crisis” by
the national government (Italian Law n. 349/86) because it represents one of the most complex industrial sites
in Europe, located near urban areas of high population density. All the industrial activities are responsible for
the high environmental contamination, mainly due to heavy metals and organic pollutants.
This experimental research is part of the multidisciplinary studies that have been funded by the Regional
Agency for Environmental Protection (ARPA-Puglia), and financially supported by specific national legislative
procedures (Italian Law n. 129 2012), for a preliminary selection of sustainable strategies for the remediation
and management of the Mar Piccolo environmental contamination.
The research allowed to notice that the samples collected in the most contaminated top layer exhibited peculiar
properties with respect to the deeper ones. The paper presents a set of data which characterizes the
microstructure of the sediments in their natural state, in order to discern about the peculiar behaviour of
sediments. In particular, leaching tests, mercury intrusion porosimetry tests and mineralogical analysis have
been performed.
Keywords: Submarine sediments. Contaminated soils. Microstructure. Laboratory testing.

[1] Vitone C., Federico A., Puzrin A.M., Plötze M., Carrassi E., Todaro F. (2016). On the geotechnical characterisation of the polluted
submarine sediments from Taranto. Environmental Science and Pollution Research, 23:12535-12553.
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APPLICATION OF X-RAY PHOTOELECTRON SPECTROSCOPY AND
X-RAY ABSORPTION SPECTROSCOPY TECHNIQUES FOR STUDIES ON
METAL-DEFICIENT SULFIDE SURFACES
Yuri Mikhlin* (1), Sergey Vorobyev (1), Yevgeny Tomashevich (1), Maxim Likatski (1),
Alexander Romanchenko (1), Simon Erenburg (2), Svetlana Trubina (2)
(1) Institute of Chemistry and Chemical Technology of the Siberian Branch of the Russian Academy of sciences, (2)
Institute of Inorganic Chemistry of the Siberian Branch of the Russian Academy of sciences

Iron and copper sulfides are important materials for photovoltaic and Li batteries, sensors, thermoelectric and
other applications, and abundant sulfide minerals, the physical and chemical properties of which critically
depend on the state of the surfaces, including outer interface to buried layers of the sulfide phases. X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) is a powerful surface-sensitive technique having the probing depths up to
decades nm at various photon excitation energy; however, information on surface species may be distorted due
to their volatization in vacuum. It has been long known from XPS that metal-deficient surfaces commonly form
due to easier metal release from sulfide mineral lattice upon oxidation and alterations of the non-stoichiometry
with depth remain poorly studied [1,2]. We determined metal-to-sulfur ratios and chemical state of atoms
(mono-, di-, polysulfide and other S species, low- and high-spin Fe2+, Fe3+, etc.) in pyrite (FeS2), pyrrhotite
(Fe9S10), chalcopyrite (CuFeS2) after oxidation in the atmosphere and aqueous Fe3+ solutions as a function of
the excitation energy (1.25 keV to 9 keV) and the depth (HIKE endstation at BESSY II, Helmholtz Zentrum
Berlin). The near-surfaces of oxidized sulfides were found to consist of a thin, 1-2 nm outer layer containing
polysulfide species, a layer with smaller stoichiometry deviations and negligible polysulfide, which
composition and thickness widely vary for the minerals and the chemical treatment conditions, and nearly
stoichiometric but highly defective underlayers. Rather small changes in Cu K- and Fe K-edge TEY XANES
were attributed to the extended “defective” regions. Fe K- and Cu K-edge fluorescence EXAFS measured at
photon incidence angles of 2° to 10° (BM20, ESRF, Grenoble) were unable to detect discernible changes for
the reacted pyrite and chalcopyrite. At the same time, sulfide nanolayers in valleriite (Cu,Fe)S (Mg,Al)(OH)2
were found to have a chalcopyrite-like “defective” structure with a decreased number of Cu-S bonds and
increased Cu-Cu neighbors. The Fe K-edge EXAFS at pyrrhotite revealed incidence angle-dependent
coordination number of Fe and Fe-S distances for the thick “disulfide” layer produced by oxidative leaching;
noteworthy, this layer contained a part of Fe as low-spin Fe2+. The stratified metal-deficit structures should
heavily affect surface and interfacial charge transfer, and magnetic characteristics of the materials; for
chalcopyrite, these findings were supported experimentally and by DFT+U simulation. We propose a
mechanism for the formation of layered undersurface and “passivation” of metal sulfides involving: arrested
decomposition of nearly stoichiometric sulfide surface and faster interfacial transfer and solid diffusion of
cations towards the surface; stability limits for specific defect structures, promoting their expansion in depth
rather than compositional changes, excluding surface layers; decay of surface polysulfide layer yielding
elemental sulfur.

[1] Mikhlin Y., Tomashevich Y., Vorobyev S., Saikova S., Romanchenko A., Félix R. (2016). Hard X-ray photoelectron and X-ray
absorption spectroscopy characterization of oxidized surfaces of iron sulfides. Applied Surface Science 387, 796–804.
[2] Mikhlin Y., Nasluzov V., Romanchenko A., Tomashevich Y., Shor A., Félix R. (2017). Layered structure of the near-surface region of
oxidized chalcopyrite (CuFeS2): hard X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, X-ray absorption spectroscopy and DFT+U studies. Physical
Chemistry Chemical Physics 19, 2749-2759.
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NEW HINTS ON MAYA BLUE FORMATION PROCESS BY PCA-ASSISTED
IN SITU XRPD/PDF COMBINED WITH OPTICAL SPECTROSCOPY
ANALYSIS
Marco Milanesio* (1), Rocco Caliandro (2), Luca Palin (1), Eleonora Conterosito (1), Maurizio
Aceto (1), Valentina Gianotti (1), Enrico Boccaleri (1), Eric Dooryhee (3)
(1) Dipartimento di Scienze e Innovazione Tecnologica, Università degli Studi del Piemonte Orientale, viale T. Michel, 11 15121 Alessandria, Italy, (2) IC CNR, Institute of Crystallography, via Amendola, 122/o - 70126 Bari, Italy, (3) Photon
Sciences, Brookhaven National Laboratory, P. O. Box 5000, Upton, NY, 11973-5000 (USA)

Maya Blue (MB) is a famous artificial pigment discovered by Merwin in 1931, used by ancient Mesoamerican
cultures as early as about I millennium AD and therefore already known in pre-Spanish period. The technology
of production is lost but its charm has attracted the attention of many scientists in the last sixty years. It is
considered as an ancestor of modern host-guest complexes and one of the first nanostructured materials. The
peculiar brightness and hue, ranging from bright turquoise to dark greenish blue, the remarkable durability and
chemical stability are among its intriguing aspects. Its composition and recipe remained a mystery for long time
and still the scientists consider it as an “unsolved puzzle”, made by the mineral palygorskite and indigo. In
order to give insight into the production methodology of MB, in situ PDF/XRPD data were collected during its
formation process, using different inorganic substrates (palygorskite, zeolites, sepiolite etc.) and organic guests
(indigo, isatin, fuchsin etc.). The dataset were analysed separately by PCA to unravel the kinetic trends [1,2]
and then jointly by correlation analysis. PCA was able to discriminate between reversible and non-reversible
reactions, depending on the starting mixture. TGA was carried out on previously treated samples, and
compared to NT or non-treated ones, and it highlighted that during the first thermal treatment of a “fresh”
mechanical mixture the non-reversible phenomenon, suggested by in situ XRPD, is related to the replacement
of water by indigo molecules. Then, in situ UV-Vis diffuse reflectance (DRUV) spectroscopy, carried out from
RT to 200 °C, followed by 2 hours in isotherm and a cooling and RT, highlighted at first that the Maya Blue
formation starts at 110°C with a maximum speed at 150°C. Above 175°C, during the thermal treatment, the
oxidation process occurs on the indigo moiety with both colour changes and differences in the affinity for
water. Moreover, during cooling to RT the rehydration process is of paramount importance to change the
environment of indigo, and of its distribution and penetration of indigo into palygorskite channels. In details
after a treatment at 150°, the second treatment causes the continuation of the Maya Blue formation. Concerning
the combined XPP/PDF/DRUV experiment, the 600-800nm optical absorption of indigo indigo (DRUV) is
correlated with the XRPD peaks at 2theta 0.5 and 1°, related to the water content of paligorskite, and with PDF
signals in the regions 12-14 and 22-26Å, distances equal to one and two times indigo length. This clearly
indicates directly and quantitatively that water elimination (the phenomenon mainly detected by XRPD) is
associated to the colour change (DRUV) and indigo penetration (PDF). These data, together with TGA, DRUV
and bleaching experiments indicated at first the importance of the thermal history of the Maya Blue materials,
both of historical and modern origin, explaining the various and different proposed recipes to obtain Maya
Blue, with different colours, hues and stability.

[1] Palin L. et al. Cryst. Eng. Comm., 2016, 18, 5930.
[2] P. Guccione, PCCP, 2018, in press
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LIFE-CYCLE ASSESSMENT OF NEAR ZERO ENERGY BUILDINGS
(NZEBS) IN COMPARISON WITH REGULAR NEW BUILDINGS
Ove Mørck* (1), Kirsten E Thomsen (2), Kim B Wittchen (3)
(1) Kuben Management, (2) Danish Building Research Institut, (3) Aalborg University Copenhagen

The EU Horizon 2020 [1] research project “Solution sets for the Cost reduction of new Nearly Zero-Energy
Buildings – CoNZEBs” [2] started in June 2017. CoNZEBs will identify and assess technology solution sets
that lead to significant cost reductions of new Nearly Zero-Energy Buildings in four EU member states:
Denmark, Germany, Italy and Slovenia. The focus of the project is on multi-family houses. The project will
start by setting baseline costs for conventional new buildings, currently available NZEBs and buildings that go
beyond the NZEB level.
The project will use the basic characteristics of NZEBs to first identify technologies that can be made more
cost-efficient if applied to NZEBs. Secondly, these technologies will be combined into cost-efficient solution
sets or concepts for NZEBs. The technology solution sets will include approaches that can reduce costs for
installations or generation systems, pre-fabrication and construction acceleration, local low temperature district
heating including renewable energy systems (RES), and many more.
All solution sets will be assessed regarding cost savings using life cycle costs (LCC) analysis, energy
performance and applicability in multi-family houses. A life cycle assessment (LCA) of different building
levels and NZEBs using the solution sets will provide a longer-term perspective. The results of the LCC and
LCA analyses will be compared to those obtained for conventional buildings built according to current building
regulations and conventionally built NZEBs.
The Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) will have primary focus is on the Global Warming Potential (WP) CO2-emissions and the non-renewable primary energy (NRPE) consumption, but also the other LCA
parameters, such as ODP, Ozone Depletion Potential [kg R11-Equiv.], POCP, Photochemical Ozone Creation
Potential [kg Ethene-Equiv.], AP, Acidification Potential [kg SO2-Equiv.], EP, Eutrification Potential [kg
Phosphate-Equiv.] and ADP, Abiotic Depletion Potential [kg Sb-Equiv.] will be calculated.
A Danish tool, ASCOT_LCA, that simultaneously perform LCC and LCA calculations will be further
developed to handle the developed solutions sets. Thereafter the tool will be used for the evaluation and
sensitivity analyses of the developed solution sets. ASCOT_LCA was first developed in a Danish R&amp;D
project and then further developed within the EU (FP7) project “School of the Future” [3] and the IEA EBC
Annex 56 - Cost Effective Energy and Carbon Emissions Optimization in Building Renovation [4]. The
program is free of costs and can be downloaded from here.
The paper will present the status of this work, which includes the definition of reference buildings, the
identified solution sets and the first LCC and LCA calculations performed with ASCOT_LCA.

[1] https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/horizon2020/
[2] https://www.conzebs.eu/
[3] http://www.school-of-the-future.eu
[4] http://www.iea-annex56.org
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ELECTRIC AND OPTICAL MANIPULATION OF LIQUID CRYSTALLINE
COLLOIDAL OXIDE NANOSHEETS
Teruyuki Nakato* (1), Makoto Tominaga (2), Toshiaki Iwai (3), Yasutaka Suzuki (2), Jun Kawamata
(2)
(1) Kyushu Institute of Technology, (2) School of Chemistry, Faculty of Science, Yamaguchi University, Japan, (3)
Graduate School of Bio-Applications and Systems Engineering, Tokyo University of Agriculture and Technology

Inorganic nanosheets of exfoliated layered crystals have around 1 nm thickness and several micrometers lateral
size. They form liquid crystals (LCs) in colloidal state by the exclude volume effect. We have investigated LC
behavior of inorganic nanosheets prepared from layered oxides such as clay minerals and semiconducting
oxides. Nanosheet LCs prepared by exfoliation of layered niobate are macroscopically structured under bulk
electric fields. Continuous applications of AC electric fields align nanosheets with their longitudinal direction
parallel to the electric field. By combining the electric alignment with LC domain growth, we can
hierarchically assemble LC nanosheets into diverse macroscopic structures with sub-mm to mm characteristic
lengths. This is attained by a two-stage process of the LC domain growth and successive electric field
application. In contrast, we can locally organize the LCs by a focused laser beam, which traps and manipulates
particulate objects with optical radiation pressure. Laser irradiation of a niobate nanosheet LC induced
nanosheet alignment parallel to the propagation direction of the incident laser beam. Nanosheets are oriented
along the electric field of the polarized laser beam at the focal point. A tree-ring-like nanosheet texture of more
than 100 µm, which is two orders of magnitude larger than the focal point size is organized at the periphery of
the focal point. Such hierarchical organization is explained by scattering force induced by the incident laser
beam, which aligns the micron-sized nanosheets that cooperate with each other in a liquid-crystalline state into
a rather large scale.
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ON THE SCALING OF POROUS MATERIALS: A BIOMIMETIC STUDY
Klaus Nickel*, Christoph Lauer, Katharina Klang, Gerald Buck
University of Tuebingen

The internal structure of some sea urchin spines (from Heterocentrotus mamilatus and Phyllacanthus
imperialis) is akin to scaffolds and other highly porous bioceramics. Studies of these structures allow to deduce
general relations between porosity, pore shape and size and mechanical properties such as compressive strength
or elastic modulus. For the application in a wide range of areas it is important, how the properties change with
the size of the component. This is true in particular for the strength of brittle materials such as ceramics and the
calcitic spines, because from Weibull theory we expect a decline in strength with an increasing component size
for statistical reasons.
In our study we show that sea urchin spines do not follow a simple Weibull model and rather display a common
strength variation regardless of size. This is interpreted to be due to the structural feature of similar pore and
strut sizes resulting in a common distribution of predetermined breaking points, which cause a special
layer-by-layer mode of failure. We will discuss the results in comparison to the behavior of highly porous
ceramics from Al2O3 and ZrO2 made by ionotropic gelation and freeze casting. The consequences for the
construction of highly porous materials will be lined out.
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MECHANICS OF HEAT-TREATED SILICA ROCK STONE TOOL
KNAPPING
Klaus Nickel*, Patrick Schmidt, Gerald Buck, Christoph Berthold
University of Tuebingen

It is well known that the practice of heat treatment of highly silicious rocks to improve tool production by
controlled fracturing (stone knapping) is one of the earliest transformative technologies of humankind.
Accordingly, such handling is seen to reflect the cultural evolution of anatomically modern humans and their
cognitive abilities in some parts of the world. Experimental Archaeologists have long noted the improvement of
stone tools in terms of knapping quality by heat treatment. However, the materials science behind such
improvements is not well understood and usually discussed only qualitatively.
In this paper, we present some of the results of an ongoing research at the Competence Center for
Archaeometry involving scientists from the departments of Applied Mineralogy and Early Prehistory and
Quaternary Ecology of the University of Tübingen. From the analyses of four mechanical properties (fracture
strength, fracture toughness, elastic modulus and Weibull modulus) of several flint and silcrete samples as a
function of heat treatment we develop a model of knapping as a combination of indentation crack formation
and Griffith-type failure in materials with artificially lowered fracture toughness. It allows to quantitatively
explain the superiority of flint and the simplification of knapping silcrete, which is seen as an excellent reason
for early humans to develop fire handling and use.
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INTERMEDIATE COMPOUNDS IN SRREEXB2-XO4 (0 ≤ X ≤ 2)
Chimednorov Otgonbayar*, Herbert Poellmann
Martin-Luther-University, Mineralogy/Geochemistry, Von Seckendorff Platz 3, 06120 Halle, Germany

Borates have been a research focus for a long time due to their numerous crystal structures, wide
transmittance spectra and wide band gaps. For example Eu3+ doted Sr3Y2(BO3)4 was found to be a promising
red vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) phosphor for plasma display panels (PDPs) [1, 2].
For the search for new optical function materials, a systematic survey on the SrO-Dy2O3-B2O3 system was
done. An intermediate monophasic compound with the confirmation of borate Sr3Dy2(BO3)4 was synthesized
successfully. Further seven isostructural compounds SrREE2(BO3)4 (REE = La, Nd, Sm, Eu, Gd, Y and Yb)
were synthesised using solid state synthesis method. The monophasic compounds were studied by powder
X-ray diffraction analysis, IR, TG, REM and calorimetry.
Powder samples were synthesised by a standard solid-state reaction. Analytical grade Sr(NO3)2, H3BO3,
La(OH)3, Nd2O3, Sm2O3, Eu2O3, Gd2O3, Dy2O3, Y2O3 and Yb2O3 were used as starting materials. Firstly,
a stoichiometric mixture of the starting materials was finely ground into powders in an agate mortar. Secondly,
the mixture was preheated in corundum crucibles at 600°C for 2 h to decompose H3BO3 and Sr(NO3)2, and
cooled to room temperature. Subsequently, it was reground and sintered at the temperature range from 1100°C
to 1300°C. These powders were reground and sintered multiple times. The total sinter time varies from 10 h to
24 h.
The study shows only samples with x = 0, 0.66, 2 of SrREExB2-xO4 (0 ≤ x ≤ 2) consist of one single
phase. The first component SrB2O4 belongs to the orthorhombic space group Pbcn and other component
SrDy2O4 to the orthorhombic space group Pnam. The polyhedral crystal structure of the intermediate
compound Sr3Dy2(BO3)4 has an orthorhombic space group Pnma structure, which consist of distorted
Sr-oxygen polyhedral, distorted Dy-oxygen polyhedral and four sets of BO3 planar triangles. The unit lattice
parameters were refined by Pawley method (a = 7.4011 Å, b = 15.977 Å and c = 8,7107 Å). The seven
successfully synthesised monophasic phases SrREE2(BO3)4 (REE = La, Nd, Sm, Eu, Gd, Y and Yb) are
isostructural to the above described Sr3Dy2(BO3)4.

[1] He L. and Wang Y.H. (2007). Synthesis of Sr3Y2(BO3)4: Eu3+ and its photoluminescence under UV and VUV excitation. J. Alloys
Compd. 431, 226-229.
[2] Han B., Zhang J. and Lu Y.H. (2013). Novel emitting color tunable phosphors Ba3Y2(BO3)4: Ce3+ , Tb3+ with efficient energy
transfer for near UV light emitting diodes. J. Am. Ceram. Soc. 96, 179-183
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EFFICIENT GRAFTINGS AND COATINGS OF PVDF MEMBRANES FOR
ADVANCED CRYSTALLIZATION PROCESSES
Elvira Pantuso (1), Katia Armentano (1), Patrizia Formoso (1), Giovanni De Filpo (2), Gianluca Di
Profio (3), Teresa Fina Mastropietro (3), Jerry Y.Y. Heng (4), Efrem Curcio (5), Fiore Pasquale
Nicoletta* (1)
(1) University of Calabria (UNICAL), Department of Pharmacy, Health and Nutritional Sciences, (2) University of Calabria
(UNICAL), Department of Chemistry and Chemical Technologies (DCTC), (3) Institute on Membrane Technology of the
National Research Council (ITM-CNR), (4) Surfaces and Particle Engineering Laboratory, Department of Chemical
Engineering, Imperial College London, (5) University of Calabria (UNICAL), Department of Environmental and Chemical
Engineering (DIATIC)

The aim of this study was the application of versatile methods to optimise properties, enhance the lifetime and
reduce the operation costs of PVDF membrane modules.
In order to improve the performance of hydrophobic PVDF membranes in terms of anti-fouling properties, high
permeation and rejection values, PVDF membranes were surface functionalized by
either polymer coating or monomer photo-chemical grafting [1,5]. The surface functionalization allowed to
bind hydrophilic silica particles to act as specific sites for the heterogeneous nucleation of crystals [6] and
improve antifouling properties. These modified membranes were preliminary evaluated in a thermic membrane
distillation/crystallization (MD/MCr) plant using a simple saline solution as feed (NaCl 1 g/L), in order to
select the samples with proper features to be used in membrane-assisted crystallization. After this first
screening, the selected samples were tested in a miniaturized osmotic membrane crystallization (MCr) plant
with the aim of verifying the properties of the membrane obtained such as good sealing, higher flux, higher
rejection and no-wetting of membrane. The best performing membranes were characterized by polarized
optical microscopy infrared spectroscopy, contact angle measurements and scanning electron microscopy.
Acknowledgments
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[1] Li X., He Y. and Swihart M.T., Surface functionalization of silicon nanoparticles produced by laser-driven pyrolysis of silane followed
by HF-HNO3 etching, Langmuir 20 (2004) 4720-4727.
[2] Fadeev A. Y.; McCarthy T. J., Self-Assembly is not the only reaction pPossible between alkyltrichlorosilanes and surfaces:
monomolecular and oOligomeric covalently attached layers of dichloro- and trichloroalkylsilanes on silicon, Langmuir 16 (2000)
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[3] Yang Q., Xu Z.K., Dai Z.W., Wang J.Li and Ulbricht M., Surface modification of polypropylene microporous membranes with a novel
glycopolymer, Chem. Mater. 17 (2005) 3050-3058.
[4] Lu X.,Peng Y., Ge L., Lin R., Zhu Z. and Liu S., Amphiphobic PVDF composite membranes for anti-fouling direct contact membrane
distillation, J. Mem. Sci 505 (2016) 61-69.
[5] Lu X., Peng Y., Qiu H., Liu X. and Ge L., Anti-fouling membranes by manipulating surface wettability and their anti-fouling
mechanism, Desalination 413 (2017) 127-135.
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NEW GREEN MATERIALS FROM WASTE FOR ECO-FRIENDLY
CONSTRUCTIONS
Eleonora Paris, Paola Stabile*, Francesco Radica, Francesco Ansaloni, Gabriele Giuli, Michael Carroll
UNICAM

The European Union is actively addressing the problem of waste recycle regarding both the municipal and
industrial streams. Among these streams, paper, plastic and glass reach already high recycling percentage
(82.8%, 40% and 73.2%, respectively_ Eurostat waste 2015). However, a major source waste, mostly
conferred to landfills, is represented by the construction and demolition waste (CDW) which still does not find
large applications and it is mostly used as crushed materials for fillings. Only recently, the Green Public
Procurement has introduced the requirement for public buildings to incorporate waste materials into
renovations and new constructions, which will push research and industry to create new materials from waste.
The EU Life ECOTILES project (http://www.ecotiles-lifeproject.eu/), addressed this topic by engineering new
terrazzo tiles containing waste materials. Terrazzo tiles, popular in the 1930s, and spread in all the
Mediterranean area, are cement-based tiles traditionally containing marble or limestone aggregates/powders
and pigments, very suitable to be customized in artistic designs. New eco-friendly tiles have been made using the
same technology as the traditional ones, but incorporating up to 66% of glass waste (or other waste like
ceramics and bricks) in the upper layer (1.2 cm) and 77% of CDW in the lower layer (1 cm). The upper layer of
the eco-tiles is therefore the decorated side of the tile, where combinations of colours and patterns can be
created, whereas CDW is confined in the lower one, which is invisible but highly contributes to the waste
content of the tile.
The physical tests about absorption, mechanical strength, mechanical load (following the Uni EN-13748-1)
carried out on the eco-tiles revealed to be in agreement with the values of the traditional Terrazzo tiles, opening
interesting industrial forecast.
Durability and possible ASR effects between glass aggregates and cement matrix have been investigated on
samples undergone at different cycles of freezing, heating and chemical treatments by investigations using
X-ray powder diffraction, optical polarized microscopy, Scanning Electron Microscope, FT-Infrared
spectroscopy and Electron Microprobe. The analyses have been focused to evidence possible effects due to
aggregates and powders size, glass composition, cement quantity and grain-matrix interaction.
The Life Cycle Assessment carried out on the eco-tiles compared to traditional terrazzo tiles evidenced a
reduction of energy consumption and CO2 emissions (19% and 11% compared to single-layer and double
layer traditional tile, respectively) due to the reduction of the use of raw materials during tile production.
Moreover, a rough comparison with the production of ceramic tiles (use of 100% of raw materials, firing at
high temperature, high CO2 emissions) versus eco-tile production (use of 33% of cement, ambient temperature
production, very low CO2 emissions) would suggest to consider with more attention the terrazzo tiles as true
eco-friendly products.
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MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF SOIL FORMATIONS FOR SOIL
COVERING SCHEME OF EXCAVATED WOLSEONG PALACE SITE IN
GYEONGJU OF ANCIENT KOREA
Jun Hyoung Park*, San Ha Kang, Chan Hee Lee
Dept. of Cultural Heritage Conservation Sciences, Kongju National University, Republic of Korea

The Wolseong Palace Site is a palace in Silla Kingdom (BC 57 to AD 935) located in Gyeongju of ancient
Korea. It was designated as Gyeongju Historic Area in 2000, and registered as a World Heritage Site. Recently,
it has been excavated to divide four districts A to D. The C district, the subject of study, is exposed in condition
over the excavation and a variety of conservation scheme has been discussed. Especially, the method of soil
covering today has many problems but a proper scheme is not decided yet. Thus, this study suggested the
proper scheme of excavated sites by analyzing excavated soils in the lower part of Wolseong palace site as soil
mechanically.
This study investigates material characteristics of excavated soil as executing unit weight test and boring
investigation and hydraulic characteristics as measuring landform relief around site. For analyzing physical and
dynamical characteristics of excavated soil, we executed compaction test, grain-size analysis, unconfined
compression test and standard consolidation test. So, this study examine to do recover soil or not and set up a
method of soil covering.
Soils of the lower part on study object have high clay contents and low water permeability. Thus, when it rain
comes, most rainfalls move to south-side as undulation on topography of ruin. Excavated soils also have high
clay contents. So, if this excavated soil will be used to recovering, there is possibility that infiltrated water
remains on inner of soil stratum to damaging relics in site. Thus, we have to cover the other soil which has
other engineering characteristics.
For the stable conservation of the sites, soil covering materials were selected and layers were constructed. The
water which flows into the inside should have a good permeability so that it can be discharged quickly. The
surface should be able to block the inflow of rainfall. Therefore, the lower layer used a sandy soil excellent
permeability. The upper layer was composed of clay soil for water insulation. On the surface, a traditional type
of quick lime compaction layer was set up for water proofing. Also, if there is a significant difference in
particle size between the lower and upper layers, small particles may be lost between large particles.
Considering these facts, we proposed an appropriate particle size.
The thickness of soil to be cover up and upper structure increases the load, it can affect the artifact. There is a
foundation stone inside the site. Ultrasonic velocity was measured to estimate the uniaxial compressive
strength. As a result, the strength of foundation stone can resist the weight of soil more than few meters.
Considering the surrounding environment and the aesthetic issues, the modeling was carried out based on 1m,
which is the general soil covering thickness in Korea. There was no significant difference in settlement of
round according to soil covering material. However, changes in upper structure are closely related to weight
and affect settlement of ground. Therefore, the upper structure should be limited to a minimum for stable
conservation of the sites. The results of the study will be used as basic data for scientific research for the stable
conservation of cultural heritage sites.
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A LESSON TO LEARN FROM BIO-KAOLINITE AND BIO-CARBONATES
IN LOW ENERGY SYSTEM
Vincenzo Pasquale (1), Stefano Dumontet* (1), Saverio Fiore (2), Javier Huertas (3), Antonio
Lettino (2)
(1) Parthenope University Naples, (2) National Research Council, CNR IMAA, Cda Santaloia, Tito Scalo, Potenza (Italy),
(3) Instituto Andaluz de Ciencias de la Tierra, (CSIC-Universidad de Granada), Armilla, Granada, Spain

The interactions between microorganisms and minerals in low energy systems have a long history, as they are
incessantly occurring for at least 3 billion years [1]. In addition, around 75% of the biological mass in our
planet is made by prokaryotes and fungi [2], most of them living in close contact with minerals, ensuring that
number of mineral species of different origin, chemistry, structure and chemical reactivity is continuously
interacting with an undefined number of microorganisms displaying a host of phenotypic, genotypic,
biochemical and surface properties. Different hypothesis have been formulated in order to explain how
microbes drive the precipitation of minerals. Despite there is an impressive amount of scientific literature on
this topic, the mechanism -or the mechanisms- allowing minerals precipitation in the presence of microbes are
not yet clearly defined. Is this a “passive” process making the micro-niche in which microbes live and thrive
conducive to mineral precipitation, thanks to the products of microbial metabolism (inorganic acids and alkalis,
organic acids, organic polymers, ions, etc.) or to the peculiar chemical structure of the microbial cell-wall
(exopolysaccharides, proteins, etc.) making them nucleation sites for mineral crystallization [3]? Is it a
“semi-passive” mechanism driven by microbe-produced ferric-specific iron chelators, scavenging iron form
minerals, including silicates, and able to form stable bidentate complexes with Si and Al [4], allowing to put
them in the right coordination to react and form new silicates? Is it an “active” process, as speculated by
Lünsdorf et al. [5], that allow microorganisms to build “card house structures”, made of silicates, protecting
them from harsh environmental conditions and predation? In this work we report some peculiar feature of
carbonate precipitation mediated by bacteria and fungi and kaolinite formation mediated by the fungus
Paecilomyces inflatus, in low energy systems. In our experiments, we observed hydromagnesite precipitation
from a solution containing CaCl2 and MgSO4, mediated by a bacteria, and vaterite precipitation from a
solution of CaCl2, mediated by the fungi Paecilomyces inflatus. Kaolinite precipitation is a more complex
issue. Kaolinite formation in high energy environments is a well-known phenomenon [6], whereas kaolinite
precipitation from Al and Si solution at ambient temperature was only obtained by Linares and Huertas [7] and
Fiore et al. [8]. Linares and Huertas [7] focused their work on the abiotic synthesis of kaolinite thanks to humic
acids as complexing agents able to put Al in octahedral coordination. Fiore et al. [8] speculated on the
microbially induced precipitation of this mineral they documented the formation of few crystals of kaolinite in
gels precipitated from solution containing Al, Si and microflora extracted from a peat soil. An axenic solution,
containing the same concentrations of Al and Si, failed to produce the same result. Extending the incubation
over 5 years produced some crystals of low crystalline kaolinite and highly mineralized bacterial cells. The use
of complexant agents, as oxalic acid, α-ketoglutaric acid, EDTA and humic acids failed to precipitate kaolinite
in axenic solutions of Na2SiO3·5H2O and Al(NO3)3·9H2O. When the fungus Paecilomyces inflatus, the same
fungus that we observed able to precipitate vaterite, was put in the same solution, produced single crystals and
packets of kaolinite from few nm up to 2 microns. This surprising result casts a new light on the process of
kaolinite formation in low energy environments, where the role of bacteria may has been overestimated
compared to the fungal action.

[1] Lower S.K., Tadanier C.J., Hochella M.F. (2001). Geomicrobiology Journal 18, 63-76.
[2] Cuadros J. (2017). Clay Minerals 52, 235-261.
[3] Fortin D., Ferris F.G., Scott S.D. (1998). American Mineralogist 83, 1399–1408.
[4] Rogers J.R., Bennett P.C. (2004). Chemical Geology 203, 91–108.
[5] Lunsdorf, H., Erb, R.W., Abraham, W.R., Timmis, K.N. (2000). Environmental Microbiology 2, 161–168.
[6] Huertas F.J., Fiore S., Huertas F., Linares J. (1999). Chemical Geology 156, 171-190.
[7] Linares J., Huertas F. (1971). Science 171, 896-897.
[8] Fiore S., Dumontet S., Huertas F.J., Pasquale V. (2011). Applied Clay Science 53, 566-571.
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ELECTROCHEMICAL STUDY OF CHALCOPYRITE AND
MORPHOLOGICAL CHARACTERIZATION IN SALT SOLUTION
R. N. Peres (1), C. S. Fugivara (1), P. H. Suegama (2), F. A. A. Delfino (1), D. Bevilaqua (1), A. V.
Benedetti* (1)
(1) São Paulo State University (Unesp), Institute of Chemistry, Araraquara, SP, Brazil, (2) Universidade Federal da Grande
Dourados, Rodovia Dourados - Itahum, km 12, Dourados, MS, Brazil.

Crundwell has presented a different theory about what is called “passivation of chalcopyrite”, since he believes
that passivation of chalcopyrite surface does not occur, and the slow leaching kinetics of chalcopyrite has been
attributed to the semiconductor behavior of the mineral [1]. Recent studies of chalcopyrite have also suggested
that chalcopyrite is not passivated in acidic salt solution [2]. In the last two decades, several researchers have
been investigated the formation of intermediates of the dissolution process of chalcopyrite, such as disulfides
(S22-), polysulfide (Sn2-), metal-deficient sulfides (Cu1-xFe1-YS2-z) [3-4]. The goal of this work was to study
the different oxidation/reduction processes by linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) followed by electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy (EIS). After the different electrochemical events, the surface morphology of the
massive mineral was investigated by scanning electron microscopy (SEM), energy dispersive X-ray
spectroscopy (EDS), and the total copper and iron in solution was determined by atomic absorption
spectrometry (AAS). The electrolyte was composed by 0.5 gL-1 of each following salt: MgSO4 7H2O,
(NH4)2SO4 and KH2PO4 in aqueous solution pH 1.8 and at 25 °C. A three-electrode electrochemical cell
being Ag|AgCl|KCl3 mol L-1 the reference, a platinum network the auxiliary and massive chalcopyrite as
working electrode was used. Cyclic voltammetry from the open circuit potential (EOCP) to +1.0 V and -1.0
V/Ag|AgCl|KCl3 mol L-1 at 0.01 mV s-1 was performed to define the limits of LSV. Afterwards, LSV
experiments were carried out from EOCP to different potentials, the circuit was open and after stabilizing the
potential, EIS diagrams were acquired. The SEM images and surface analysis after LSV to potentials below the
EOCP showed large amount of copper, indicating that chalcopyrite is reduced to copper and copper sulfides
(covelite, chalcocite and bornite) while sulfur predominates on the surface for LSV swept to E≥+0.8 V. The
EIS experiments showed a decrease in the real impedance for higher positive or negative potential values, due
to the decomposition of the original material to more conductive/active phases, and/or influence of the ions in
solution.

[1] F. K. Crundwell, Can. Metall. Q. 54 (2015) 279-288.
[2] F. A. Arena, P. H. Suegama, D. Bevilaqua, A. L. A. dos Santos, C. S. Fugivara, A. V. Benedetti, Miner. Eng. 92 (2016) 229-241.
[3] C. Klauber, Inter. J. Miner. Process. 86 (2008) 1-17.
[4] A. Ghahremananinezhad, D. G. Dixon, E. Asselin, Electrochim. Acta 87 (2013) 97-112.
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WASTE IN TIME - MINERALOGICAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS
OF WASTE AND WASTE DISPOSAL
Michael Plötze*
ETH Zürich- Institute for Geotechnical Engineering, Zürich, Switzerland

Environmental geotechnics may be defined as the application of geotechnical engineering for solving
environmental problems such as protection of the natural environment from industrial activities and of life and
goods against environmental risks or natural hazards. From this point of view, it should be understood that
environmental geotechnics has undergone rapid development in the working on these topics already at the end
of the 20th century.
In this talk several time aspects related to waste and waste disposal will be discussed. This starts from
increasing amount of waste with the increasing industrial development resulting in the recognition of the need
to avoid waste from production to consumption cycle (cradle-to-cradle) and the environment-friendly
deposition of unavoidable (?) waste. The next time aspect is the development of waste treatment and disposal
technologies. The greatest environmental concern with landfill of wastes is the generation of leachate from
infiltrating surface and groundwater, with the resultant contamination of groundwater supplies. The so-called
multibarrier system is a unique hydraulic-barrier design for containment of waste, including nuclear waste. The
long-term behaviour of waste in terms of leachate generation and composition as well as its influence on the
performance of the barriers with resulting environmental consequences will be assessed. The last time aspect
discussed in this talk is the generation of new types of waste and their disposal. Rapid industrial scale
production, coupled with unique material properties, underpin rising concerns of engineered nano-scale
materials such as carbon based, nano-scale materials like fullerenes and nanotubes inadvertently impacting the
health and function of natural systems and can form a new type of waste. Results of investigation of their
environmental fate and transport will be discussed which allows appropriate design and maintenance of solid
waste disposal facilities engineered to contain these and other charged nano-scale materials.
Keywords: Waste disposal, Multibarrier system, Long-term assessment
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A COMPREHENSIVE INVESTIGATION OF CHITOSAN/OLIVE OIL
SOLID WASTES AND CHITOSAN/ALGINATE BASED ADSORBENTS TO
REMOVE (RELEASE AND/OR DEGRADED) IN BATCH AND IN FLOW
THE EMERGING POLLUTANT TETRACYCLINE FROM WATER
Vito Rizzi* (1), Dario Lacalamita (2), Jennifer Gubitosa (2), Paola Fini (3), Roberto Romita (2),
Antonio Gabaldón Hernandez (4), Maria Isabel Fortea (4), Angel Pablo Cano Gomez (4), Vicente
Manuel Gómez Lopez (4), Angela Agostiano (1), Pinalysa Cosma (2)
(1) Università degli Studi “Aldo Moro” di Bari, Dip. Chimica, Via Orabona, 4- 70126 Bari, (2) Università degli Studi
“Aldo Moro” di Bari, Dip. Chimica, Via Orabona, 4- 70126 Bari, Italy, (3) Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche CNR-IPCF,
UOS Bari, Via Orabona, 4 - 70126 Bari, Italy., (4) Departamento Ciencia y Tecnología de Alimentos, Universidad Católica
San Antonio de Murcia, Guadalupe,

For years, many articles have been reported in literature and related to the presence of new compounds, called
“emerging pollutants”, in wastewater and aquatic environments. As reported in literature [1,2] these pollutants
are considered new products or chemicals without regulatory status and whose effects on environment and
human health are unknown. For that reason novel strategies to treat wastewater are required. The highly
efficient removal of the emerging pollutant tetracycline (TC) by adsorption processes from water is presented
in this work by using and comparing alginate/chitosan microbeads, olive pomace and olive pomace/chitosan
blended films with and without TiO2. The possible reuse of both the adsorbents and TC is also discussed with
the possibility to photodegrade the pollutant using Advanced Oxidation Processes. Among the presented
adsorbents, the use of olive pomace/chitosan-blended films appeared encouraged for possible industrial
applications. Several parameters affecting the adsorption process, such as the pH of solutions containing TC,
the amount of the adsorbents and the pollutant, and the effect of the temperature values, were investigated.
Consecutive cycles of adsorption and desorption are presented proposing both the reuse of the adsorbent and
TC. Further a detailed physical and chemical study is presented evaluating the kinetics and the isotherm of
adsorption, along with the thermodynamic parameters (ΔG, ΔH and ΔS) affecting the adsorption process. The
presence of others emerging pollutants such as ketoprofen, diclofenac and clorpirifos in water was also
investigated showing their removal and as their presence did not affect the removal of TC if present in
mixtures.

[1] Deblonde T., Cossu-Leguille C., Harteman P. (2011) Emerging pollutants in wastewater: A review of the literature. International
Journal of Hygiene and Environmental Health, 214, 442– 448.
[2] Geissen V., Mol H., Klumpp H., Umlauf G., Nadal M., Van der Ploeg M., Van de Zee S. E.A.T.M.(2015) Ritsem C.J. Emerging
pollutants in the environment: A challenge for water resource management. International Soil and Water Conservation Research, 3, 57–65.
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MONITORING OF THE CHEMICAL REACTION AND FORMATION OF
HYDRATED PRODUCTS OF BLAST FURNACE SLAG ACTIVATED WITH
RED MUD.
Roberto Cesar De Oliveira Romano* (1), Heitor Montefusco Bernardo (1), Barbara Pedro Roschel
(1), Gabriel Maki Kanzaki Oliveira (1), Rafael Giuliano Pileggi (1), Maria Alba Cincotto (1)
(1) University of São Paulo

Red mud (RM) is a by-product from alumina and aluminum production that it was not developed any
large-scale application. It is estimated that at each 2 tons of bauxite ore it is generated up to 1 ton of this kind of
waste, depending on the ore richness, which is still being disposed in the lakes of mud, representing a
considerable environmental impact. An alternative can be the association with Portland cement in concrete and
mortar compositions. However, despite many benefits in the hardened state, the aspects of leaching are not yet
well understood. In this work the red mud was used to promote the alkaline activation of blast furnace slag
(BFS), trying to find a product with lower leaching potential. This new product can be used as a supplementary
material in association of Portland cement, or as a new binder in zero-cement compositions, due to its
geopolymerization. The materials were associated in different proportions and the chemical reaction monitored
by isothermal calorimetry. X-ray diffraction and thermogravimetry were the methods used to identified the
products, and the results pointed out to the best relation RM-BFS and the insertion of alkalis into the
C-S-H-gel, reducing the amount of soluble K, Al and Na-ions.

[1] Bellmann F, Stark J. Activation of blast furnace slag by a new method. Cement and Concrete Research 39 (2009) pp. 644–650.
[2] Gu K, Jin F, Al-Tabbaa A, Shi B. Activation of ground granulated blast furnace slag by using calcined dolomite. Construction and
Building Materials 68(2014) 252–258.
[3] Romano, R. C. O, Liberato, C. C., Montini, M., Gallo J. B., Cincotto, M. A., Pileggi, R. G. Evaluation of transition from fluid to elastic
solid of cementitious pastes with bauxite residue using oscillation rheometry and isothermal calorimetry. Applied Rheology 23. 23830
(2013)
[4] Klauber C, Gräfe M, Power G. Review of bauxite residue re-use options. Waterford, WA: CSIRO Minerals; 2009. p. 1–77.
[5] Ben Haha M., Le Saout G., Winnefeld F., Lothenbach B. Influence of activator type on hydration kinetics, hydrate assemblage and
microstructural development of alkali activated blast-furnace slags. Cement and Concrete Researsh 41, 301–10 (2011).
[6] Puertas F, Fernández-Jiménez A, Blanco-Varela MT. Pore solution in alkali activated slag cement pastes. Relation to the composition
and structure of calcium silicate hydrate. Cement and Concrete Researsh 34 (2004) pp.139–48
[7] Zivica V. Effects of type and dosage of alkaline activator and temperature on the properties of alkali-activated slag mixtures.
Construction and Building Materials 21 (2007) pp. 1463–9.
[8] Fernández-Jiménez A, Puertas F. Alkali-activated slag cements: Kinetic studies. Cement and Concrete Research 27 (1997) 3, pp.
359–368.
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SYNTHESIS OF MG – FE LAYERED DOUBLE HYDROXIDES FROM
MINERALS AND THEIR SORPTION AFFINITY TOWARDS CR(VI)
Karolina Rybka*, Jakub Matusik
AGH University of Science and Technology, al. Mickiewicza 30 30-059 Kraków, Poland

Layered double hydroxides (LDH) are non-silicate oxides and hydroxides of the following general chemical
formula: [MII1-x MIIIx OH2]x+ [An-]x/n * y H2O. Their structure consists of positively charged brucite–like
layers with the charge–balancing hydrated anions between them. With their ability to exchange anions, LDHs
may found application as efficient materials for water purification. The synthesis of LDH can be carried out in
laboratory conditions, but this involves costs of using pure chemical reagents. Therefore, in this work, abundant
and widely available minerals were used to synthesize LDH. The anions removal via ion-exchange by raw
LDH and the removal due to “memory effect” phenomenon by calcined LDH are responsible for high sorption
capacity of the materials. Therefore, the goal of this study was to investigate the synthesis efficiency of Mg –
Fe LDHs obtained from selected minerals and their affinity towards aqueous hexavalent chromium (Cr(VI)).
Magnesite [M], hematite [H], MgCl2 * 6H2O [Mg] and FeCl3 * 6H2O [Fe] were used to obtain Mg – Fe LDH
in four different variants: Mg – Fe, M – Fe, Mg – H, M – H. The Mg / Fe molar ratio was set to 2. Prior to
synthesis, the M and H were dissolved in HCl to obtain Mg2+ and Fe3+solutions, respectively. Firstly, the pH
of the Mg2+ solution was set to 10 by NaOH. Then the Fe3+ solution was added dropwise, with constantly
controlled pH 10. The prepared suspension was aged for 2 h at room temperature, washed with water and dried
at 60°C. All materials were calcined in a muffle furnace at 400°C for 3 h. All samples were characterized by
XRD, FTIR and SEM.
The XRD patterns confirmed the formation of magnesium iron carbonate hydroxide (JCPDS #14-0293) in all
samples [1], as well as brucite (JCPDS #44-1482) in all samples excluding the M – H sample. The brucite
presence is also confirmed by FTIR spectra, where a band at 3700 cm-1 was noticed [2]. Moreover,
characteristic vibrational bands of CO32-, Mg-O and Fe-O were observed. The SEM images revealed
significant changes of morphology of the final products as compared to the starting mineral substrates. In all
cases, characteristic particles build from stacked layers were observed.
The obtained materials were tested in Cr(VI) removal experiments using aqueous solutions of K2Cr2O7 in
concentrations: 0.4, 2.0 and 10.0 mM/L respectively (initial pH = 5). The Cr(VI) concentration was measured
using 1,5-diphenylcarbazide method. The results showed, that despite using different Mg and Fe sources for the
LDH synthesis, the sorption capacity was nearly the same for all the materials. The sorption capacity, measured
for the initial 10.0 mM/L concentration, for the uncalcined and calcined LDH was equal to 435 mM/kg and 468
mM/kg, respectively. In all cases the Cr(VI) removal was connected with a pH increase in equilibrium
solutions. The mechanism responsible for anions uptake involved ion exchange (uncalcined LDH) and structure
reconstruction (calcined LDH) as evidenced by XRD and FTIR.

[1] Fahami A., Beall G.W., (2016). Journal of Solid State Chemistry 233, 422-427
[2] Millis S.J, Christy A.G., Genin J-M., R., Kameda T., Colombo F. (2012). Mineralogical Magazine 76(5), 1289–1336
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SIMOULTANEOUS REMOVAL AND RECOVERY OF HEAVY METAL
AND DYES FROM WASTEWATER THROUGH MONTMORILLONITE
CLAY: EQUILIBRIUM AND KINETIC STUDIES.
Luciana Sciascia* (1), Filippo Parisi (2), Giuseppe Lazzara (2), Stefana Milioto (2)
(1) Dipartimento di Scienze della Tera e del Mare, Università di Palermo, (2) Dipartimento di Fisica e Chimica, Università
di Palermo

The simultaneous presence of different type of pollutants in industrial wastewaters often makes it difficult to
dispose of them properly and efficiently.
The main objective of this work was to use Montmorillonite, Mt, readily and inexpensively available in most
places, for the simultaneous adsorption (and removal) of two class of pollutants: metals and dyes. The attention
was focuses on three “models” pollutants: Pb(II), CeIII and crystal violet. The choice is due to the fact that they
are widespread in industrial wastewaters of various origin: this characteristics, together with their effect on
human (and animal and plant) health, make them ideal for a study on water remediation. Moreover, when
separated from the industrial wastewater, they can be individually recycled in industrial production with no or
simple treatment.
Adsorption isotherms and kinetics of the different pollutants onto Mt clay were first gathered separately under
different pH conditions. It has been observed that the both isotherms and kinetics are strongly affected by the
pH.
The obtained information was employed to propose efficient protocols for the removal and separation of the
different component from aqueous solutions mimicking industrial wastewaters.
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CO2-ACTIVATED STEEL SLAG BINDER FOR CARBON-NEGATIVE
CONCRETE
Yixin Shao* (1), Zhen He (2)
(1) McGill University, (2) Wuhan University

Steel slag is the by-product of steel-refining process and is commonly used in road construction as aggregates.
Because of its chemical composition and high temperature process, steel slag can have more value-added
applications. One of the unique properties of steel slag is that it is carbon dioxide reactive. This feature can be
utilized to develop steel slag binder to replace Portland cement in making carbon-negative concrete. This paper
summarizes a recent study on the carbonation activation of steel slag for cementing binder application.
Different types of steel slags are examined for their capacity to develop strength. They include EAF slag, BOF
slag, KOBM slag. The slags are ground to a size close to cement powder and compaction formed into a precast
product. The slag compacts are then carbonated in a pressure chamber at ambient temperature with a gas
pressure of 1 bar for different duration. The strength gain and carbon uptake are evaluated. It was found that
BOF and KOBM slags are more carbon reactive than EAF slag. The former can develop a strength of 40-50
MPa in two hours reaction while the latter can reach 20-30 MPa. If iron content can be reduced below 5%, the
reactivity can be further enhanced. A compressive strength of 80 MPa and a carbon uptake of 13% have been
achieved through carbonation activation of a de-ironized KOBM slag in just two hours. The dominant
parameter for carbon-activated strength gain is the calcium silicate phases with any polymorphs. The strength
gain is attributed to the formation of calcium-silicate-hydrates coupled with calcium carbonates through the
carbon activation of calcium silicates.
It is promising to use industry waste steel slag to replace Portland cement in making precast building products.
Since carbonation activation is a CO2 uptake process, gaseous carbon dioxide can be converted into solid
carbonates and stored in building products. The final products can be made carbon-negative since it preserves
natural resources, recycles industry wastes and serves as carbon sinks for emission reduction.
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EXAMINING STRUCTURE-PROPERTY RELATIONSHIPS IN
CEMENTITIOUS BUILDING MATERIALS USING ADVANCED
MICROSCOPY TECHNIQUES
Alisa Stratulat*, Edward Hill
Carl Zeiss Microscopy Ltd

Concrete has become the second most consumed product on earth and it is used in almost all civil engineering
infrastructures. In spite of the newest developments and improvements in the materials used in cement, failures
in concrete still occur, causing financial losses. However, understanding the nature of these failures may be
very difficult using traditional approaches. To better understand finish-related delamination, chemical attack, to
better control the cement-aggregate combination and to develop new materials (e.g. self-healing concrete),
advanced microscopy techniques are required.
Here, we present how hydration of cement can be studied using a Variable Pressure and Extended Pressure
SEM. Using a CSEM in combination with a Coolstage, the user can image various hydration states. The
humidity of the sample can easily be controlled by adjusting the temperature and pressure in the chamber.
The presentation will also cover a study on self-healing concrete. In order to avoid cracks in concrete due to
loading or environmental conditions, researchers are investigating self-healing concrete. Mineral additives such
as quicklime or bentonite clay are used in the cement and have the property of expansion when any crack
forms. The expansion of these minerals fills the cracks and bridges it over time. Sample preparation and
monitoring will be explained in detail, as well as results showing the latest development in this field.
The non-destructive method of understanding 3D topologies of crack networks in concrete will also be
presented. Cracking in cement-based building materials can be induced by a number of different mechanisms
including lack of moisture or excess heat generation during the early stages of curing, mechanical stress or
internal chemical origins. Highly varying 3D topologies of crack networks are difficult to characterize.
Traditional techniques rely on optical or electron microscope imaging of individual slices of the material that is
destructive and limited to 2D surface views or by resolution and complex 3D nature of cracking. Using an
X-ray Microscope, the overview of the entire crack structure and high resolution of any sub-region of the
sample can be investigated.
Finally, chemical and mineralogical analysis is described to better understand the bulk chemistry and to
identify the mineralogy. Mineralogic’s high resolution imaging and quantification allows fine discrimination of
elements (e.g. thaumasite) that can improve time to failure of concrete.
These techniques allow multiple length scales and modalities to study cementitious building materials and to
understand its failure mechanisms.

[1] Scott R. White, benjamin J. Blaixzik, Sharlotte L.B. Kramer, Solar C. Olugebefola, J.S.M. and N.R.S., 2011. Self-healing Polymers and
Composites. American Scientist, (October). Available at: www.americanscientist.org
[2] T. Qureshi, A. Al-Tabbaa, The effect of magnesia on the self-healing performance of Portland cement with increased curing time,
AMS‚ 14 Proceedings of the Int. Conference on Ageing of Materials & Structures, Delft 26 – 28 May 2014, The Netherlands, (2014), 639 –
642
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CRYSTAL-CHEMICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF RED BERYL BY
STANDARLESS LASER INDUCED BREAKDOWN SPECTROSCOPY (LIBS)
AND SCXRD: AN EXAMPLE OF VALIDATION OF AN INNOVATIVE
METHOD FOR THE CHEMICAL ANALYSES OF MINERALS
Gioacchino Tempesta* (1), Giovanna Agrosì (1), Ferdinando Bosi (2)
(1) Dipartimento di Scienze della Terra e Geoambientali, Università degli Studi di Bari Aldo Moro, Bari, Italy, (2)
Dipartimento di Scienze della Terra, Sapienza Università degli Studi di Roma, Roma, Italy

Laser Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy (LIBS) is a valuable technique for performing qualitative and
quantitative chemical analyses of all elements in one shot, including light elements such as Li and Be. It does
not require any sample preparation and reveals all atomic species, even when present in small amounts. In this
study, we performed a validation of this technique comparing Single Crystal X-ray Diffraction (SCXRD) data
with quantitative chemical analyses previously carried out with a standardless method (Calibration Free-LIBS)
on the red beryl mineral. The chemical analyses were performed using a new LIBS prototype coupled with a
petrographic microscope to obtain a spot size of approximately 10 μm on selected and homogeneous areas with
minimal damage to the mineral. The results show that the standardless quantitative analysis is suitable for the
quantification of major and minor light and heavy elements in beryl. The accuracy of quantification of light
elements by CF-LIBS led to the empirical formula:
(Be2.989Li0.011)∑3.000(Ti0.053Mn0.051Mg0.007Al1.890)∑2.000
(Be0.116Fe0.024Si5.860)∑6.000O18(Cs0.006Na0.019K0.017Ca0.019)∑0.061 which is consistent with the
SCXRD data such as the refined site occupancies. The agreement between the chemical and X-ray diffraction
data proves the validity of CF-LIBS method for chemical analyses on minerals containing light elements.
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NEW GENERATION OF ADVANCED MONOCRYSTALLINE MATERIALS
Silviya Valkova*, Martin Klejch, Jan Polak, Jindrich Houzvicka
Crytur spol. s r.o.

Since 1943 there has been significant research on monocrystalline materials in Turnov. As successor of the
knowledge Crytur, spol. s r.o. continues with developing of new technologies for crystal growth as well as new
applications of the as grown crystals.
There are two dimensions of crystal growth research. One of it is raising of crystals volume which is not only
economically benefitial but it also allows us to produce large number of crystalline products and samples that
supports an application research. The largest success was achieved for crystals based on YAG (140mm
diameter) and YAP (300mm length) matrixes doped with Yb or Ce. Crystals of LuAG:Ce were grown with
diameter over 100mm as well.
Second dimension is development of new crystalline materials that is firstly made by EFG (Edge-defined
Film-fed Growth) method and after that transfered to Czochralsky growth furnaces. Even if EFG method
introduced by La Belle was originally used for production of sapphire single crystals in various shapes Crytur´s
development allows us to grow also YAG (Y3Al5O12), LuAG (Lu3Al5O12) and YAP (YAlO3) crystal
matrixes doped with different rare-earth dopants. That way several new materials such as YAG:CeHo, YAP:Pr,
LuAG:Dy or LuAP:Ce were achieved to be grown.

[1] J. Polák; Adv. Sci. Eng. Med. 2013, Vol. 5, No. 6
[2] Ji. KVAPIL, Jo. KVAPIL, B. MANEK and B. PERNER; J. Cryst. Growth 52 (1981) 542—545
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BIOCOMPATIBILITY OF NICUON THIN FILMS
Karen Velásquez Mendez, Norma Constanza López Ortiz*, Yadi Adriana Umaña Pérez, Eduard
Ricardo Romero Malagón, Gloria Ivonne Cubillos González
Universidad Nacional de Colombia

The development of new biocompatible materials is of constant interest in the field of bone implants, both in
medicine and in odontology. For this purpose, titanium implants and their alloys, cobalt-chrome-molybdenum
alloy and 316L stainless steel are used [1-3]. The latter is the most widely used because of its low cost,
excellent mechanical properties, biocompatibility and resistance to corrosion. However, biological fluids can
initiate the corrosion process of the biomaterials by releasing Ni2+ and Cr3+ ions into the bloodstream,
triggering the alert of the immune system and triggering allergic reactions [4,5]. The introduction of ceramic
coatings has proved to be an effective solution to inhibit the corrosion process, increase biocompatibility and
promote the osseointegration of metals and alloys [3]. Transition metal oxides such as TiO2, ZrO2 and
oxynitrides such as TiOxNy and ZrOxNy are excellent biocompatible ceramic coatings in osseointegration
processes [6,7].
The objective of the present investigation was to develop a biocompatible ceramic material from commonly
used metals, nickel and copper were selected, both being corrosion resistant materials and forming a stable
solid solution. By using the sputtering technique with radio frequency, thin films of nickel-copper oxynitride,
NiCuON, were deposited on 316L stainless steel and their biocompatibility was evaluated in the growth of
mouse osteoblasts of the C57BL / 6 cell line, with the aim of use them as candidates in osteosynthesis
processes. The results show that the thin films of NiCuON are crystalline with preferential growth on the plane
(111) to 2θ = 36.8. Regarding the morphology they grow with a roughness of 5.0610-3 μm and particle size of
3.9310-1 μm for NiCuON10. For NiCuON18 roughness 2.7210-2 μm and particle size 4.0710-1 μm. In vitro
biocompatibility study evaluated from the cell viability analysis by fluorescence microscopy, shows a cell
growth on the ceramic coating much higher than that of the same cells on the bare steel, for the NiCuON18
film the growth is 106% and for NiCuON10 it is 226%. The corrosion resistance evaluated from the linear
polarization curves for steels coated with ceramic shows that the polarization resistance is two orders of
magnitude higher compared to bare steel.
Key words: Biocompatibility, NiCuON, RF reactive sputtering, cell viability, osseointegration

[1] Mohd Talha, C.K. Behera, O.P. Sinha. (2013). A review on nickel-free nitrogen containing austenitic stainless steels for biomedical
applications, Materials Science and Engineering C (33) 3563–3575
[2] Xiao-Fan Hu, Lin Wang, Yi-Zhao Lu, Geng Xiang, Zi-Xiang Wu, Ya-Bo Yan, Yang Zhang, Xiong Zhao, Yuan Zang, Lei Shi, Wei Lei,
Ya-Fei Feng. (2017). Adiponectin improves the osteointegration of titanium implant under diabetic conditions by reversing mitochondrial
dysfunction via the AMPK pathway in vivo and in vitro, Acta Biomaterialia (61) 233–248
[3] Manam N.S., Harun W.S.W., Shri D.N.A., Ghani S.A.C., Kurniawan T., Ismail M.H., Ibrahim M.H.I. (2017). Study of corrosion in
biocompatible metals for implants: A review, Journal of Alloys and Compounds (701) 698-715
[4] Owens G. J., Singh R. K., Foroutan F., Alqaysi M., Han Ch.M., Mahapatra Ch., Kim H.W., Knowles J. C. (2016). Sol–gel based
materials for biomedical applications, Progress in Materials Science (77) 1–79
[5] Fojt J., Joska L., Málek J. (2013). Corrosion behaviour of porous Ti–39Nb alloy for biomedical applications, Corrosion Science (71)
78–83
[6] Cubillos G.I., Alfonso J.E., Olaya J.J., Grimaldo D.C. and Cardozo C.A. (2013). Synthesis and biological characterization of zirconium
oxinitride thin films growth by rf puttering. Thin Solid Films (529) 342–346
[7] Banakh O., Moussa M., Matthey J., Pontearso A., Cattani-Lorente M., Sanjines R., Fontana P., Wiskott A., Durual S. (2014). Sputtered
titanium oxynitride coatings for end osseous applications: Physical and chemical evaluation and first bioactivity assays. Applied Surface
Science (317) 986–993
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ASSESSMENT AND MODELING OF DYNAMIC PROPERTIES AND
MATERIAL ASSIGNMENT OF BOVINE TIBIA VIA CT SCANS
Reem Yassine*, Ramsey Hamade, Samir Mustapha, Mohammad Karim Elham, Ali Fakhreddine,
Mohammad Sayegh
Mechanical Engineering Department American University of Beirut P.O. Box 11-0236, Riad El-Solh Beirut 1107 2020,
Lebanon

Modal frequencies and shapes of bovine tibiae are evaluated numerically using the finite element method
(FEM), and experimentally using impact testing. Numerical studies include anatomically accurate 3D models
created from 2D images of CT scans using Mimics [1]. The material properties were assigned as isotropic
heterogeneous material based on Hounsfield (HU) values for their cortical and cancellous constituents. The
material assignment process involves inputting a density-stiffness relation within a specific HU range. A large
number of stiffness (modulus of elasticity) - density relations for bone constituents were documented in the
literature. The favored stiffness-density relation is identified by estimating FEM modal frequencies closest to
experimental values. Cortical and cancellous material were separated by a Cut-off point (Cut-off density value,
Cut-off HU value), where it was used as a variable (+number of materials) for the FEM model to reach for the
bone mass experimentally. After resulting with lowest percentage mass difference with a specific cut-off HU,
cut-off density and number of materials, a 3D meshed bone model is generated.
Experimentally, single-input-multiple-output method was used, which is conducted by an impact hammer
(Dynapulse™ Impulse Hammer) with a hard-plastic tip and instrumented with four single-axis accelerometers
mounted using wax [2]. Modal Frequencies for thirteen bovine tibiae are extracted using Frequency Response
Function (FRF) and Complex Mode Indicator Function (CMIF), in the Cranial-Caudal and Medial-Lateral
planes. FRF method is disadvantaged with possible signal interference and inaccuracy, hence, CMIF was
presented as a robust method relative to its detection of closely spaced modes. Results of both methods were
evaluated and compared. Subset of six tibia were instrumented with 6 accelerometers to extract their modal
shapes (using ProSig© software).
The percentage differences were 0.95% and 10.65%, and 8.89% and 1.92 % for modes 1 and 2 in the cranialcaudal plane and medial-lateral plane, respectively. Of all the E-ρ formulae considered in this work, the formula
proposed for younger cortical human bone (and which was developed from the largest number of
tested specimens among the collected citations) attained more credible results in comparison with a fresh
bovine bone.
Experimental work resulted with a percentage difference of 0.56% and 2.98% between the two methods in both
planes. Upon changing the impact location, CMIF computed lower percentage difference than the FRF
method, in both planes. The consistency and robustness of the CMIF data is due to its capability of dealing with
data contaminated with noise and distortion [3]. Bone’s geometrical variables were statistically diagnosed for
their attribution to bone dynamic characteristics. Bone length showed highest correlation to modal frequencies
(p-value < 0.05) for practically all modes. The simple linear relations between frequencies to the reciprocal
of the length squared are as follows:
[(F_n)] _1CC=36966417 1/L^2 +361.2456, [(F_n)] _2CC=1.46*[(10)] ^8 1/L^2 +679.673,
[(F_n)] _1ML=68676471 1/L^2 +350.8876 and [(F_n)] _2ML=[(10)]^8 1/L^2 +1318.36.
Modal shape fittings resulted with highly statistically significant (p-value < 0.001) correlations between the
classical sinusoidal analytical formula of a free-free Euler-Bernoulli beam [4] and the experimentally schemed
shapes.
[1] Mimics student edition course book, Innovation Suite Research, Materialize Technologielaan 15 – 3001 Leuven – Belgium,
http://www.materialise.com/en/medical/software/mimics, Accessed January 10, 2017.
[2] Choucair, I., S. Mustapha, A. Fakhreddine, M. Sayegh and R. F. Hamade. Investigation of the dynamic characteristics of bovine tibia
using the impulse response method. Proceedings of the ASME 2016 International Mechanical Engineering, Congress and Exposition,
November 11-17, 2016, Phoenix, Arizona, 2016.
[3] Shih, C. Y., Y. G. Tsuei, R. J. Allemang and D. L. Brown. A frequency domain global parameter estimation method for multiple
reference frequency response Measurements. Mech. Sys. Sig. Proc. 2(4):349-365, 1988.
[4] Inman, D. J. Engineering Vibration. University of Michigan, Fourth edition, 2014.
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STONES - WHY DO WE NOT SEE MORE OF THEM?
Jiaojiao Yun (1), Brian Holmes (2), Yan Wang (1), Alex Fok* (2)
(1) Sun Yat-sen University, Guangzhou, China, (2) University of Minnesota, USA

Human body fluids are supersaturated with respect to calcium minerals such as hydroxyapatite (HA). The fact
that we do not see more calculus or stone formation is due to the presence of inhibitors which can minimize and
stabilize the amorphous calcium compounds formed in the body fluids. Amorphous calcium phosphate (ACP)
also plays a key role in the biomineralization of hard tissues such as teeth and bone, but the actual mechanism
is still under debate. Presented in this talk is an engineer's view (in the form of a kinetic model based on the law
of mass action) on the production and stabilization of ACP which eventually transforms into HA [1]. The
model is first calibrated against the measured calcium (Ca) ion concentrations and then validated against the
time curves of hydroxyapatite (HA) and Mg ion concentrations for different initial Mg/Ca molar ratios. The
model is capable of reproducing the five stages of HA precipitation [2], namely, (1) reversible production of
ACP; (2) quasi-steady state of Mg-stabilized ACP; (3) transformation of ACP to HA; (4) growth of HA
crystals; and (5) equilibrium of HA with the surrounding solution. The predicted HA vs. time curves for
different initial Mg/Ca molar ratios agree well with the experimental data. The rate constants that control the
production of ACP and HA increase with the concentration of Mg, while those that control the dissolution and
transformation of ACP reduce with Mg concentration. Sensitivity studies are then performed to consider the
effect of the HA particle shape assumed (spherical or sheet-like) and whether the reactivity of the ACP is
proportional to its surface area or volume. The numerical results indicate that the HA particles are more likely
to be sheet-like and the ACP's reaction is probably controlled by surface-adsorbed Mg ions. Further work will
involve using the kinetic model to test the different theories proposed for collagen mineralization.

[1] Boskey, A.L.; Posner, A.S. (1974). Magnesium stabilization of amorphous calcium phosphate: A kinetic study. Mater. Res. Bull. 9, (7),
907-916.
[2] Ding, H.C.; Pan, H.H.; Xu, X.R.; Tang, R.K. (2014). Toward a Detailed Understanding of Magnesium Ions on Hydroxyapatite
Crystallization Inhibition. Cryst. Growth Des. 14, (2), 763-769.
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